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Zusammenfassung

Breitbandige, passive optische Freistrahl-Resonatoren (Überhöhungsresonatoren, ÜR), die
mit modengekoppelten Lasern betrieben werden, erlauben Weglängen- und Pulsenergie-
Erhöhungen um mehrere Größenordnungen für ultrasensitive optische Messungen und das Trei-
ben von nichtlinearen Konversionsprozessen mit niedriger E�zienz. Insbesondere ermöglichen
sie kohärente Quellen extrem-ultravioletten (XUV) Lichts mit hoher Leistung durch die Erzeu-
gung Hoher Harmonischer (HHG) in Gasen innerhalb des Resonators, mit Repetitionsraten von
Dutzenden bis Hunderten von MHz. Während manche der im Rahmen dieser Dissertation ent-
wickelten Techniken breitere Anwendbarkeit versprechen, liegt das Hauptaugenmerk dieser Ar-
beit auf der Weiterentwicklung und dem Verständnis von ÜR-basierten XUV-Strahlungsquellen,
welche unter anderem für die Frequenzkamm-Metrologie und Photoelektronen-Emissions-
Spektroskopie in diesem Photonenenergiebereich von Interesse sind. Die Hauptergebnisse
dieser Dissertation können im Wesentlichen in zwei Themengebiete untergegliedert werden:

Erstens wurden, aufbauend auf der vorherigen Arbeit unserer Forschungsgruppe, zwei
Aspekte der Gesamte�zienz der nichtlinearen Konversion untersucht: die nichtlineare Inter-
aktion zwischen dem laserinduzierten Plasma im Generationsmedium und dem überhöhten
Feld, und geometrische Auskoppelmethoden. Die resultierenden Einsichten haben zur Demons-
tration der ersten ÜR-basierten XUV-Quelle mit einer ähnliche Konversionse�zienz wie in
vergleichbaren Single-Pass-Experimenten geführt, mit einer Photonenrate, die diese Technolo-
gie für raumladungsfreie Photoelektronen-Emissions-Spektroskopie nützlich macht. Solche
Studien waren bisher nur mit Single-Pass-HHG-Quellen bei wesentlich geringerer Repetitions-
rate und dadurch stark beschränkten Datenerfassungsraten, oder durch Beschleunigeranlagen
mit erheblich mehr Raumbedarf möglich, welche im Gegensatz zu HHG-basierten Quellen
nicht ohne Weiteres sub-Nanosekunden-Au�ösung bereitstellen können.

Zweitens untersucht diese Arbeit, in Anbetracht dieses neuen Anwendungsfelds, ob und
wie diese technologische Plattform auch für die Erzeugung von isolierten Attosekundenpulsen
benutzt werden kann, was raumladungsfreie Photoelektronen-Emissions-Mikroskopie mit
räumlicher Au�ösung im Nanometer- und zeitlicher Au�ösung im Attosekundenbereich er-
möglichen würde, und die Untersuchung von plasmonischen Feldern auf nanostrukturierten
Ober�ächen auf ihren intrinsischen Zeit- und Längenskalen erlauben würde. Dafür wurde ein
Aufbau für die räumlich-zeitliche Manipulation von überhöhten Feldern entwickelt und dessen
Praktikabilität theoretisch und experimentell gezeigt. Diese Methode fungiert als e�zienter
Leistungs- und Photonenenergie-skalierbarer Auskoppelmechanismus für XUV-Strahlung,
die innerhalb von ÜR erzeugt wurde, und verspricht Resonator-überhöhte Erzeugung von
isolierten Attosekundenpulsen und außerdem die monolithische Kombination mehrerer Reso-
natoren, die z.B. bei verschiedenen zentralen Wellenlängen betrieben werden, in einen einzigen
Gesamtresonator.

Weiterhin wurden der theoretische Rahmen und die numerischen Modelle, die im Laufe
dieser Dissertation entstanden sind, angewendet, um ein neuartiges Zeitbereichs-Solitonen-
Regime in einem passiven Freistrahl-Resonator zu untersuchen, welches vor Kurzem in einem
in unserer Gruppe durchgeführten Experiment gezeigt wurde.





Abstract

Broad-band, free-space passive optical resonators (enhancement cavities, EC) seeded by mode-
locked lasers enable path length and pulse energy enhancements by several orders of magnitude
for ultrasensitive optical measurements as well as for driving low-e�ciency nonlinear conver-
sion processes. In particular, they permit high-power coherent sources of extreme-ultraviolet
(XUV) light via intracavity high-harmonic generation (HHG) in gases, with repetition rates in
the tens to hundreds of MHz. While some of the techniques developed as part of this thesis
promise broader applicability, this work puts its focus on the further development and un-
derstanding of EC-based sources of XUV radiation, which are, amongst others, of interest for
frequency comb metrology and photo-electron emission studies in this photon energy range.
The principal results of this thesis can be divided into two main topics:

First, building on previous work of our research group, two aspects of the overall e�ciency
of the nonlinear conversion were studied: the nonlinear interaction between the laser-induced
plasma in the generation medium and the enhanced �eld, as well as geometric output coupling
methods. The resulting insights led to the demonstration of the �rst EC-based XUV source
with a similar conversion e�ciency as achieved in comparable single-pass experiments, and
with a photon rate which renders this technology useful for space-charge-free photoelectron
emission studies. Such studies were previously only possible with single-pass HHG sources at
signi�cantly lower repetition rates and, therefore, severely limited data acquisition rates, or at
accelerator facilities with a much larger footprint which, in contrast to HHG-based sources,
cannot easily provide sub-nanosecond time resolution.

Second, considering this new �eld of application, this thesis investigates whether and how
this technological platform can also be used for the generation of isolated attosecond pulses,
which could enable space-charge-free photoelectron emission microscopy with nanometer
spatial and attosecond temporal resolution and would allow the study of plasmonic �elds on
nanostructured surfaces on their intrinsic time and length scales. To this end, a scheme for
the spatiotemporal manipulation of the enhanced �eld was developed, and its practicability
was shown theoretically and experimentally. This method can serve as an e�cient, power-
and photon-energy-scalable output coupling mechanism for XUV radiation generated inside
ECs, and promises to enable cavity-enhanced generation of isolated attosecond pulses and,
besides, the monolithic combination of multiple resonators, operating, e.g., at di�erent central
wavelengths, in a single overall resonator.

Furthermore, the theoretical framework and numerical models accrued during this thesis
were applied for the investigation of a novel temporal soliton regime in a passive free-space
cavity, which was recently demonstrated in an experiment performed in our group.
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Chapter1
Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Lasers are sources of coherent electromagnetic radiation, consisting of three principal com-
ponents: an energy supply (pump), a gain medium to which the energy is directed, and an
electromagnetic resonator. The �rst such sources were realized in 1953 in the microwave
spectral region by Gordon, Zeiger, and Townes [1, 2], and later in 1960 by Maiman in the optical
region [3], and since then, lasers have found a multitude of applications in industry, medicine,
communication, science, and many other �elds.

Optical laser cavities, generally realized by a set of highly re�ective mirrors, con�ne the
contained electric �eld to discrete sinusoidal longitudinal eigenmodes, whose frequencies are,
under ideal circumstances, equally spaced. A laser may operate at a single mode or at multiple
modes simultaneously, depending on the bandwidth of the mirrors and contained elements
like the gain medium. In general, multi-mode lasers have no �xed phase relation among the
modes, which results in chaotic interference of the individual electric �eld oscillations. In the
early 60s, methods were found to actively or passively phase-synchronize these modes [4].
This causes a qualitatively di�erent behavior of these so-called mode-locked lasers: instead of
operating at near-constant output power, they periodically emit intense pulses of light. The
pulse duration is mainly determined by the lasing bandwidth, and can be as short as 5 fs [5,
6]. This development has lead to a new �eld of research, ultrafast science, where physical and
chemical processes at picosecond and femtosecond time scales are studied [7].

Because of their equal spacing, the frequencies of the eigenmodes are fully determined by
two parameters: the spacing itself and the absolute frequency of one selected mode (see Fig. 1.1).
In real lasers, these parameters are subject to statistic �uctuations, e.g., due to acoustic noise.
If both parameters are stable over long periods of time, e.g., when stabilized by an electronic
feedback system, this is referred to as frequency comb [8]. This technique has enabled
frequency measurements of atomic transitions with relative precisions of up to 1 × 10−15 for the
1S-2S line in hydrogen [9], an improvement by two orders of magnitude compared to previous
approaches [10], and the very accurate determination of physical constants and new frequency
standards using optical clocks [11].

Beside taking advantage of the high temporal and frequency resolution of ultrafast laser
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systems1, the high peak intensity of the pulses of mode-locked lasers with subsequent com-
pression and ampli�cation schemes can be used to drive nonlinear processes. High-harmonic
generation (HHG) allows the frequency upconversion to coherent vacuum and extreme ul-
traviolet (VUV/XUV, 6–124 eV) and soft X-ray (100 eV–5 keV) radiation, which can otherwise
only be obtained with accelerator facilities with a much larger footprint, and is useful, e.g., for
coherent imaging with nanometer-scale resolution [12], photoelectron emission spectroscopy
(PES, [13–17]) and microscopy (PEEM [18–20]), coincidence spectroscopy [21–23], and XUV
lithography [24]. In HHG, the photon emission is temporally con�ned to attosecond-time-
scale bursts linked to the peaks of the driving �eld oscillations, which has enabled the transition
from the typical time scales of the pulse envelope (several femtoseconds to picoseconds) to
that of the �eld oscillations.

This has opened up a whole new �eld, dedicated to the investigation of processes on the
attosecond time scale [25, 26]. Several methods have been demonstrated to obtain isolated
attosecond pulses (IAP) instead of a train of attosecond bursts [14], e.g., using near-single-cycle
driving pulses [27], taking advantage of the polarization-dependent e�ciency of HHG [28], or
introducing spatiotemporal couplings to angularly disperse the individual emissions [29–31].
The stabilization of the comb parameters, as described before, and a comb o�set frequency
of zero, is an important premise for achieving driving pulses with constant carrier-envelope
phase and thus attosecond emissions with repeating shape and timing. The main workhorse of
a�osecond physics are pump-probe measurements, such as attosecond transient absorption
spectroscopy [32, 33] or photoelectron emission spectroscopy (PES) in the presence of a strong
longer-wavelength “dressing” pulse, whose delay relative to the XUV pulse is scanned. For
the latter, the most important techniques are attosecond streaking [13, 15, 26, 34], which
requires IAPs, and RABBITT [16, 35], which allows �ner spectral resolution owing to the use
of attosecond pulse trains [36]. From the resulting spectrograms, detailed information about
the dressing pulse, the XUV pulse, and the timing of electronic dynamics inside the system
under investigation can be extracted with attosecond resolution [15, 26, 34–41].

For lithography and coherent imaging, the main �gure of interest is the number of XUV
photons per time interval. However, in several important applications, other constraints play a
major role: In studies involving the release and detection of charged particles, like PES, PEEM
and coincidence spectroscopy, inter-particle Coulomb interactions a�ect the trajectories of
the particles and, thus, hinder a reliable measurement of the quantities of interest. For PES,
this results in a decrease of the spectral, and for PEEM also of the spatial resolution. This
mechanism, known as space charge e�ect [42], can only be avoided by limiting the number
of XUV photons, and thus the released particles, per pulse. The only possibility to scale the
data acquisition rate is therefore to increase the repetition rate of the pulses. Especially for
multi-dimensional photoelectron emission studies, e.g., with temporal and spatial resolution,
such a scaling is compulsory for achieving viable measurement times.

Moreover, it is highly interesting to use HHG to convert a frequency comb at optical wave-

1The simultaneously high resolution in both time and frequency domain may seem surprising at �rst, but is
not a violation of the Gabor limit. For the Gabor limit, the relevant quantities are the length of the pulse train
(in�nity) and the spectral bandwidth, whereas the relevant quantities for the time and frequency resolution are
given by the respective substructures in the time and frequency domain (the pulse duration and the linewidth of
the comb modes).
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lengths to the VUV/XUV spectral range [43–45]. Employing such sources, atomic, molecular,
and low-lying nuclear transitions at these wavelengths can be measured with high precision,
e.g., for use as a frequency standard, as an ultrasensitive benchmark for the theory of quantum
electrodynamics, or to detect variations in fundamental physical constants [11, 46–48]. To
this end, two conditions must be ful�lled: First, the frequency spacing of the comb modes
(i.e., the repetition rate) must be larger than the linewidth of the transition. For some relevant
transitions, this width can be in the tens of MHz [49]. And second, for single-photon transitions,
the power per comb mode must be high enough to a�ord su�cient signal-to-noise ratio. For
both requirements, it is advantageous to decrease the number of comb modes per frequency
interval, i.e., increase the repetition rate.

Typically, laser systems employed for HHG operate at repetition rates well below 1MHz.
Scaling the repetition rate to the tens to hundreds of MHz, as desirable for the above-mentioned
applications, while still providing su�cient pulse energy for e�cient HHG at near-soft-X-
ray photon energies is still an unmet challenge, even with present-day front ends relying on
coherent combination of the output of several ampli�ers [50].

Because HHG in gases is a process with a very low conversion e�ciency (usually� 1 × 10−5),
a promising approach for reaching the required peak intensities at high repetition rates is to
recycle the energy of the driving pulse after it has passed the nonlinear medium. To this end,
the beam is redirected into itself by a passive resonator geometry, referred to as enhancement
cavity (EC, Fig. 1.2). The power is supplied by a seeding beam via a partially transmissive input
coupling mirror, and destructive interference prevents that the power circulating in the EC leaks
out of the cavity through the same mirror. Optimum destructive interference – which implies
the transfer of the entire power to the EC – is only possible if the EC is impedance-matched, i.e.,
when the input coupler transmission equals the loss per round-trip. The power enhancement,
which depends on the round-trip losses, the input coupler transmission and the total spectral
phase of the mirror coatings and intracavity elements, can reach several orders of magnitude
at pulse durations of just a few tens of femtoseconds [51–57].

1.2 Research Goals
At the time of the beginning of this doctoral project, a lot of research e�ort had already been
invested into the development of ECs, in particular in scaling the driving peak power [54, 58,
59], XUV power and photon energy [48, 51, 53, 60–66], and in the development of e�cient
VUV/XUV output coupling mechanisms [53, 60, 67–74]. This had enabled the �rst application
of this technology for the precision spectroscopy of transitions in xenon, argon and neon at
wavelengths below 150 nm [48, 49].

However, one promise of cavity-enhanced HHG had still not been delivered: Because
the XUV power can scale linearly with the driving power [75], it can be expected that the
enhancement of the driving power is transferred to an enhancement of the overall conversion
e�ciency of the system, i.e., in principle such sources have the potential to provide higher
XUV power than comparable single-pass sources. As can be seen in Fig. 1.3a (�lled symbols),
the performance of cavity-enhanced XUV sources had remained below that of single-pass
systems. This indicates that the constraints set by the resonator entail ine�ciencies in the XUV
generation and output coupling processes, which counteract the signi�cant enhancement of
the driving power. One main objective of this thesis was to advance the understanding of these
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Figure 1.1: A frequency comb in the frequency (top) and time (bottom) domain. Its spectrum is
given by Ã(f ) = [∑fj ∈frepZ+f0 δ (f − fj )] · Ãe(f ), where f is the frequency, frep the repetition rate, f0
the comb o�set frequency, Z the set of integers, j the mode number, the sum term represents the
comb structure (blue), Ãe(f ) is the complex frequency-domain envelope (red), and δ is the Dirac
delta function. The complex amplitude of the pulse train is given by the inverse Fourier transform
A(t) = F −1{Ã(f )} = [∑tk ∈TZ δ (t − tk ) exp(i2π f0tk )] ∗ Ae(t), where t is the time, T = 1/frep is the
repetition period, the sum term represents the train structure (blue), the term exp(i2π f0tk ) is responsible
for a constant slippage of the carrier-envelope phase between subsequent pulses, Ae(t) = F −1{Ãe(f )} is
the complex envelope of one individual pulse (red), and ∗ denotes convolution.
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Figure 1.2: Schematic of an enhancement cavity housing a (nonlinear) medium. IC: partially transmis-
sive input coupling mirror, HR: highly re�ective plane mirror, FM: highly re�ective focusing mirror.
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ine�ciencies and investigate ways of mitigating them. This could �nally lead to very e�cient
XUV sources with high photon energy and repetition rate, and at the same time high photon
rate, which would bene�t not only frequency comb spectroscopy and ultrafast science, but all
applications where coherent VUV/XUV radiation is needed.

Enabling photoemission studies at high repetition rates and photon energies would be
particularly interesting when combined with spatial resolution and IAPs: then, plasmonic
�elds on nanostructured surfaces could be recorded on their intrinsic time and length scales
(attoPEEM, [18–20]). To date, the shortest driving pulses demonstrated in ECs have durations
of several cycles [57], owing to bandwidth limitations of the multilayer, highly re�ective mirror
coatings. Because mirrors supporting near-single-cycle pulses do not seem viable from today’s
perspective, a gating method is desirable that allows to produce IAPs from multi-cycle driving
pulses, without impeding the performance of the EC. The second main objective of this work
was to develop such a method.

1.3 Outline

In this thesis, several advances toward reaching these goals are described. First of all, a
quantitative model for the intracavity intensity clamping due to the plasma-induced refractive
index modulation in the medium developed in our group [77]2 has allowed better designs of
cavity-based XUV sources by factoring in the tradeo� between high peak power enhancement
and detrimental plasma e�ects. Even though, a high-repetition-rate experiment in our group
[55] had failed to scale up the XUV power as expected from the relevant parameters when
using easily ionizable atomic species as target gas. This raised the suspicion that the formation
of a cumulative plasma in the gas target impairs the HHG process when the target atoms are
not fully replenished between consecutive pulses. We studied cumulative e�ects in a systematic
experiment [78]3 and con�rmed them as a highly detrimental factor for the HHG conversion
e�ciency. By operating at a low enough repetition rate to avoid these e�ects, our group
demonstrated the �rst cavity-enhanced XUV source with an overall conversion e�ciency
similar to that of comparable single-pass HHG sources [56], which is an order-of-magnitude
improvement to the previous state of the art (see Fig. 1.3a). To elucidate how the conversion
e�ciency of the overall system (1.8 × 10−7) unfolds from the power enhancement (35), the
output coupling e�ciency, and the intracavity conversion e�ciency, we applied a numerical
model4 to compute the output coupling e�ciency (5%) at 37 eV and could thereby compute
the conversion e�ciency inside the EC (0.05−1/35 · 1.8 × 10−7 = 1.0 × 10−7), which is only
by a factor of 4.5 lower than the record in state-of-the-art single-pass systems [79]. This
shows that the advanced understanding of plasma-related limitations has nowadays led to
ECs where these e�ects have no major impact on the produced XUV power, and the main
limitation is the e�ciency of output coupling. To duly address this contribution to the overall
e�ciency, building on the data collected in the experiment for the investigation of cumulative
e�ects, a quantitative analytical model for the e�ciency of geometric output coupling using the
fundamental mode (the only method which was shown to be scalable to high photon energies)

2I contributed a 3D validation of the employed 1D model.
3Publication included together with a statement of author contributions as Section 3.1.
4I developed the numerical model as a part of this thesis.
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sources reported before/after the beginning of this doctoral project. The source developed in our group
(Sa19, [56]) improved the conversion e�ciency by an order of magnitude to the same level as record
single-pass systems and operates in the optimum region for space-charge-free photoelectron emission
studies with time-of-�ight (ToF) spectrometers. a) Record conversion e�ciencies of cavity-enhanced
(EC, bow-tie-shaped symbols) and comparable single-pass (SP, circles) HHG sources, normalized to
a wavelength of 1030 nm by correcting for the wavelength scaling by approximately a power of six
[76]. The shaded areas identify regions reached by single-pass (light gray) and pre-2015 cavity-based
(dark gray) sources. b) Comparison of photon rates of sources for photoelectron emission studies in
di�erent photon energy ranges. The red area marks the region prohibited by space-charge e�ects, and
the vertical line at 20MHz indicates where the use of ToF spectrometers becomes impracticable and
hemispherical/retarding grid analyzers with lower data acquisition rates must be used.
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was developed and veri�ed as part of this thesis [80]5.
This investigation also led to the insight that, especially at lower harmonic orders, there is a

clash between the optimum position of the gas target for output coupling and for optimum HHG
e�ciency. This trade-o� can reduce the output coupled XUV power by orders of magnitude
compared to single-pass HHG with the same driving pulse energy. Thus, it is desirable to
investigate alternative geometric output coupling methods, e.g. with higher-order transverse
modes [71, 73].

The greatly ameliorated XUV power at high repetition rates, enabled by higher seeding
power and signi�cantly better conversion e�ciencies, has �nally opened up a new �eld of
application for cavity-based XUV sources, namely table-top photoemission spectroscopy ex-
periments [56, 81, 82]. In particular, the source demonstrated in our group [56] is the �rst
HHG-based source which provides the optimum number of photons per pulse to avoid space
charge e�ects at typical focus sizes around 5–10 µm on the sample and a repetition rate com-
patible with time-of-�ight spectrometers, and which reaches the necessary photon energies
to simultaneously address core and valence band electronic states in metals (see Fig. 1.3b). In
contrast to synchrotrons, which also reach this regime, it also provides time resolution in the
femtosecond and, for RABBITT, attosecond regimes.

Further improvements of cavity-enhanced HHG over the last few years, namely ECs sup-
porting wave-form stable seeding pulse trains [83], scaling up the photon rate around 100 eV
to one photon per pulse at 250MHz [55], and improving the bandwidth of ECs to allow for
the enhancement of few-cycle pulses [57], have brought e�cient sources of multi-10-MHz
IAPs with photon energies around 100 eV into reach, which would enable attoPEEM. To �nd
a suitable method for gating IAPs from few-cycle driving pulses, several potential methods
that have been demonstrated in single-pass experiments were evaluated as part of this thesis.
The most viable methods were simulated and their potential e�ciency was compared. A new
method, employing noncollinear optical gating [84, 85] via a tailored higher-order transverse
cavity mode, was identi�ed as the most promising scheme [86]6. As a next step, the necessary
mode tailoring was demonstrated in a proof-of-principle experiment with a single-frequency
laser [87]7. Then, using the experimental infrastructure of our group, the �rst noncollinear
HHG in an enhancement cavity was demonstrated, and the resulting wave-front rotation in
the focus was measured [88]8. These results provide a route toward isolated attosecond pulse
generation with ECs.

In addition, this scheme can serve as a power- and photon-energy-scalable, highly e�cient
geometric output coupling method which promises to circumvent the aforementioned trade-o�
between HHG e�ciency and output coupling e�ciency. Together with spectral tailoring
methods for mitigating intensity clamping and, thus, allowing for higher power enhancements
[77], this could lead to high-repetition-rate, high-photon-energy HHG sources with orders of
magnitude better overall conversion e�ciencies than single-pass systems.

Finally, a recent experiment in our group demonstrated the �rst realization of a temporal
dissipative soliton in a free-space EC [89]9. This novel regime for ECs promises applications

5Publication included together with a statement of author contributions as Section 3.2.
6Publication included together with a statement of author contributions as Section 4.1.
7Publication included together with a statement of author contributions as Section 4.2.
8Publication included together with a statement of author contributions as Section 4.3.
9The experiment was conducted by Nikolai Lilienfein and coworkers. I developed, together with Nikolai
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for increasing the intensity stability, reducing the sensitivity on the mirror phase and scaling
the bandwidth of ECs, and as a pulse compression scheme with excellent beam quality. The
numerical model developed for this thesis was used to reproduce the experimental observations
and to investigate the impact of key experimental parameters on the soliton dynamics.

This thesis is structured as follows: Chapter 2 is dedicated to a brief description of the numerical
models developed in the course of this doctoral project. Three examples of interactions between
cavity-housed nonlinearities and the enhanced �eld are presented, which were investigated
employing these models, amongst others, the soliton EC.

Chapter 3 addresses the conversion e�ciency of EC-based XUV sources. The contribution
of cumulative plasma e�ects (Section 3.1) and the e�ciency of geometric output coupling
(Section 3.2) to the overall conversion e�ciency are elucidated in two included peer-reviewed
publications.

The second research goal, the generation of isolated attosecond pulses inside ECs, is
covered in Chapter 4. In a �rst publication (Section 4.1), possible approaches were evaluated,
and the most promising ones were simulated with the developed models. A new method,
employing transverse mode tailoring, is suggested and identi�ed as the preferred one in terms
of stability and e�ciency. The manipulation of a cavity mode with such mirrors was shown
in an experiment (Section 4.2) and later applied to drive HHG in a femtosecond EC with a
spatiotemporally coupled mode (Section 4.3).

In Chapter 5, we put these results in the context of future applications; speci�cally, the real-
ization of photo-electron nanoscopy with attosecond resolution (attoPEEM), future directions
with intracavity solitons, and possible further applications of the demonstrated spatiotem-
poral tailoring for the simultaneous enhancement of multiple beams with di�erent central
wavelengths.

Lilienfein, the numerical model and performed the simulations and contributed to the manuscript.
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Chapter2
Theoretical Background and Numerical

Models

2.1 High-HarmonicGeneration as aNonlinearOptical Con-
version Process

The key physical process that led to the development of attosecond science is frequency
upconversion by HHG. An intuitive picture for HHG in monoatomic gases that can explain the
main features observed in experiments was provided by Paul Corkum in 1993 [90] and later
con�rmed and complemented by a fully quantum-mechanical model by Maciej Lewenstein et al.
[91]: First, the electric �eld of an intense laser pulse bends the Coulomb potential of the atom
such that an electron is released (tunnel ionization, see Fig. 2.1). The electron is accelerated
away from the atom by the same electric �eld that led to ionization. When the oscillating �eld
changes its sign, the electron is driven back to the atom where it recombines. The potential
energy and the kinetic energy acquired during propagation is then coherently emitted in the
form of energetic photons.

In general, there are several possible electron trajectories leading to the same �nal photon
energy. Because the electronic wave packet disperses during propagation, usually the most
intense emissions stem from the two shortest trajectories, commonly referred to as “short
trajectory” and “long trajectory”.

Tunnel ionization

1) 2)

Propagation Recombination

3)E>>0

E>0

E<0e-

e-

Figure 2.1: Three-step model for high-harmonic generation
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Since HHG is a coherent process, the phase of the radiation emitted o� an atom possesses
a �xed relation to the phase of the driving pulse. Normally, high harmonics are produced in
a macroscopic volume comprising many atoms of the same species. Then, the phase of all
contributing emitters has to be matched for optimum generation e�ciency. This leads to a
coherent buildup of the radiation exiting the volume, whose intensity increases quadratically
with the number of atoms.

2.1.1 Numerical Models
To accurately simulate HHG, a numerical model has to also account for macroscopic e�ects
like reabsorption, �eld-induced plasma lenses, Kerr focusing, and all contributions relevant to
phase matching (linear refractive index, intensity-dependent microscopic phase and amplitude,
plasma and Kerr refractive index, geometric phase of the driving beam), all of which can
signi�cantly a�ect the overall conversion e�ciency. For cavity-enhanced HHG, the interaction
between the generation medium and the steady-state of the �eld excited in the EC must be
considered. Therefore, in addition, a model for the propagation of the driving pulse in the
resonator is needed. To model geometric output coupling methods, propagation through
apertures and to the far �eld is important. In the following, the numerical models developed in
the course of this thesis are brie�y summarized.

Microscopic response for HHG The central component of the numerical model is a fast
implementation of the Lewenstein formula for the single-atom dipole response, which is
available as open-source software1. The module supports elliptically polarized driving �elds
[94], ground state depletion due to ionization, and allows for computation with an additionally
applied saddle-point analysis [95], which enables better separation between trajectories. To
speed up the computation in the case of linear polarization, an optional envelope approximation2

based on interpolation from precomputed dipole responses can be used [86].

Microscopic response for plasma and Kerr nonlinearities The microscopic response
owing to the time-dependent plasma density during strong-�eld ionization can be computed
with the model described in [96] as well as in an envelope approximation permitting a coarser
discretization along the time axis [65]. Likewise, the microscopic response for a Kerr nonlinear-
ity can be computed with and without envelope approximation. Further details can be found
in Section 4.1.

Propagation through a nonlinear medium and high-harmonic buildup To compute
the macroscopic response of a nonlinear medium, the forward wave equation [97] can be
solved in 3+1 dimensions using an unconditionally stable integrator. This approach can be
applied for pulse-induced phase modulation processes (Kerr nonlinearity, plasma-induced
blueshift) as well as frequency upconversion processes (e.g., third-harmonic generation and

1The HHGmax code [92] was developed in the course of my master’s thesis [93] and extended throughout the
doctoral project. Although it includes a very basic algorithm for the macroscopic propagation, only the single-
atom part (pylewenstein module) was used in this thesis, and the macroscopic propagation was implemented
independently.

2The envelope approximation is not part of HHGmax and was developed for this thesis.
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HHG), and phase matching e�ects can be fully accounted for. For a faster computation and
reduced memory consumption, the numerical model can take advantage of rotational and
re�ectional symmetries. A full description of the model can be found in Section 4.1.

Propagation through an optical free-space resonator The model also supports all ingre-
dients needed to simulate the 3+1D propagation of a pulse through a resonator, accounting for
the relevant spatial and spectral e�ects: broadband, interpolation-free free-space propagation
between mirrors in paraxial approximation, arbitrary apertures, and optical elements with
arbitrary spectral and transverse phases, e.g., multi-layer spherical mirrors under non-normal
incidence or even tailored surface pro�les. The same model can be applied for the propagation
of the XUV radiation generated by HHG through output coupling apertures and into the far
�eld. Details on the implementation can be found in Sections 4.1 and 4.2.

Transverse eigenmode determination for linear resonators A routine to determine the
mode spectrum, i.e., the transverse eigenmodes along with their corresponding round-trip losses
and phase shifts, of a given resonator geometry was implemented. E�ects like astigmatism and
spherical aberration can be accounted for, and it is possible to simulate mode tailoring methods
using obstacles or special surface pro�les. For details on the algorithm and an example of its
application, see Section 4.2.

2.1.2 Validation
Single-Atom Dipole Response

To verify the correctness of the Lewenstein routine used in this thesis, its results were vali-
dated against the ones obtained in [98] using the Lewenstein model and the time-dependent
Schrödinger equation, for the parameters used there (a xenon atom irradiated by a cos2 pulse
centered at 1600 nm with a FWHM of 7.8 fs and a peak intensity of 5 × 1013W/cm2). The dipole
spectrum (Fig. 2.2) agrees well with the spectra shown in [98, Fig. 3b].

Propagation

To verify the implemented propagation algorithm for the driving �eld, it was applied to
reproduce the results of [99], where a radial lighthouse e�ect under high ionization conditions
was theoretically investigated with a numerical model with similar capabilities, but limited to
cases with rotational symmetry. For this, the same ionization rates used there were assumed,
the ionization loss term from [96] was neglected, and the linear and Kerr refractive indices of
ionized atoms were assumed to be the same as for neutral atoms.

The model can reproduce the main features predicted there. The resulting plots shown in
Fig. 2.3 can be directly compared to [99, Figs. 2,3].

As a second veri�cation, the code was used to reproduce a cavity-enhanced HHG experiment
conducted in our group where the XUV power per harmonic order was systematically recorded
versus the two parameters backing pressure and gas target position3. The agreement between
the simulations and the experiment shown in [80, Fig. 2]4 con�rms the validity of the model in

3Publication included together with a statement of author contributions as Section 3.1.
4Publication included together with a statement of author contributions as Section 3.2.
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Figure 2.2: Validation of the implemented single-atom model against [98, Fig. 3b].

the parameter range relevant to cavity-enhanced HHG.

2.2 Interaction of a Cavity-Housed Nonlinearity and the
Resonant Field

Compared to single-pass experiments, driving nonlinearities inside ECs comes with speci�c
challenges and opportunities: To a�ord high enhancements, it is indispensable to e�ciently
reuse the energy of the pulse after it has passed through the nonlinear medium. In the
simplest case, this means that the pulse should pass the nonlinearity largely una�ected, because
even small changes accumulate over many round-trips, owing to the path-length-enhancing
behavior of ECs. Such interactions between cavity-housed nonlinearities and the enhanced
�eld can either be unwanted or they can be desired, e.g., when exploited for intracavity pulse
compression. In this section, we give three examples of both types, which were investigated
employing the models described in Section 2.1.

2.2.1 Intensity Clamping in Cavity-Enhanced HHG

In cavity-enhanced HHG, the target medium not only mediates the frequency upconversion
to the XUV range, but also signi�cantly interacts with the driving pulse. Beside the energy
loss associated with the upconversion, which is generally negligible due to the low conversion
e�ciency of HHG, several e�ects have to be considered: First, the linear response of the
medium (absorption, dielectric dispersion) can spectrally alter the driving pulse. Second, at
high intensities, self-phase modulation due to the third-order susceptibility of the medium (Kerr
e�ect) can cause spectral broadening and spatial e�ects (Kerr lensing) . Third, HHG inherently
requires ionization. Compared to the other two e�ects, strong-�eld-induced plasma formation
is usually the most important limiting factor in the intensity regime of cavity-enhanced HHG
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Figure 2.3: Validation of the implemented propagation model against [99, Figs. 2,3]. a) Spatio-spectral
structure of the driving �eld at the exit plane of the medium, where ω is the angular frequency, ω0 the
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structure of the cycle-averaged driving �eld intensity at the exit plane, where t is the time coordinate. c)
Normalized electric �eld at the exit plane, showing the wave-front rotation.
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in inert gases and can a�ect the driving pulses in two ways [65, 66, 96, 100]: At high repetition
rates, there is not enough time between subsequent pulses for the plasma embedded in the target
gas stream to decay or to clear the interaction volume. This “cumulative” plasma has a spatially
inhomogeneous, frequency-dependent linear refractive index that can spectrally and spatially
distort the pulse. In addition, during strong-�eld ionization, the plasma density changes over
the time scale of one pulse, leading to a time-dependent and spatially inhomogeneous refractive
index. This pulse-induced phase modulation e�ect brings about spectral (blueshift and phase
e�ects) and spatial alterations (plasma lensing).

These alterations impair the constructive interference of the recycled pulse with the seeding
pulse and, therefore, lead to a drop in enhancement, which becomes more severe with increasing
seeding power. As a consequence, at high seed power, the circulating power ceases to increase
linearly with the seed power and exhibits a clamping behavior, as observed in various cavity-
enhanced HHG experiments [51, 53, 63, 65, 66]. It has been recognized early that operating
at lower �nesse and, in exchange, increasing the seeding power allows to mitigate intensity
clamping [51, 63, 65].

In our group, a systematic study on intensity clamping due to the ionization-induced phase
modulation in standard-approach ECs was undertaken, resulting in a simple empirical clamping
formula which allows selecting the optimum �nesse F given a desired intensity ICl [77]5:

ICl(τ ,F ,nl) = I0 ×
(
τ0 − α
τ − α

F0 − β
F − β

n0l0 − γ
nl − γ

)δ
(2.1)

Here, τ is the pulse duration, n the gas density, l the gas target length, and I0, τ0, F0, n0l0, α ,
β , γ , and δ are constants tabulated in [77]. For the derivation this formula, the propagation of
the driving pulse through the gas target was modeled with a simple 1D approach. To verify this
approximation and determine its range of validity, 1D results were compared to 3D simulations
conducted with the numerical model developed for this thesis.

To this end, the propagation of a 30-fs-long Gaussian driving pulse spectrally centered
at 1040 nm through a xenon gas target with a length of 200 µm and a particle density of
4 × 1018 cm−3 was simulated for two cases: �rst, assuming a plane wave (1D case), and second,
assuming a Gaussian mode with a beam waist of 20 µm and its focal plane at the gas target
(3D case). For the 3D case, the resulting �eld was decomposed into Gauss-Hermite modes and
higher-order modes were discarded to account for the spatial-mode-�ltering behavior of ECs.
The e�ective plasma-induced phase shift at the end of the pulse is compared in Fig. 2.4a. In
Fig. 2.4b, the energy lost to higher-order modes and to ionization itself is shown, and the total
loss is compared between the 1D and 3D model. It is evident that for xenon, the 1D model is a
good approximation at intensities up to around 8 × 1013W/cm2, but, at higher intensities, it
overestimates the phase shift and underestimates the losses.

5The experiment and theoretical study was done by Simon Holzberger and coworkers. I contributed 3D
simulations that validated the applied 1D model in a limited parameter range, computed the ionization-induced
phase shift for di�erent driving wavelengths and helped to �nd an advantageous tailored input coupler transmission
curve.
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2.2.2 Transverse Mode Deformations Caused by Cumulative Plasma

High repetition rates can lead to the formation of a cumulative plasma in the medium, with
a linear but spatially inhomogeneous refractive index. In contrast to plasma lenses owing to
the ionization-induced refractive index modulation, the cumulative plasma is assumed time-
independent. Therefore, a resonator with this e�ect can still be treated as a linear resonator, in
the sense that the operator which maps a mode (complex amplitude pro�le) to the resulting mode
after one round-trip is a linear operator. The eigenmodes of an EC containing a homogeneous
medium, i.e., the eigenstates of its round-trip operator, are the Gauss-Hermite modes, which
form a orthogonal basis. The induced transverse phase of the cumulative plasma can alter the
eigenmodes and respective complex eigenvalues (given by the round-trip phase and round-
trip attenuation) of the resonator. In general, this can lead to an eigenspectrum that is not
orthogonal, i.e., eigenmodes with a non-vanishing mutual overlap can exist.

In our group, cumulative e�ects were studied in a systematic experiment, showing a clear
decline in the HHG conversion e�ciency as soon as the plasma does not clear the interaction
region between subsequent pulses [78]6. In this experiment, the deformations of the excited
mode were also measured at three di�erent repetition rates with otherwise identical parameters.
Fig. 2.5g shows the mode pro�le on the output coupling mirror obtained while the EC was
operated without gas jet, such that no cumulative e�ects are possible. When the argon gas
was switched on (backing pressure 11 bar), the mode changed only slightly for the lowest
employed repetition rate of 18MHz, where the generated plasma still has enough time to
leave the interaction volume, but more substantially at 36MHz and 72MHz (Figs. 2.5a, c, and
e). Further analysis reveals that the distortions resemble higher-order Gauss-Hermite modes
(Figs. 2.5d and f).

To reveal the underlying mechanisms, the numerical model described in Section 2.1 was
applied to determine the eigenstates (modes) and eigenvalues (round-trip phase and attenuation)
of a monochromatic round-trip operator of the EC, which comprises contributions from free-
space propagation, re�ection o� spherical mirrors under oblique incidence, and the transverse
phase caused by the cumulative plasma. For this, a wavelength of 1030 nm, a cavity length
of 18.3m, and incidence angles and a stability range position consistent with the mode size
observed in Fig. 2.5g were assumed. The cumulative plasma was accounted for by a simple
qualitative model, presuming a spatially dependent phase shift introduced in the focal plane.

The transverse dependency of this phase shift was chosen from the focal intensity pro�le
(determined from the measured mode size) taken to the power of 2.5 and translated by 495m/s ·
(72MHz)−1 = 6.88 µm, where 495m/s estimated velocity of the gas (see Figs. 2.6c). Simulations
were conducted for three cases: without phase shift (Fig. 2.6a and below), a maximum phase
shift of 0.15 rad (Fig. 2.6b and below), and a maximum phase shift of 0.19 rad (Fig. 2.6c and
below). In each case, the eigenmodes of the model resonator, together with their respective
round-trip phases ϕrt and attenuations 1 − L, were determined numerically.

To excite an eigenmode in the resonator, its round-trip phase ϕrt must be matched to the
phase change ∆ϕ between consecutive pulses, as given by the frequency comb parameters of
the seed (repetition rate and frequency o�set). Then, the eigenmode is said to be resonant. In
addition, the spatial pro�le of the seed must overlap with the eigenmode. To identify possibly
resonant eigenmodes, a symmetric Gaussian seeding mode with optimum overlap for the case

6Publication included together with a statement of author contributions as Section 3.1.
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without cumulative plasma was assumed, and the enhancement E for each mode was computed
versus ∆ϕ, according to the following formula (compare [101, eq. 3.32]):

E(∆ϕ) = O ·
�����

√
T

1 − √1 − L√1 −T exp(i∆ϕ − iϕrt)

�����
2

(2.2)

Here, T = 3% is the input coupler transmission and O the numerically determined spatial
overlap with the seed. The resulting enhancement for all eigenmodes that are resonant near
the fundamental mode of the empty EC is shown in Figs. 2.6d, e, and f. Eigenmodes with a
maximum enhancement below 1 were omitted for clarity. It can be seen that the phase for
which the fundamental mode is resonant shifts slightly when the density of the cumulative
plasma increases. What is more, its enhancement drops, and the spatial pro�le becomes strongly
distorted (Figs. 2.6h and i). Additionally, a higher-order eigenmode emerges, which resembles
a distorted Gauss-Hermite mode.

Here, the calculated overlap between the two resonant eigenmodes remains below 10−4,
such that they can still be regarded as orthogonal. This allows to compute the excited mode of
the cavity in good approximation by simply summing up the normalized resonant eigenmodes,
weighted with their overlap with the seed. At the phase ∆ϕ of the respective fundamental
mode, this yields the spatial pro�les shown in Figs. 2.6j, k, and l. It can be observed that newly
emerged higher-order mode partially compensates for the distortions of the fundamental mode.
Although the power enhancement for the fundamental mode drops signi�cantly for the case
with a phase shift of 0.19 rad (from 122 to 80), the superposition of all resonant modes still has
a total enhancement of 117.

To show that this model qualitatively describes the experimentally observed data, the
relative di�erence between the excited modes shown in Fig. 2.6j and Fig. 2.6l was computed
(Fig. 2.5h). The observed distortion resembles the simulated distortion, even though the Gauss-
Hermite modes corresponding to the distortions have a slightly higher order in the simulations,
and is, in contrast to the experiment, of odd order in the y direction. These di�erences can be
attributed to the very simple model for the transverse phase, and to deviations in the stability
range position, incidence angle, and focusing mirror radius of curvature, all of which can alter
the relative phase between di�erent eigenmodes. The odd order in y direction indicates an
asymmetry in this direction, e.g., the streaming direction of the gas jet could have been not
perfectly parallel to the x axis.

2.2.3 Temporal Dissipative Solitons in Free-Space Cavities

Temporal cavity solitons are self-stabilizing optical pulses circulating in externally driven
resonators enclosing a dispersive medium with Kerr nonlinearity and have been demonstrated
in �ber resonators [102] and microresonators [103–108]. In our group, the �rst temporal cavity
soliton in a free-space enhancement cavity was observed [89]7. One key innovation of the
experiment was a tailored input coupler transmission curve, which has enabled unprecedented
peak power enhancement and e�cient intracavity pulse compression.

7The experiment was conducted by Nikolai Lilienfein. I developed, together with Nikolai Lilienfein, the
numerical model and performed the simulations, and I contributed to the manuscript.
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Figure 2.5: Observed mode deformations owing to cumulative plasma. (a), (c), (e): Transverse mode
pro�le with gas, measured at di�erent repetition rates with otherwise same parameters. (b), (d), (f):
Relative di�erence between the mode pro�le measured with gas and without gas after normalization to
the same power, for each repetition rate. (g) Mode pro�le measured in the empty cavity (no gas jet). (h)
Simulated di�erence between the mode pro�le with gas and without gas at 72MHz, see Figs. 2.6j and l.
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Figure 2.6: Simulated mode spectra with cumulative plasma. First row: assumed plasma distribution
for the simulations, with di�erent peak phase shifts. Second row: mode spectra of the simulated cavity
assuming a spatially dependent phase shift in the focus plane, as shown above. Third row: pro�le of
the dominant eigenmode. Fourth row: excited �eld, resulting from a superposition of the resonant
eigenmodes.
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The experimental setup comprises a 100-MHz standard bow-tie cavity with a thin Kerr
medium placed in Brewster’s angle near the focus and is described in detail in [89]. To
quantitatively understand the experimental results, 1D simulations were performed. To this
end, the cavity mirrors and the seed pulses were accurately characterized. With this data, the
seeding repetition rate was scanned for di�erent values of the comb o�set frequency and the
buildup of the pulse in the EC was simulated with and without nonlinearity, using a simple
iterative approach:

Ân+1(ω) =
√
1 −TIC(ω)

√
1 − L(ω) Ânl

n (ω) exp [iΦrt(ω) + i(C1ω +C0)]+
+

√
T (ω) Âlaser(ω)

(2.3)

Anl
n (t) = An(t) exp

(−iα |An(t)|2
)

(2.4)

Â0(ω) = 0 (2.5)

Here, equation (2.3) describes the propagation of the pulse through the free-space resonator
in the co-moving frame and the interference at the input coupler, and (2.4) accounts for the
self-phase modulation inside the nonlinear medium. An(t) is the complex envelope of the
electric �eld inside the Kerr medium at round-trip number n, Ân(ω) its Fourier transform,
TIC(ω) the spectral transmission of the input coupler, L(ω) the spectral loss per round-trip,
Φrt(ω) the total spectral round-trip phase of the cavity mirrors, α determines the strength of
the nonlinearity, and Âlaser(ω) is the Fourier transform of the seeding pulse. The e�ective linear
spectral phase arising from a detuning between the seeding comb parameters and the cavity
resonances are accounted for by the phase term C1ω +C0.

The resulting peak power enhancement is plotted in Figs. 2.7a and b. As can be seen, the
nonlinearity causes a slight shift of the comb parameters for optimum enhancement. What
is more, a step structure emerges in which substantially higher peak power enhancements
are achieved compared to the case without nonlinearity. The average power enhancement, in
contrast, is comparable, which already indicates that the circulating pulses are shorter than
the seeding pulses (see line cuts in Figs. 2.7c and d). Because the seeding pulses are, in good
approximation, bandwidth-limited, this can only happen via spectral broadening inside the
Kerr medium, which is shown in Figs. 2.7e and f. The experimental spectrum (green) agrees
well with the simulated spectrum (orange). In the time domain (Figs. 2.7g and h), the seeding
pulses are compressed by a factor of 9.5.
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Figure 2.7: Simulated free-space cavity soliton in comparison to experimental data. Left: without
nonlinearity. Right: with nonlinearity. (a,b) Simulated peak power enhancement for scanned comb
parameters. (c,d) Average power enhancement versus lock o�set, for the detunings marked with white
lines in the plots above. (e,f) Simulated intracavity spectrum for comb parameters marked by vertical
lines in plots above, along with the measured seed and intracavity spectra and the input coupler
(IC) re�ectivity. (g,h) Simulated temporal pulse shape for identical comb parameters, illustrating the
intracavity pulse compression.
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Modern ultrafast laser architectures enable high-order harmonic generation (HHG) in
gases at (multi-) MHz repetition rates, where each atom interacts with multiple pulses
before leaving the HHG volume. This raises the question of cumulative plasma effects
on the nonlinear conversion. Utilizing a femtosecond enhancement cavity with HHG
in argon and on-axis geometric extreme-ultraviolet (XUV) output coupling, we exper-
imentally compare the single-pulse case with a double-pulse HHG regime in which
each gas atom is hit by two pulses while traversing the interaction volume. By varying
the pulse repetition rate (18.4 and 36.8 MHz) in an 18.4-MHz roundtrip-frequency
cavity with a finesse of 187, and leaving all other pulse parameters identical (35-fs,
0.6-µJ input pulses), we observe a dramatic decrease in the overall conversion effi-
ciency (output-coupled power divided by the input power) in the double-pulse regime.
The plateau harmonics (25–50 eV) exhibit very similar flux despite the twofold
difference in repetition rate and average power. We attribute this to a spatially inhomo-
geneous plasma distribution that reduces the HHG volume, decreasing the generated
XUV flux and/or affecting the spatial XUV beam profile, which reduces the effi-
ciency of output coupling through the pierced mirror. These findings demonstrate
the importance of cumulative plasma effects for power scaling of high-repetition-rate
HHG in general and for applications in XUV frequency comb spectroscopy and in
attosecond metrology in particular. © 2018 Author(s). All article content, except where
otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5037196

INTRODUCTION

Frequency upconversion of ultrashort, intense visible/near-infrared (VIS/NIR) laser pulses to the
extreme-ultraviolet (XUV) spectral region via high-order harmonic generation (HHG) in noble gases
lies at the core of table-top sources of broadband, coherent XUV radiation.1 Customarily, the master-
oscillator-power-amplifier (MOPA) systems driving HHG operate at pulse repetition rates in the range
of several kHz, as a result of the trade-off between the high peak powers necessary for HHG and
constraints on the average power in amplifiers. At these pulse repetition rates, the atoms interacting
with the HHG-driving pulses usually leave the interaction volume long before the arrival of the
subsequent pulse. In this highly relevant and widespread single-pass regime, the process of HHG has
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been extensively studied.1 The recent advent of ultrafast laser technologies affording pulses suitable
for HHG at repetition rates in the multi-MHz range2–16 has opened the door to applications barely
fathomable with the well-established kHz technologies. Among those, precision spectroscopy with
XUV frequency combs5,6,17 and high-speed multi-dimensional laser-dressed XUV photoemission
spectroscopy18,19 are particularly prominent examples. However, for these repetition rates, the period
between two pulses becomes comparable to—or shorter than—the time atoms take to travel through
the volume where they can interact with the laser pulses. Consequently, the quantitative study of the
cumulative plasma effects arising from the interaction of each atom with multiple pulses is necessary
for designing and optimizing applications in this high-repetition-rate regime of HHG.

In this paper, we present an experimental comparison of HHG in the single-pulse (SP) regime
(each atom is hit only once) with the case in which each atom interacts with two pulses of the
driving laser (double-pulse, DP). To this end, we set up an 18.4-MHz-repetition-rate femtosecond
enhancement cavity with either one circulating pulse or two circulating pulses and systematically
evaluated the spectra and flux of the XUV radiation coupled out through a pierced mirror following
the HHG focus. To investigate the cumulative plasma effects on the HHG process, the only parameter
varied between these two cases was the pulse repetition frequency (18.4 MHz or 36.8 MHz), while the
pulse parameters in the cavity (pulse energy, duration, and spatial profile) were kept constant within
the accuracy of the diagnostics. To ensure that optimum generation conditions for each harmonic
order and repetition rate are covered by the experiment, we performed complete scans of the target
gas density and nozzle position along the optical axis. We observed a dramatic dependence of the
conversion efficiency on the repetition rate, which can be attributed to cumulative plasma effects in
the HHG target.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In femtosecond enhancement cavities (EC), the pulses of a mode locked laser are coherently
stacked and their energy is enhanced by up to several orders of magnitude. Peak intensities of several
1013 W/cm2 at a cavity focus can be achieved, permitting HHG at repetition rates of several tens
of MHz.5–12,18–22 ECs have been successfully used for a number of seminal HHG experiments at
high repetition frequencies like direct XUV frequency comb spectroscopy,6 the determination of
the coherence time of XUV frequency combs5 at 154 MHz repetition rate, and the generation of
100-eV frequency combs.10,11 However, despite affording circulating pulses shorter than 10 optical
cycles with average powers on the 10-kW level,10–12 the number of XUV photons per pulse obtained
with cavity-enhanced HHG cannot compete with direct, single-pass HHG.3 These results indicate
that the presence of gas ionized by the preceding driving pulses reduces the HHG efficiency (per
pulse), and the scaling of XUV power with the laser repetition rate deviates strongly from a linear
dependence in this regime. For a direct and quantitative investigation of this effect, we designed an
EC such that its repetition period equals the traversing time of the gas atoms through the interaction
volume. Thus, when seeded with twice its fundamental repetition rate, each atom interacts with two
pulses.

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1(a). The frontend seeding the enhancement cavity is
described in Ref. 25. In brief, a titanium-sapphire (Ti:Sa) seed oscillator emits a 73.6-MHz pulse
train, whose repetition frequency can be picked by an integer factor.23 Chirped-pulse amplification
employing Yb-doped fibers delivers 250-fs pulses with an energy of more than 1 µJ for repetition rates
down to a few MHz. Spectral broadening in a large-mode-area (LMA) fiber with a 25-µm core and
subsequent temporal compression with chirped mirrors (CM) deliver 0.6-µJ, 35-fs pulses spectrally
centered at 1030 nm, with repetition-rate-independent characteristics.25 These pulses impinge on a
16.3-m (corresponding to the single round-trip distance for a repetition rate of 18.4-MHz) EC with
an input coupler transmission of 3%. The EC has a finesse of 187 (considering the losses of 0.32%
at the 150-µm pierced output-coupling mirror). Compared to other output-coupling methods, this
geometric method allows for broadband XUV output coupling of photon energies of 100 eV and
higher and provides phase-locked collinear NIR pulses.18

In the experiments reported here, the EC was seeded with pulse trains of either 18.4 MHz or
36.8 MHz, resulting in comparable intra-cavity pulse parameters [Figs. 1(b)–1(d)]. An argon gas
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FIG. 1. (a) Experimental setup consisting of a Ti:Sa seed, an acousto-optic frequency shifter (AOFS) pulse picker,23 an
Yb-power-amplifier,24 spectral broadening, chirped-mirror (CM) compression, and a 16.3-m enhancement cavity with either
one (18.4 MHz, SP) circulating pulse or two (36.8 MHz, DP) circulating pulses. The spectral broadening is achieved in a
solid-core large-mode-area (LMA) fiber with a 25-µm core diameter providing identical pulses at 36.8 MHz and 18.4 MHz,
with 0.6 µJ and 35 fs.25 The XUV radiation is coupled out through a pierced mirror11 and guided to an XUV spectrometer
by two multi-layer beam splitters (BS). Intracavity pulse parameters in the presence of the nonlinear gas target, for the two
repetition rates: (b) autocorrelation (AC, τgauss = 38 fs), (c) spectrum with Fourier-limits (FL) of 36 fs and 37 fs, respectively,
(d) beam profile on the pierced mirror, imaged to the CCD camera. (e) Gas velocity along the flow direction of a 100-µm
nozzle, derived by a 1D model26 and confirmed via Comsol MultiPhysics. Complete replenishment of the gas target within
54 ns (repetition period of the SP regime) is achieved for velocities >450 m/s, at a beam waist of 12.3 µm.

target delivered by a 100-µm fused-silica end-fire nozzle was positioned at the focal region. The gas
flow velocity at a distance of ∼100 µm from the nozzle orifice was estimated to be 450 m/s [Fig. 1(e)]
by a 1D model26 as well as flow simulations using Comsol MultiPhysics. The curved mirrors of the EC
(f = 100 mm) and the position in the stability range were chosen such that the beam waist was 12.3 µm.
This results in peak intensities of several 1013 W/cm2 and ensured SP configuration for the 18.4-MHz
pulse train, meaning that an atom traverses the 1/e2–intensity beam diameter within one repetition
period. At 36.8 MHz, the atoms traverse this distance within 2 shots and, thus, we refer to this regime
as the double-pulse (DP) configuration. The generated harmonics were coupled out of the cavity
through a 150-µm opening in the mirror following the focus11 and split from the fundamental beam
by two multi-layer Nb2O5 beam splitters. To prevent hydrocarbon contaminations of the optics, we
flushed the two cavity mirrors and two beam splitters subsequent to the XUV generation with ozone.
The XUV beam was then directed to a grating spectrometer whose linearity with respect to the XUV
flux was confirmed in a previous experiment. To exclude thermal effects in the system, all experiments
reported here were performed at a maximum repetition rate of 36.8 MHz, corresponding to average
powers of 11 W and 0.6 kW impinging on and circulating in the EC, respectively. For both repetition
rates, stable operation of the system under constant conditions was possible for measurement times
longer than 10 h.

RESULTS

To study the cumulative effects in a controlled way and to ensure comparable pulse parameters
for the two repetition rates, for each data point, we recorded the intracavity average power, the pulse
duration, and the beam profile on one mirror, in an actively locked10 steady state. This measurement
also allows for the precise determination of the position of the nozzle with respect to the focus
by evaluating the plasma-induced power clamping20 for different target positions along the cavity
beam. This delivers 2D maps for all the intra-cavity parameters regarding the backing pressure and
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FIG. 2. [(a) and (b)] Normalized intra-cavity average power clamping maps for the SP and the DP, respectively. They demon-
strate how the intra-cavity power level clamps as a function of the nozzle position and backing pressure. The experimentally
determined focus position (see the text) is set to 0 µm. One immediate observation is that the DP configuration experiences
stronger clamping in the focus region. (c) Ratio of the mode area of the DP versus the SP on the pierced mirror. The larger
ratios in the focus region stem from changes in the DP mode area, while the relative changes in the SP mode area stay below
2.7%. (d) Ratio of the peak intensities (calculating from the mode size, average power, pulse duration, and target position) for
the two repetition rates.

target position; they are depicted in Figs. 2(a)–2(d). Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the average power
in the cavity with the gas target being present, normalized to the average power in the empty cavity
for the same input pulse parameters for the SP and the DP, respectively. They demonstrate that
cumulative effects affect the cavity operation as the DP configuration clamps to 70% of the linear
cavity, whereas the SP only clamps to 80% in the focus. Figure 2(c) illustrates the evolution of the
DP cavity eigenmode on the pierced mirror with respect to the SP configuration by showing the
ratio of the mode area of the DP to SP case for different experimental parameters. Here, the change
in the mode area in the DP dominates the ratio, whereas the changes in the SP contribute little
(<2.7%). The map reveals an opposing behavior compared to the average power [see (a) and (b)].
Taking these mode distortions into account, we can calculate the intra-cavity peak intensity by utilizing
the mode size, average power, pulse duration, and target position. The data reveal similar values
for both repetition rates [see Fig. 2(d)], which fits to the identical XUV cutoff in the following
experiments.

With the focus as a reference point for the optical axis and well-characterized experimental
conditions, we examined the output coupled XUV flux. Figure 3(a) shows the relative XUV flux
per harmonic (integrated counts within one harmonic) for the SP (1st row) and the DP (2nd row)
configuration, as a function of the nozzle position and backing pressure, for six different harmonics.
The color scales are the same for each harmonic to facilitate the comparison between the two rep-
etition rates. Figure 3(b) shows the XUV spectrum at the gas target pressure and position marked
in (a), circles, for both repetition rates, where the flux of the 33rd harmonic is optimal for the
SP configuration. In Fig. 3(c), each harmonic is plotted at its optimum values within the maps in
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FIG. 3. (a) XUV flux measured as a function of the gas target position and backing pressure, for six different harmonics, for
SP (1st row) and DP (2nd row). For each harmonic, the color scales are common to the SP and DP maps; they are normalized
to the highest flux. The nozzle position of 0 µm marks the cavity focus determined as explained in the text. (b) XUV spectra for
both repetition rates measured for the parameters indicated in (a) by the circles. (c) Stitched XUV spectrum for individually
optimized conditions for SP and DP, taken from the positions on the maps with the highest flux. The dots represent the
integrated flux within these harmonics.

Fig. 3(a). The data points connected with solid lines depict the counts spectrally integrated over each
harmonic order.

DISCUSSION

Figure 3(a) shows that further increasing the pressure does not improve the flux for harmonic
orders up to 39, which indicates that we achieved optimized phase matching conditions (under the
boundary conditions of the EC) for these harmonics at both repetition rates. The target position was
scanned over a large enough range to include the optimum positions.

Evidently, the SP configuration is preferable in terms of the total output coupled flux [Fig. 3(c)]
and conversion efficiency. Figure 4(a) depicts the ratio of the XUV flux of the DP configuration and
the SP one for each harmonic order. While a ratio of two would correspond to a linear scaling of the
XUV flux with the repetition rate (keeping the pulse parameters constant), most harmonics manifest
a ratio below unity, i.e., the DP yields even less flux than the SP configuration, despite twice the
driving average power. This corresponds to a dramatic decrease in the overall conversion efficiency
(output-coupled power divided by seed power) by up to a factor of 4 due to cumulative plasma effects.

At the same time, for all harmonics, the optimum generation conditions (target gas density and
position) are very similar for the two repetition rates. This indicates that the ionization fraction in the
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FIG. 4. (a) Ratio of the output coupled flux for the DP versus the SP configuration. A value of 2 corresponds to the same
conversion efficiency (output-coupled power divided by the input power) as double the average seed power is available for the
DP configuration. (b) Ratio of the calculated peak intensity for the DP versus the SP case. The peak intensity was calculated
from the mode size, focusing geometry, intra-cavity pulse duration, and calibrated intra-cavity power.

contributing part of the target gas is similar for both the SP and the DP, and the substantial decrease
in flux can rather be attributed to a decrease in the generation volume: in the DP regime, the gas
target is spatially partitioned into a part that was already hit by the previous pulse and propagated
off-axis, contributing little to the flux (e.g., due to preionization), and a part with “fresh” ground-
state gas atoms. This would affect the output coupled flux in two ways: first, fewer atoms contribute
to HHG and second, the reduced generation volume results in a larger divergence of the harmonic
beam and, thus, a lower output coupling efficiency. To confirm and disentangle these effects, a
similar experiment with a Brewster plate8,12 or a diffraction-based output coupling method6,7 can be
performed. This way the decrease in output coupling efficiency due to changes in the XUV beam
profile can be scrutinized and possibly more profound conclusions about the physical processes can
be extracted. Another meaningful single-pass experiment could be the generation of high harmonics
with two slightly delayed pulses, analyzing the HHG yield and XUV mode profile with respect to the
delay.

To exclude that the decrease in the flux in the DP configuration is due to a stronger intensity
clamping of the driving field [Fig. 2(a)], we computed the peak intensity in the target for each point of
the parameter scan, accounting for the measured pulse duration, cavity mode size, and target position.
Figure 2(d) shows the peak intensity ratio between the DP and SP cases. It can be seen that the peak
intensity is very similar in the two configurations, even though the average power clamping suggests
otherwise. This can be attributed to small changes in the cavity mode size [see Fig. 2(c)]. At optimum
parameters for each harmonic, the DP configuration even exhibits a slightly higher peak intensity
[see Fig. 4(b)].

In conclusion, these findings elucidate the importance of cumulative plasma effects in multi-
pass HHG, whose effects are already significant at the onset of the cumulative regime (two passes).
The phase-matched plateau harmonics clamp to the same flux independently of the repetition rate.
Our data show that this reduction of XUV flux is not a result of distortions of the circulating IR
field. By contrast, we attribute these findings to a spatially inhomogeneous plasma distribution that
hinders the output coupling efficiency of the pierced mirror and/or of the HHG generation itself.
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For applications requiring multi-MHz, high-photon-energy, high-flux XUV pulses, these findings
elucidate the benefit of a single-pulse regime achievable by adapting the repetition rate of the system
and/or by speeding up the gas.7,10 With the same experimental setup, the repetition rate scalability
of HHG in solids27–29 can in principle be examined by replacing the gas target with a thin Brewster
plate.
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Abstract
Cavity-enhanced high-order harmonic generation (HHG) affords broadband, coherent extreme-
ultraviolet (XUV) pulse trains with repetition rates of several tens of MHz. Geometrically coupling
out the intracavity generated XUV beam through a small on-axis hole in the cavity mirror following
the HHG focus has enabled scaling the photon energies attainable with this technology to 100 eV and
more, promising new applications of XUV frequency-comb spectroscopy and attosecond-temporal-
resolution, multidimensional photoelectron spectroscopy and nanoscopy. So far, in this approach the
features of the macroscopic response of the gas target are neither accessible directly nor indirectly via
the out-coupled XUV beam due to the loss of spatial information caused by the truncation at the hole.
Here, we derive a simple analytical model for the divergence of the intracavity harmonic beam as a
function of experimental design parameters such as gas target position, cavity geometry and driving
pulse intensity, thereby establishing a connection between the measured XUV spectra and the
macroscopic response of the intracavity nonlinear medium. We verify this model by comparison to
numerical simulations as well as to systematic measurements, and apply it to elucidate a trade-off
between the efficiency of geometric output coupling and that of the HHG process, and the underlying
physical mechanisms. These findings illuminate the share of the output coupling efficiency to the
overall HHG conversion efficiency and provide—together with previously studied plasma-related
enhancement limitations—a holistic means of optimizing the overall efficiency with this architecture
that uniquely combines high repetition rates with high photon energies. Furthermore, quantitatively
connecting the output coupled, observable XUV radiation to the nonlinear conversion at the cavity
focus allows for a better insight into the dynamics of intracavity HHG and might benefit other
applications of femtosecond enhancement cavities, such as high-repetition-rate HHG spectroscopy.

Keywords: high harmonic generation, enhancement cavity, conversion efficiency, geometric
output coupling

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

Since its discovery in the late 80s [1, 2], laser-driven high-
order harmonic generation (HHG) in gases has become an

indispensable source of coherent, table-top extreme-ultraviolet
(XUV) radiation for the study of femtosecond and attosecond
time-scale electron dynamics in atoms, solids and molecules
[3, 4]. In modern HHG systems, the nonlinear conversion is
driven by amplified femtosecond pulses, reaching energies of
several 100 μJ [5–9]. Typically, this results in repetition rates
significantly lower than 1MHz. However, some applications
require operation in the multi-10MHz repetition-rate regime.
Examples include experiments involving the detection of
charged particles such as photoelectron spectroscopy and
microscopy [10–12] and coincidence measurements [7],
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where space-charge effects limit the useful number of parti-
cles per pulse, and frequency-comb spectroscopy [13, 14] at
high photon energies, where the power per comb line scales
with the repetition rate and the comb spacing should be larger
than the line width of the studied transition.

To date, femtosecond enhancement cavities (EC) constitute
the most successful HHG approach combining high repetition
rates with high XUV powers and high photon energies [15–17].
In cavity-enhanced HHG, the pulses passing the gas target are
recycled with the help of a passive resonator housing the gas
target (see figure 1). In doing so, inside of the EC a circulating
pulse with an energy comparable to that of kHz HHG systems
is obtained, without the necessity of reducing the repetition
frequency of the original multi-MHz femtosecond front-end.
Typically, in cavity-enhanced HHG, the pulse energy of the
impinging laser is enhanced by around two orders of magnitude
[15–19]. Coupling out the generated XUV radiation through a
small on-axis opening in the mirror following the HHG focus
[15, 20–22] has rendered the photon energies attainable with
this technology scalable to 100 eV and more [15, 16].

While in state-of-the-art ECs circulating pulses of just a
few tens of femtoseconds with multi-kW average powers
have been demonstrated [16, 17], the overall conversion
efficiencies (impinging power to out-coupled XUV power) of
these systems have so far remained below the ones achieved
with single-pass systems (see appendix A). This indicates that
the constraints set by the resonator entail inefficiencies in the
XUV generation and output coupling processes that coun-
teract the significant enhancement of the impinging power. To
reach the full potential of EC-based XUV sources, it is crucial
to understand the individual contributions to these ineffi-
ciencies and investigate ways of mitigating them. Indeed,
during the last years, considerable progress has been made in
this direction. One such limitation is the phenomenon of
intracavity intensity clamping, where plasma formation in the
gas target on the time scale of a single pulse shifts the
spectrum to shorter wavelengths and gives rise to a spectral
phase, reducing the spectral overlap with the impinging pulse
train and severely limiting the achievable XUV power
[23, 24]. Furthermore, for high repetition rates, the generated

plasma embedded in the target gas stream can neither clear
the interaction region nor decay before the arrival of the
subsequent pulse, leading to the formation of a cumulative
plasma. Recently, this has been shown to strongly impair the
conversion efficiency [18, 19]. Decreasing the finesse of the
resonator and increasing the gas velocity [18] or choosing a
sufficiently low repetition rate [17, 19] constitute strategies of
mitigating these effects, so that overall conversion efficiencies
approaching that of single-pass systems were achieved [17].

In this work, we study the trade-off between intracavity
XUV generation efficiency and geometric output coupling
efficiency, which is governed by the position of the gas target
relative to the focal plane. To this end, we developed a
numerical model permitting to break down the overall con-
version efficiency into its individual contributions, in part-
icular the output coupling efficiency. We validate this model
by finding excellent agreement with systematic measurements
in a state-of-the-art cavity-enhanced HHG experiment, where
the relevant parameters for output coupling and phase
matching (backing pressure and gas target position) were
scanned. Finally, we provide a physical explanation for the
observed dependence of the output coupling efficiency on the
target position and derive a simple approximation formula for
the intracavity harmonic beam divergence.

These findings allow for relating the out-coupled XUV
spectrum to the spatial and spectral shape of the XUV gen-
erated in the EC and, therefore, are crucial to understanding
the intracavity HHG dynamics. In particular, alongside the
mentioned insights concerning the plasma-related effects,
they provide the missing piece for a complete picture of
conversion efficiency contributions in photon-energy-scalable
cavity-enhanced HHG.

2. Methods

2.1. Experimental data

The experimental setup for the acquisition of the parameter
scans of XUV photon counts and driving average power is

Figure 1. Setup for acquiring systematic p–z-maps of circulating power and XUV photon counts per harmonic order [19]. p: pressure, z:
longitudinal target position relative to the focal plane, HR: highly reflective mirror, CM: curved HR mirror, PCM: pierced curved HR mirror,
IC: input coupler, BS: XUV/IR beam splitter, diag.: diagnostics.
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described in detail in [19]. In short, a high-finesse 8-mirror
resonator (see figure 1) with symmetric focusing (focal length
100 mm), operated near the inner stability edge and with an
input coupler transmission of 3% was used to enhance
18.4MHz, 35 fs, 0.6 μJ pulses spectrally centered at 1030 nm.
XUV was generated in an argon gas target ejected from a
100 μm diameter-opening-nozzle placed near the 12.3 μm
focus (1/e2-intensity radius, measured by imaging the mode
on the output coupling mirror). XUV radiation was geome-
trically output-coupled through a 150 μm diameter circular
opening in the cavity mirror following the HHG focus. The
driving intracavity pulses were characterized with an optical
spectrum analyzer and an autocorrelator, yielding pulse
durations of 38 fs. A full scan of the gas target position z
relative to the focal plane (z>0 signifies that the gas target is
placed behind the laser focus) and the backing pressure p
applied to the nozzle was performed and the circulating
infrared (IR) power and, using an XUV spectrometer, the
output-coupled XUV photon counts per harmonic order were
recorded at each point, resulting in the p–z-maps shown in
figure 2(a).

2.2. Computational model

Assuming a 35 fs Gaussian pulse spectrally centered at
1030 nm and a Gaussian beam with a beam waist of 12.3μm
as the driving field, for each value of p and z we compute the
harmonic field in a transverse plane following the gas target.
For this, we numerically solve the first-order propagation
equation for the IR and XUV with the 3D HHG model
described in [25], without employing envelope approxima-
tions. We assume rotational symmetry to speed up the com-
putation, and use the ionization-induced current derived in [26]
and the strong-field approximation [27] as source terms The
computational model accounts for plasma-induced lensing,
absorption and spectral blue-shift, as well as for Kerr focusing
and self-phase modulation. The peak power was chosen pro-
portional to the measured intracavity power (figure 2(a) of
[19]), with a maximum of 0.36 GW for best agreement
between simulations and experiment. The gas velocities and
densities at the nozzle exit and at the interaction site were
computed with the analytical model described in [28, p 17ff],
presuming a reservoir temperature of 300 K and a 100 μm
nozzle placed at a distance of 120 μm from the beam axis for
best agreement with the experimental data. We assume flat-top
density profiles at both positions and choose its diameter at the
interaction site (176 μm) so that the resulting gas flux agrees
with the one at the nozzle exit. Propagation from the plane after
the gas target to the pierced mirror was done with a Fresnel
two-step propagator [29]. The out-coupled XUV power was
then computed by spatially integrating over a circular aperture,
and spectrally integrating over each harmonic order.

3. Results

The simulated out-coupled XUV power per harmonic order,
in dependence of p and z, is depicted in figure 2(b). The

simulations reproduce well the main features observed in the
experimental data (figure 2(a)).

To separate the XUV generation efficiency from the
output coupling efficiency, we computed the XUV power
before the output coupling mirror (figure 2(c)). Thus, the
output coupling efficiency can be obtained by dividing the
out-coupled power by the generated power (figure 2(d)).

To examine the impact of XUV reabsorption in the gas
target, we repeated the simulation with a purely real XUV
refractive index, effectively disabling reabsorption (figure 2(e)).
Figure 2(f) shows the ratio of the generated XUV power with
and without reabsorption. By comparing figures 2(c) and (e),
one can see that reabsorption does not affect the qualitative
shape of the p–z-maps for harmonic orders > 21. We repeated
the same simulation, but this time discarding the spectral phase
of the XUV dipole response and neglecting refractive index in
the XUV (figure 2(g)). This leads to perfectly constructive
macroscopic interference, i.e. phase matching is enforced, so
that the macroscopic response essentially only depends on the
number of emitters and the microscopic efficiency. This allows
us to isolate the effect of phase matching by dividing the
generated XUV power (without reabsorption) by the one with
enforced phase matching (figure 2(h)).

The p–z-maps depicted in figures 2(a)–(c), (e) and (g)
were normalized to the maximum XUV power per harmonic
order for better visibility. For a comparison of the maximum
power per harmonic order in simulation and experiment, see
figure 3(a).

4. Discussion

4.1. Agreement with the experiment

The experimental maps of the XUV photon counts
(figure 2(a)) exhibit some distinctive features:

(i) harmonic orders around the 33rd reach optimum power
for target positions well before the focus, while the
optimum position for higher and lower harmonic orders
is close to the focus;

(ii) the optimum pressure increases with increasing harmo-
nic order;

(iii) for higher harmonic orders, the maps exhibit a
V-shaped structure, consisting of two regions with high
power, one before the focus and one around the focus;

(iv) figure 3(a) reveals that the highest power is achieved
around the 31st harmonic, and the power drops to zero
towards the harmonic orders 21st and 43rd.

All these features are clearly reproduced in the simulated
maps (figure 2(b)), thus verifying the model and allowing us
to use it to investigate the origins of these features and dis-
entangle the contributing factors.

4.2. Explanation of the observed features

Feature (i) can be attributed partly to the output coupling
efficiency (figure 2(d)) and partly to the microscopic
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efficiency: for lower to intermediate harmonic orders, the
optimum target position is dominated by the optimum output
coupling efficiency, which is located close to the focal plane
for lower orders, but significantly before the focal plane for

intermediate and higher harmonic orders (see section 4.4). For
higher harmonic orders, however, the microscopic efficiency
declines rapidly with increasing distance from the focus due
to the high-harmonic cutoff (compare figure 2(g)).

Figure 2. (a) Measured out-coupled XUV power for selected harmonic orders, taken from [19]. (b)–(h) Simulations. (b) Out-coupled XUV
power. (c) Generated XUV power. (d) Output coupling efficiency, computed as the ratio between out-coupled and generated XUV power
(color scale) and using the analytical formula (red line). (e) Generated XUV power without reabsorption. (f) Transmission efficiency,
computed as the ratio between generated XUV power with and without reabsorption. (g) Generated XUV power with enforced phase
matching and without reabsorption. (h) Phase matching efficiency, computed as the ratio of generated XUV power without and with enforced
phase matching, both without reabsorption. (a), (b), (c), (e) and (g) are normalized for each harmonic order.
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The connection between harmonic order and optimum
pressure (ii) can be explained by phase-matching
(figure 2(h)): The contribution to the phase mismatch from the
intensity-dependent dipole phase increases with harmonic
order [30] and must be compensated for by increasing the
contribution from the linear refractive index of neutral argon
atoms, i.e. by increasing the density.

The V-shaped structure at high harmonic orders (iii) can
be attributed to a combination of phase matching and output
coupling efficiency: while the phase-matching maps exhibit
the same structure (figure 2(h)), the lower wing is barely
present in the maps of the generated XUV power and emerges

due to the high output coupling efficiency before the focus
(figures 2(c), (d)).

The trend in figure 3(b) (feature (iv)) can be explained by
considering the intertwining of output-coupling efficiency, the
phase-matching efficiency and the number of emitters: For
lower harmonic orders, the regions of high generation effi-
ciency and high output coupling efficiency coincide
(figures 2(c), (d)). The phase-matching pressure increases
with harmonic order (ii), leading to a higher number of
emitters and therefore higher XUV power (figure 2(g)).
Additionally, the output coupling efficiency increases slightly
with harmonic order. This explains the increase of the out-

Figure 3. (a) XUV photon counts for each harmonic order at optimum target position and backing pressure, for experiment [19] and
simulation, both normalized. (b) Optimum output coupling efficiencies for each harmonic as predicted by the numerical model (black) and
the analytical model (gray edge), in comparison with the global output coupling ratio (optimum generated power to optimum out-coupled
power from the numerical model, gray). (c) Simulated XUV beam profiles on the output coupling mirror for the 33rd harmonic generated at
different gas target positions with a backing pressure of 8 bar. The vertical lines mark the hole diameter for 150 μm hole placed 100 mm after
the gas target, and the dotted line shows the beam profile far behind the truncating hole mirror for a gas target positioned z0.56 R before the
focus, where zR is the Rayleigh range of the driving beam. (d) Composition of the harmonic beam wave-front curvature R R R1 1 1H = + f

(solid line) according to the analytical model for the 33rd harmonic, where 1/R (dotted) is the curvature of the driving beam and 1/Rf
(dashed) is the additional curvature caused by the transverse dependence of the intensity-dependent harmonic dipole phase. (e) The resulting
relative harmonic beam area H H

2 2 q q= , where θH is the divergence of the harmonic beam and θ the divergence of the driving beam.
(f) The computed output coupling efficiency for a 150 μm hole placed 100 mm after the gas target.
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coupled signal from lower orders towards the 31st harmonic.
The decline for higher harmonic orders can be attributed to
the fact that the regions of good generation efficiency and
good output coupling do not coincide (see section 4.3), and
that the phase-matching pressure was outside of the scanned
pressure interval for harmonic orders >41.

4.3. Trade-off between output coupling efficiency and
generation efficiency

To determine how strongly the output coupling affects the
achievable power, we compute the ratio between maximum
out-coupled power and maximum produced power within the
scanned p/z range for each harmonic, i.e. the ratio of the per-
harmonic maxima of figures 2(b) and (c). It can be seen that
for harmonic orders >35 only 2%–5% of the achievable XUV
power in the cavity are accessible after output-coupling
(figure 3(b), gray). In contrast, the optimum OCE, i.e. the
highest OCE reached within the scanned p/z range, reaches
up to 7 times higher values (figure 3(b), black). Consequently,
optimum OCE is not reached at the same p/z values as
optimum generated power.

As noted above, optimum output coupling efficiency is
reached far before the focus (figure 2(d)). On the other hand,
for higher harmonic orders, the optimum generation effi-
ciency is reached for target positions around the focus
(figure 2(c)). Hence, the optimum out-coupled XUV power is
a result of a trade-off between generation efficiency and
output-coupling efficiency, determined by the position of the
gas target. For the parameters used here, geometric output
coupling reduces the XUV power attainable outside the cavity
by one to two orders of magnitude compared to the optimum
power generated inside the cavity and therefore constitutes an
important contribution to the overall conversion efficiency.

4.4. Physical background

4.4.1. Output coupling efficiency. As observed above, the
output coupling efficiency depends on the gas target position,
and target positions before the focus are beneficial for
harmonic orders �29. This can be attributed to a decrease of
the harmonic beam divergence at these positions, as can be
seen in figure 3(c), where the beam profiles on the output
coupling mirror for different target positions are compared for
the 33rd harmonic at a backing pressure of 8 bar.

To understand the physical reason for this behavior, we
derive a simple analytical formula for the divergence of the
harmonic beam. To this end, we assume a simple power law
for the intensity dependence of the single-atom dipole
response and a linear intensity-dependent phase, and
approximate the harmonic beam as a Gaussian beam (see
appendix C):

N

z z z

z

1 2 1

1
. 1H

H

3 2 2 2

2 3


g d
=

+ + + +
+

( ˆ ˆ ) ( ˆ )
( ˆ ) ( )

Here, H is the harmonic beam area relative to the
driving beam area on the output coupling mirror, z z zR=ˆ is

the scaled gas target position with the Rayleigh range zR, and
NH, δ and γ are parameters describing the driving-intensity
dependence of the single-atom dipole amplitude (NH,

N HH
2 2d = ) and phase (γ) for a harmonic order H (see

appendix B). The parameter I HH fg a= is referred to as
intensity-dependent phase parameter in the following and
depends on the intensity-dependent dipole phase gradient αH

and the intensity If in the focus.
Then, the output coupling efficiency can be written as

1 exp 2 , 2H  = - -( ) ( )◦
where ◦ is the hole area relative to the driving beam area on
the output coupling mirror. Figure 3(b) shows the agreement
between the output coupling efficiency computed with this
analytical formula and the values obtained from the
simulations.

In good approximation, the relative harmonic beam area
H reaches its minimum (and thus, the output coupling

efficiency ò its optimum) for gas target positions zOCˆ where
wave-front curvature 1/RH of the harmonic beam in the plane
of the gas target vanishes. This curvature comprises a
contribution from the driving beam curvature 1/R and a
contribution 1/Rf from the transverse harmonic phase that
arises from the radially dependent driving field intensity (for
details, see appendix C). In an intuitive picture, optimum
output coupling efficiency is thus reached when the intensity-
dependent harmonic phase balances out the wave-front
curvature of the driving beam.

In figure 4, we show both contributions for the 33rd
harmonic. As can be seen, the curvature 1/Rf due to the
intensity-dependent harmonic phase is always positive for this
harmonic order. Therefore, a vanishing total curvature 1/RH

is only possible at target positions before the focus, where the
curvature 1/R of the driving beam is negative. Figures 3(e)
and (f) show the resulting relative harmonic beam area and
output coupling efficiency, respectively. This explains the
decrease of the harmonic divergence for target positions
before the focus, as observed in the simulated data
(figure 3(c)).

Figure 4. Optimum target position for generated XUV power (solid
line) and output coupling (dashed line) versus the intensity-
dependent phase parameter γ. The corridors mark the regions over
which the power and the harmonic beam area deviate by less than a
factor of 2 from the optimum values.
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4.4.2. Generated XUV power. With the same assumptions on
the intensity-dependence of the single-atom dipole response
and neglecting reabsorption as well as the Kerr and plasma
contributions, we can also derive an analytical formula for the
dependence of the generated XUV power on the gas target
position. To this end, the phase matching pressure is calculated
from the linear phase mismatch, the Gouy phase and the
intensity-dependent dipole phase. Then, the harmonic power is
estimated by considering the number of emitters and the
dependence on the driving field intensity (see appendix D). For
the parameters of the experiment, this formula predicts that
optimum XUV power is generated for target positions very
close to the focus ( z z 0.2R <∣ ∣ ). For comparison, the
numerical simulations predict optimum XUV power around
z/zR=−0.25 for all harmonics (see figure 2(c)).

4.4.3. Trade-off. The target position zOCˆ for optimum output
coupling as well as the position zgenˆ for the optimum generated
XUV power are functions of the parameters NH, δ and γ.
However, their dependence on NH and δ is weak and can be
neglected (see appendices C and D). Both optimum positions
versus the intensity-dependent phase parameter γ are depicted
in figure 4, alongside with corridors showing the ẑ ranges where
the relative harmonic beam area doubles and the generated
XUV power drops two half of the maximum, respectively. It
becomes apparent that a trade-off detrimental for the accessible
XUV power must be expected when the value of the intensity-
dependent phase parameter deviates too much from zero.

Vertical lines in figure 4 mark the γ parameters for
generation of harmonics in argon at a peak intensity of
1.5×1014W cm−2 in the focus and in neon at 3×
1014W cm−2, for a driving wavelength of 1030 nm. As
observed in the simulations for argon, the trade-off manifests
itself mainly for higher harmonic orders. Figure 4 confirms
that this finding can be generalized to HHG in neon.

4.4.4. Optimum output coupling efficiency. To compute the
minimum harmonic beam area from the parameters NH, δ and
γ, one can use the fact that z z 2 0OC

3
OC g+ + =ˆ ˆ (see

appendix C). Then, equation (1) reads

z
N

z1 , 3H
H

OC OC
2 1

d
= + -( ˆ ) ( ˆ ) ( )

where zOCˆ only depends on γ (see figure 4). We can use this
formula to predict the optimum output coupling efficiency for
HHG in neon at a peak intensity of 3×1014W cm−2: While γ
and thus zOCˆ are similar for neon and argon (figure 4), the
prefactor

NH

d tends to be much smaller in neon, e.g. by a factor

of 4 for near-cutoff harmonics (see table B1). Formula (2)
predicts output coupling efficiencies around 20% for near-
cutoff harmonics in argon. Using the same geometry, optimum
output coupling efficiencies up to 50% are expected in neon.

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, we employed a numerical model to reproduce
and explain the main features observed in a cavity-enhanced

HHG experiment where the parameters relevant for output
coupling and phase matching (backing pressure and gas target
position) were systematically scanned. We disentangled the
output coupling efficiency from reabsorption, phase matching
and the microscopic efficiency with this model, unveiling a
trade-off between XUV generation efficiency and output
coupling, where the former reaches its optimum values when
the gas target is positioned near the focus of the driving beam
and the latter favors positions before the focus for the near-
cutoff harmonic orders. Reducing the accessible XUV power
by up to two orders of magnitude compared to the XUV
power produced inside the cavity for the parameters of the
studied experiment, we identified this trade-off as an impor-
tant contribution to the overall conversion efficiency of cav-
ity-based XUV sources with geometric output coupling. We
derived an approximate formula for the divergence of the
intracavity harmonic beam as a function of gas target position,
driving intensity, harmonic order and focusing geometry and
explained the physical mechanism behind the observed trade-
off. This allowed us to generalize our findings towards HHG
with higher photon energies, where a higher optimum output
coupling efficiency, but a similar trade-off is expected.

The insights gained in this study provide a quantitative
connection between the observable, out-coupled XUV spec-
trum and the spatial and spectral features of the intracavity
macroscopic nonlinear response. On the one hand, together
with a thorough understanding of plasma-related limitations,
this provides a holistic picture of the different contributions
to the overall conversion efficiency and can offer a route
towards tapping the full potential of cavity-based XUV
sources.

The presented numerical model can be used to investi-
gate alternative geometric output coupling methods, e.g.
using quasi-imaging [21, 22] or tailored TEM01 modes
[20, 31] which promise significantly higher output coupling
efficiencies because they permit larger diameters for the
output coupling openings thanks to on-axis minima on the
mirrors. This may lead to highly efficient cavity-enhanced
HHG sources, which will benefit the fields of coincidence
spectroscopy, photo-electron spectroscopy/nanoscopy and
frequency-comb spectroscopy. On the other hand, the link
between the intracavity and the out-coupled XUV can also
open up new fields of application, such as HHG spectroscopy
at multi-10 MHz repetition rates [32].
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Appendix A. Comparison of conversion efficiencies

To compare the record overall conversion efficiencies (driv-
ing power Pin before enhancement to accessible XUV power
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PXUV) achieved with cavity-based versus single-pass HHG
systems, we considered the state-of-the-art sources summar-
ized in [33, figure 3], considering only systems using a freely
propagating Gaussian driving beam, and incorporated the
results of [16, 17, 34, 35]. To allow for a comparison between
systems with different driving wavelengths, we factored out
the wavelength scaling of the HHG efficiency with roughly a
power of six [36], resulting in a wavelength-corrected con-
version efficiency P P 1030 nmXUV in

6l( ) .
Figure A1 shows the obtained conversion efficiencies

versus the generated photon energies. So far, the overall
conversion efficiencies of EC-based sources (dark-gray area)
have remained below that of single-pass systems (light-gray
area). Keeping in mind that the XUV power generated by
HHG in gas targets can scale linearly with the driving power
[37], this indicates that inefficiencies in the intracavity XUV
generation or the output coupling counteract the typical
enhancements of the driving power by several orders of
magnitude achieved in ECs.

Appendix B. Analytical model for the single-atom
dipole response

For the derivation of the harmonic divergence formula (1)
and the generation efficiency formula (D.5), we approximate

the intensity-dependence of the single-atom dipole response
dH(I) for a harmonic order H by a power-law for the absolute
value and a linear dependence for the phase (compare
e.g. [30]):

d I I i I iH Eexp arg , B.1H
N

H
2H aµ +( ) ∣ ∣ ( ) ( )

where I c E20
2= ∣ ∣ is the intensity of the driving field E

and NH and αH are fitting parameters depending on atomic
species, harmonic order, driving field wavelength and on
the driving field intensity. We determine αH for the short
trajectory with a Gabor-type analysis as described in [38],
providing the intensity-dependent single-atom dipole
response computed numerically using a saddle-point
approximation [39], which has the advantage of clear
separation between trajectories. The exponents NH were
determined by a power-law fit to the intensity-dependent
single-atom dipole response in the cutoff region, computed
numerically with the Lewenstein formula [27]. The
excursion time was limited to 0.66 periods of the driving
field to consider only the short trajectory. The resulting
parameters for argon and neon are tabulated in table B1,
together with the derived quantities N HH

2 2d = and
I HHg a= , and agree reasonably with the measured

values of [30].

Figure A1. Wavelength-corrected overall conversion efficiencies (driving power before enhancement to accessible XUV power) of cavity-
enhanced HHG systems (triangles) and single-pass HHG systems driven by freely propagating Gaussian beams (squares). The shaded areas
mark the record conversion efficiencies reached with cavity-based (dark-gray) and single-pass (light-gray) sources.
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Appendix C. Formula for the XUV divergence

In a similar approach to [30], we approximate the harmonic
field as a Gaussian beam by using a Taylor expansion of the
radial intensity-dependent phase. In contrast to [30], we do
not assume that the gas target is located in the focal plane.

The driving field E(r) at the longitudinal position z of the
gas target is given by

E r
r

w
ik

r

R
exp

2
, C.1

2

2

2
µ - -

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟( ) ( )

where r is the radial coordinate, k=2π/λ the wave number,

w w z z1 R0
2 2= + the beam radius, R the wave-front radius

of curvature, w0 is the beam waist and z wR 0
2p l= is the

Rayleigh range.
In the limit of a small gas target diameter, the harmonic

field EH in the exit plane of the gas target is proportional to
the dipole response dH, which, using (B.1) and (C.1), can be
written as

C.2

E r d r I i I r iH E r

E r ikH
r

R
i I r

r w ikH
r

R

i I r w

N r w ikH
r

R

i I r w

N r w ikH
r

R
i I r w
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R

I
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r w
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2
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2

1 2
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1 4
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Table B1. Parameters used for the analytical model of the single-atom dipole response.

Atom I (W cm−2) H αH (cm2 W−1) NH γ δ δ/NH

Ar 1.5×1014 21 −0.3×1014 8.06 −0.02 0.15 0.018
Ar 1.5×1014 23 0.3×1014 8.91 0.02 0.15 0.017
Ar 1.5×1014 25 1.2×1014 9.85 0.07 0.16 0.016
Ar 1.5×1014 27 1.8×1014 10.85 0.10 0.16 0.015
Ar 1.5×1014 29 2.7×1014 11.67 0.14 0.16 0.014
Ar 1.5×1014 31 3.6×1014 12.66 0.17 0.17 0.013
Ar 1.5×1014 33 4.5×1014 13.53 0.20 0.17 0.012
Ar 1.5×1014 35 5.4×1014 14.41 0.23 0.17 0.012
Ar 1.5×1014 37 6.3×1014 15.24 0.25 0.17 0.011
Ar 1.5×1014 39 7.8×1014 16.01 0.30 0.17 0.011
Ar 1.5×1014 41 9.0×1014 16.68 0.33 0.17 0.010
Ar 1.5×1014 43 10.5×1014 16.71 0.36 0.15 0.009

Ne 3.0×1014 35 0.6×1014 13.47 0.05 0.15 0.011
Ne 3.0×1014 37 0.9×1014 14.26 0.07 0.15 0.010
Ne 3.0×1014 39 1.2×1014 15.29 0.09 0.15 0.010
Ne 3.0×1014 41 1.5×1014 16.23 0.11 0.16 0.010
Ne 3.0×1014 43 1.8×1014 17.11 0.13 0.16 0.009
Ne 3.0×1014 45 2.1×1014 18.16 0.14 0.16 0.009
Ne 3.0×1014 47 2.4×1014 19.02 0.15 0.16 0.009
Ne 3.0×1014 49 3.0×1014 19.68 0.18 0.16 0.008
Ne 3.0×1014 51 3.3×1014 20.76 0.19 0.17 0.008
Ne 3.0×1014 53 3.6×1014 20.54 0.20 0.15 0.007
Ne 3.0×1014 55 4.2×1014 20.79 0.23 0.14 0.007
Ne 3.0×1014 57 4.5×1014 20.25 0.24 0.13 0.006
Ne 3.0×1014 59 5.1×1014 19.93 0.26 0.11 0.006
Ne 3.0×1014 61 5.7×1014 20.18 0.28 0.11 0.005
Ne 3.0×1014 63 6.0×1014 19.25 0.28 0.09 0.005
Ne 3.0×1014 65 6.6×1014 19.77 0.30 0.09 0.005
Ne 3.0×1014 67 7.2×1014 19.13 0.32 0.08 0.004
Ne 3.0×1014 69 7.8×1014 18.63 0.34 0.07 0.004
Ne 3.0×1014 71 8.4×1014 18.41 0.35 0.07 0.004
Ne 3.0×1014 73 9.0×1014 18.22 0.37 0.06 0.003
Ne 3.0×1014 75 9.6×1014 16.75 0.38 0.05 0.003
Ne 3.0×1014 77 10.2×1014 17.38 0.40 0.05 0.003
Ne 3.0×1014 79 11.1×1014 16.25 0.42 0.04 0.003
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where we defined the harmonic beam radius

w w N , C.3H H≔ ( )
the harmonic radius of curvature

R
R R

1

1 1
, C.4H

+ f
≔ ( )

the radius of curvature due to the intensity-dependent
harmonic phase

R
k w

I4
, C.5H

H

2

0a
f ≔ ( )

the on-axis intensity

I I I z z0 1 , C.6f R0
2 2 1= + -≔ ( ) ( ) ( )

where If is the intensity in the focus and the harmonic wave
number

k Hk. C.7H ≔ ( )
To determine the Rayleigh length zR,H of this Gaussian

beam, we use the complex beam parameter qH:

z q
q R i k w
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I

The divergence of a harmonic beam can be computed
from its Rayleigh length like

k z

k w R

R k w

w

R k w

2 4 4
.

C.9

H
H R H

H H H

H H H

H

H H H,

2 4 2

2 2 2

2

2 2 2
q = =

+
= +

( )
For a given hole radius r◦ and distance Δz between

output coupling mirror and focus, one can then compute
the fraction of harmonic power transmitted through the hole,
i.e. the output coupling efficiency ò. Introducing the relative
hole area 2 2 q q≔◦ ◦ , the relative harmonic beam size

H H
2 2 q q≔ and the harmonic beam diameter w zM H H, qD≔

on the output coupling mirror, where
kz

2

R
q = is the driving

beam divergence and r zq D≔◦ ◦ is the angle occupied by
one hole radius, we can use the well-known formula for the
fraction of power of a Gaussian beam transmitted through an
aperture:

r w
z

z
1 exp 2 1 exp 2

1 exp 2 1 exp 2 .

C.10

M H
H

H
H

2
,

2
2 2

2 2

2

2

2

2



 

q
q

q
q

q
q

= - - = - -
D

D

= - - = - -
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⎠⎟
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( )

◦ ◦

◦ ◦

Figure C1 shows the dependence of the output coupling
efficiency ò on ◦ and H . Using a computer algebra system

Figure C1. Dependence of the output coupling efficiency (color scale) on the relative hole area ◦ and relative harmonic beam area H . The
red line shows the theoretical maximum power enhancements possible for a given relative hole area. The dot marks the parameters of the
33rd harmonic in the simulated experiment.
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to substitute the expressions defined above, it can be
verified that

N

z z z

z

1 2 1

1
, C.11H

H

3 2 2 2

2 3


g d
=

+ + + +
+

( ˆ ˆ ) ( ˆ )
( ˆ ) ( )

where z z zR=ˆ is the scaled gas target position and
I HH fg a≔ and N HH

2 2d ≔ . The term z z 23 g+ +ˆ ˆ has
exactly one real root zOCˆ because its derivative is positive
everywhere, and this root corresponds to the target positions
for which 1/RH vanishes (this is also easily verified by using
a computer algebra system).

We numerically determined the minima of zH ( ˆ) for
values of γ from −1 to 1 and values of δ in the range
tabulated in table B1 and found that the minima deviate by
less than 0.04 from zOCˆ . Consequently, the position of the
minimum has no strong dependence on δ and zOCˆ can be
regarded as an excellent approximation for the optimum
gas target position for output coupling.

Figure 4 shows the dependence of zOCˆ on γ. The corridor
marks the region over which H deviates by less than a factor
of 2 from the optimum value, assuming δ=0.17 (value for
33rd harmonic in argon). The diameter of the corridor
increases with δ and remains between 0.20 and 1.0 for the
tabulated values of δ.

Appendix D. Formula for the XUV power

Neglecting the plasma and Kerr phase, the on-axis phase of
the driving Gaussian beam is

z nkz z zarctan , D.1R1

Gouy phase

f = - +   ( ) ( ) ( )

where n is the refractive index at the driving wavelength.
Approximating the intensity-dependent harmonic dipole
phase f(I) by a linear dependence (see appendix B), the total
harmonic dipole phase is then

z H z I z C. D.2H H1

intensity dependent phase

f f a= + +  ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
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This yields an effective wave number of
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where If is the peak intensity in the focus. Good phase
matching is reached for k n kHHeff » , where H is the
harmonic order and nH is the refractive index at the

corresponding wavelength. k k n kHH HeffD = - quantifies
the phase mismatch and should vanish:
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Here, we defined z z zRˆ ≔ and
I

H
H fg a≔ (compare

appendix C) and used n n nH std
std

- = Dr
r

, where ρ is the

density in the gas target, ρstd is the density at standard conditions
and Δnstd the refractive index difference at standard conditions.

To estimate the harmonic power PH generated in a har-
monic order H at a certain position of the nozzle, we assume
generation at the phase-matching density as given by (D.4)
and that the amplitude EH of the emitted harmonic field is
proportional to the number of emitters (density×mode size).
The intensity-dependence of the single-atom dipole response
is approximated by a power law (see appendix B), yielding

P E w I z z

z

1 1

1 .

D.5

H H
N N

N

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

2 2 2

H H
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r r

r

µ µ µ + +

= +

-

-

( ) ( ( ˆ )( ˆ ) )
( ˆ )

( )
Using (D.5) and (D.4), we can estimate the generated

harmonic power for a given gas target position ẑ and para-
meters γ and NH. This allows us to numerically compute the
target position for optimum power and the corridor over
which PH deviates by less than a factor of 2 from the optimum
value (figure 4, for NH= 13.53).

The optimum value zgenˆ remains close to zero, deviating
by less than 0.18 for values of γ from −1 to 1 and values of
NH in the range tabulated in table B1. The diameter of the
corridor decreases slightly with NH and remains between 0.34
and 0.60.
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Abstract
The generation of extreme-ultraviolet (XUV) isolated attosecond pulses (IAPs)has enabled
experimental access to the fastest phenomena in nature observed so far, namely the dynamics of
electrons in atoms,molecules and solids. However, nowadays the highest repetition rates at which
IAPs can be generated lies in the kHz range. This represents a rather severe restriction for numerous
experiments involving the detection of charged particles, where the desired number of generated
particles per shot is limited by space charge effects to ideally one.Here, we present a theoretical study
on the possibility of efficiently producing IAPs atmulti-MHz repetition rates via cavity-enhanced
high-harmonic generation (HHG). To this end, we assume parameters of state-of-the-art Yb-based
femtosecond laser technology to evaluate several time-gatingmethodswhich could generate IAPs in
enhancement cavities.We identify polarization gating and a newmethod, employing non-collinear
optical gating in a tailored transverse cavitymode, as suitable candidates and analyze these via
extensive numericalmodeling. The latter, whichwe dub transversemode gating (TMG) promises the
highest efficiency and robustness. Assuming 0.7 mJ, 5-cycle pulses from the seeding laser and a state-
of-the-art enhancement cavity, we show that TMGbares the potential to generate IAPswith photon
energies around100 eV and a photonflux of at least -10 photons s8 1 at repetition rates of10 MHz and
higher. This result reveals a roadmap towards a dramatic decrease inmeasurement time (and,
equivalently, an increase in the signal-to-noise ratio) in photoelectron spectroscopy andmicroscopy.
In particular, it paves theway to combining attosecond streakingwith photoelectron emission
microscopy, affording, for the first time, the spatially and temporally resolved observation of
plasmonic fields in nanostructures. Furthermore, it promises the generation of frequency combswith
an unprecedented bandwidth for XUVprecision spectroscopy.

1. Introduction

Towards the end of the last century, the duration of pulses producedwithmodelocked lasers had approached the
limits imposed by increasingmaterial dispersion towards the ultraviolet, corresponding to just a few cycles of the
carrier wave [1]. The ability to stabilize the carrier-to-envelope phase (CEP) of such pulses and to amplify them
to intensities at which their electric fields rival the atomicCoulomb field allowed for the generation of extreme-
ultraviolet (XUV) isolated attosecond pulses (IAPs) via the highly nonlinear process of high-harmonic
generation (HHG). Thefirst XUV–IAPswere shown in 2001 [2] and enabled experimental access to the hitherto
fastest phenomena observable in real time, namely electron dynamics in atoms,molecules, solids and
plasmas [1, 3].

Currently, titanium–sapphire-based (Ti:Sa) ultrashort-pulsed lasers represent theworkhorse technology for
experiments in attosecond physics. However, strong absorption and thermal lensing in the Ti:Sa gainmedium
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[4] limits the generation of high-energy ultrashort pulses to repetition rates significantly lower than 1 MHz. In
particular experiments which involve the detection of charged particles would tremendously profit from IAPs at
higher repetition rates: in this class of experiments, space charge effects limit the detection to ideally a single
particle per shot, so that the data acquisition rate scales with the repetition rate rather thanwith the total photon
flux. Examples include coincidence spectroscopy [5], time-resolved spectroscopy/microscopy of nano-
plasmonicfields [6–8], and of ultrafast electron dynamics in nano-structured topological insulators [9], just to
name a few.

Coherently stacking the pulses of a high-repetition-ratemodelocked laser inside of a passive optical
resonator, or enhancement cavity (EC), provides a convenient way to combine peak intensities on the order of

-10 W cm14 2 necessary forHHG in a gas target with pulse repetition rates of several (tens of)MHz [10, 11].With
the advent of Yb-based lasers, ECs have enabled reaching these intensities at the highest repetition rates so far,
providing ultrashort pulses with the highest average powers ever demonstrated [12], and allowing forHHGwith
photon energies exceeding 100 eV at repetition rates as high as 250MHz [13]. Just a few years ago, femtosecond
ECs have been used for thefirst frequency comb spectroscopy experiments in the vacuumultraviolet spectral
region [14, 15]. Owing to recent progress concerning advanced cavity designs [12, 16], the quantitative
understanding of the intracavity gas target nonlinearity [17–19], and thanks to scaling the bandwidth of ECs [20]
and of phase-stable, high-power seeding laser systems [21–23], it seems feasible as from today’s point of view to
extend this technology to application in attosecond physics. However, state-of-the-art dielectricmultilayer
optics cannot cover the bandwidth necessary for single-cycle near-infrared pulses [20], whichwould enable the
direct generation of IAPs in ECs.

In this paperwe theoretically study the possibility of efficiently generating IAPs using ECs supporting pulses
comprising several cycles.We identify and, employing thoroughmodeling, compare suitable time-gating
methods and reach the conclusion that the generation of IAPswith sufficient photon flux formulti-MHz-
repetition-rate experiments is within reachwith current laser technology.

In section 2, wefirst review the state of the art of ultrashort-pulse ECs, deriving the parameter range for our
study, and describe the computationalmodel used for the simulations. In section 3, established gatingmethods
are assessed for compatibility with the geometry, bandwidth and loss restrictions of ECs, allowing us to identify
themost promising candidates. For a fair comparison of these candidates, all relevant parameters are optimized
for IAPswith highest photonflux in a defined spectral range, within the technical constraints set by state-of-the-
art experiments. Finally, in section 4we compare the results of the optimized gating schemes, identify a preferred
one and estimate the achievable photon flux. Section 5 concludes the paper and addresses the implications for
time-resolved spectroscopy applications at high repetition rate.

2.Methods

2.1. State of the art ofHHG in femtosecond ECs
HHG in ECs has been an active research topic in the last years, andmany prerequisites to generate high-
repetition-rate IAPs have already been established. First, XUV radiation is emitted collinearly with the strong
driving beam, it needs to be separatedwithout introducing toomuch loss to the driving field. Several approaches
have been demonstrated, offering output coupling efficiencies between 5 and around 20% [24].Most suitable
for the generation of IAPs seem geometrical output coupling techniques [25, 26], which are power-scalable and
do neither angularly disperse nor spectrally alter the XUVbeambecause it leaves the resonatorwithout
reflection or diffraction at an optical element.

Further, formation of plasma on the time scale of one pulse leads to a blueshift limiting the overlap of input
and intracavity spectrum and thus the power enhancement. For high intensities, plasma lensing can be expected
to affect the spatial overlap. This effect is quantitatively understood [17–19], and approaches to alleviate the
limitations arising from the blueshift have been suggested [19].

The problems of thermal lensing,mirror damage and resonator stability were addressed in [12, 16, 27],
identifyingways of progressively scaling the intracavity power. Thanks to these results, a state-of-the-art
experiment demonstrated a enhancement-cavity-based 250 MHz HHGsource reaching photon energies in
excess of 100 eV and a photonflux of ´ -9 10 photons s7 1 in a 2%bandwidth around 94 eV [13], which
indicates that intracavityHHGhas come to a point where it is potentially useful for ultrafast photoelectron
spectroscopy andmicroscopy experiments. For this, 30 fs pulses at 1040 nm with a pulse energy of m0.7 J were
power-enhanced a factor of 60 and focused down to m=· ( )w w 13.4 mx y0, 0,

2, reaching peak intensities around
´ -3 10 W cm14 2 in a 200 mm long neon gas target with an atomic density of n5 std placed 0.5 Rayleigh ranges

before the focus, where nstd is the atomic density of an ideal gas at IUPAC standard temperature and pressure
and w x0, and w y0, are the beamwaists in x and y direction. TheXUV radiationwas coupled out through a

2
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120 mm-inner-diameter hole in the cavitymirror right after the focus, leaking and scattering approximately 1%
of the intracavity power and coupling out 5%of the XUV radiation.

Forwaveform-stable IAPs, first of all it is a requirement that the enhanced combhas an offset frequency of
zero. This can be accomplished by phase-stabilizing the seeding comb [22, 28, 29] and using tailored cavity
mirrors [30]. Then, theXUV emissionmust be confined to only one attosecond burst per pulse. The bandwidth
of currently available highly reflective (HR)mirrors does not allow to enhance pulses short enough to reach the
single-cycle limit. However, recent work in our group [20] shows that a power enhancement of 75 is still possible
withmirrors supporting pulses shorter than 20 fs at a central wavelength of 1050 nm, corresponding to 5.4
cycles.

2.2. Constraints for the theoretical study
Considering the aforementioned state-of-the-art HHGexperiment [13] and the new results regarding the
mirror bandwidth, for our studywe assume the ability to enhance 17.5 fs pulses at1040 nm in an empty cavity
with zero offset frequency and0.8% round trip losses (corresponding to a power enhancement of 125 in the
impedance-matched case).We presume that it is possible to generate phase-stable 17.5 fs pulses with a pulse
energy of m0.7 J as seed for the EC.High-repetition-rate pulses with 17 fs and similar pulse energy have already
been reported in [22].

Apart from the seeding pulse parameters and the round-trip losses, there are several other technical
restrictions for intracavityHHG: the gas flowing through the nozzle deteriorates the vacuumcausing XUV
reabsorption amongst other effects, so there is a technical limit on the gasflux, which is proportional to n·L2,
where n is the atomic density and L the target diameter. There is also a lower limit on the beamwaist due to EC
alignment sensitivity and astigmatism, and on beamdiameter on the curvedmirrors due to truncation. Finally,
the peak intensity on the curvedmirrors is limited bymirror damage. In our study, we restrict ourselves to
parameters similar to the ones demonstrated in the reference experiment [13]:

• gasflux  m· · ( )n L n5 150 m2
std

2,

• beamwaist  mw 14 m0 ,

• beamdiameter <w D0.2 on curvedmirrors, where =D 25.4 mm,

• peak intensity on the curvedmirrors ´ -3.6 10 W cm9 2.

2.3. Computationalmodel
For an accurate theoretical description ofHHG in gas targets, ourmodel considers all relevant effects affecting
the propagation of the driving field and the generation/propagation of the XUVfield in the target: bothfields
experience linear refraction in transverse and in longitudinal direction, as well as absorption.Nonlinear effects
on the drivingfield,most importantly plasma effects resulting in a spectral blue shift, defocusing and loss, as well
as the Kerr effect causing focusing and self-phasemodulation, are accounted for. For the XUV emission, the
dipole response of an individual atom to the strong driving field ismodeled, including polarization-dependent
effects and depletion of the ground state.

A standard approach forHHG simulations is to employ a semiclassicalmodel: theMaxwell equations are
solved classically, whereas the dipole response ismodeled quantum-mechanically. This approach is described in
detail in [31]. Ourmodel follows the standard approach, but in contrast tomany computationalmodels for
HHG, our implementation is not limited to configurationswith rotational symmetry. Themodel is also valid for
polarized fields if vector quantities are used for the electric field and the polarization.

2.3.1. HHGmodel
For the description of XUV anddriving field propagation through the gas target, we employ the forwardwave
equation [31], afirst-order propagation equation obtained by applying the slowly evolvingwave approximation
[32] to the scalar wave equation in Fourier domain, using coordinates co-moving at vacuum speed of light (z is
the propagation direction):

w
w

¶ = - D -^ ( )E
c

E
c

P
i

2

i

2
. 1z IR XUV IR XUV

0
IR XUV

Here,EIR is the driving field and EXUV the generated high harmonic radiation, and
= + +P P P PIR IR,lin Kerr plasma is the source term for the driving field and composed of the linear response

 c=( ) ( ) ( )P t t E tcIR,lin 0 IR , the Kerr contribution [33]
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TheXUV source term = +P P PXUV XUV,lin dipole consists of the linear response w c w w=( ) ( ) ( )P EXUV,lin 0 XUV

and theHHG term =( ) ( )P t n d tdipole 0 computedwith the strong-field approximation (SFA), accounting for
elliptic polarization [35, 36] and ground state depletion [37]. Here, Ip is the ionization potential of the atom, e,me

denote the electronic charge andmass, respectively, c a=( ) ( )t n tc c the susceptibility at the driving field’s
carrier frequency, c w a w=( ) ( )n0 the complex XUV susceptibility, c a=( ) ( )( ) ( )t n t3 3 the third-order
susceptibility. Furthermore, h= -( ) ( ( ))n t n t10 denotes the time-dependent atomic density of neutrals with

n0 being the total atomic density, òh = - - ¢ ¢
-¥

⎡⎣ ⎤⎦( ) ( ( ))t w E t t1 exp d
t

IR the ionization fraction, ac, a w( ) and
a( )3 thefirst- and third-order polarizabilities, andw(E) the static ionization rate. The values for ac, a w( ) and a( )3

are taken from [38–40], respectively.We use static ionization ratesw(E) [41], obtainedwith the approach
described in [42, 43].We interpolate ( ( ))w Elog for lower intensities and obtain reasonable agreement with
recently published rates [44] in the relevant intensity regime.

2.3.2. Computational implementation and optimizations
Thefirst-order propagation equation is solved numerically in w( )k k z, , ,x y coordinates using a predictor–
corrector Crank–Nicolson scheme, where spatial Fourier transforms are necessary in each z step to compute
source terms. Large-distance propagation in vacuum, needed formodeling propagation to the ECmirrors, is
donewith a Fresnel two-step propagator [45], which allows us to use the same transverse discretization for each
frequency component and thus avoid interpolation steps. In cases with rotational or reflectional symmetry, the
spatial discrete Fourier transform is replaced by a quasi-discreteHankel [46] transform/discrete cosine
transforms and appropriate transverse discretization is used. The lack of rotational symmetry in some cases
makes 3+1D simulations necessary.Without approximations, these would consume toomuch computational
andmemory resources for broad parameter scans. In these cases, we employed optional envelope
approximations for the linear, Kerr, plasma andXUV source terms that permit a coarser t discretization in case
of linear polarization (see appendix). The high-harmonic dipole response is computed by a fast, parallel C++
implementation of the SFAmodel [47]. The overall implementationwas verified by reproducing the results of
[48], amongst others.

3. Results

3.1. Identification of promising gatingmethods for cavity-enhancedHHG
The intracavity field in an ECmust be an eigenmode of the resonator geometry. Therefore, compared to single-
passHHG, cavity-enhancedHHGpermits less freedom in choosing the driving field incident on the gas target,
narrowing down the number of viable gatingmethods. Apart from that, efficiently drivingHHG in a passive
resonator comeswith a fewmore particularities: first, low round-trip losses are necessary tomaintain themain
advantage of an EC, i.e., a high enhancement. This is not only hindered by absorbing elements in the cavity, but
also by energy coupling to non-resonant eigenmodes through perturbation of temporal/spectral or spatial
features of the circulating pulse, e.g., while passing the gas target. Second, to enable such low losses, HR
multilayer dielectricmirrors are used as cavitymirrors which can providewell-behaved reflectivity and phase
only over a limited bandwidth, imposing a lower limit on the duration of the circulating pulse. Furthermore, at
high peak intensities, intracavity optics canmanifest undesired nonlinear and thermal effects and, ultimately,
damage. In the following, we shortly explain each considered gatingmethod, examine their compatibility with
the EC geometry and analyze each schemewith respect to round-trip losses, necessary pulse duration and power
scalability.

Amplitude gating [49] relies on the fact that the driving field intensity determines the high harmonic cutoff,
so by spectrally filtering the XUV, the emission can be confined to a short timewindow around the peak of the
driving pulse’sfield, which allows for the production of IAPs. This scheme does not impose further conditions
on the spectral or the temporal shape of the pulse incident on the target and is therefore compatible with the
standard EC geometry. However, efficient amplitude gating has only been shownwith sub-two-cycle pulses [49],
while the bandwidth ofHRmirrors currently limits the intracavity pulse duration to>18 fs at awavelength of
1050 nm [20], rendering this scheme unviable for intracavity IAP generation.

For ionization gating, there are two approaches: one is to fully ionize the gaswithin thefirst few cycles and
therefore inhibit XUV emission from subsequent cycles [50]. Another possibility is to use phasematching in a
high-density gas target: in thefirst few cycles, sufficient plasma is generated so that the critical free-electron
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density is reached at which phasematching becomes impossible [51]. Like amplitude gating, these approaches
would be compatible with the standard EC geometry. Commonly, cavity-enhancedHHG is performed in a
tight-focusing regimewith a high gas density to achieve good phasematching, and a low enough peak intensity
to limit ionization-related clamping effects due to blue-shifting and plasma lensing [19]. On the contrary,
ionization gating implies higher ionization levels than typically achieved in intracavityHHG—even the phase
matching variant of ionization gating requires an ionization of 5%, using three-cycle pulses [51]. Although the
use of input couplers with a tailored transmission curve and ofmirrors correcting for the nonlinear phase have
been suggested as a countermeasure against blueshift-induced clamping [19], this cannot reduce spatial effects
due to plasma lensing, which are to be expected at such high ionization fractions.Moreover, the necessary pulse
duration is out of reachwith state-of-the-artmirrors. Therefore, efficient production of IAPs in ECswith
ionization gating does not seem a viable route.

Polarization gating takes advantage of the fact that theHHGefficiency drops considerably with increasing
ellipticity of the polarization [36]. By shaping the ellipticity of a pulse in a time-dependentmanner, the harmonic
emission can be confined to a timewindowwith a duration on the order of a single half-cycle. As a standard EC
with small incidence angles and geometric output coupling is basically insensitive to polarization, it is possible to
apply such a scheme to the seedwithoutmodifications to the geometry of the EC. A straightforwardway to shape
the ellipticity is to produce two delayed, perpendicularly polarized copies of an initial pulse by passing a linearly
polarized pulse through amulti-order quarter-wave platewith its optical axis rotated by 45 with respect to the
polarization direction (see figure 1). The polarization of the resulting pulse then changes from linear to circular
to linear. Then, circular and linear polarization are swapped by a zero-order quarter-wave plate with its optical
axis parallel to the original pulse’s polarization direction [52]. Interferometric polarization gating [53] produces
a similarly shaped pulse by introducing the delays interferometrically, and offers the additional degree of
freedom to choose the relative amplitudes of both polarization directions in the resulting pulse, permitting
production of IAPs frommulti-cycle driving pulses, at the expense of at least 50% loss to the driving pulse
energy. In [54] a scheme called collinearmany-cycle polarization gating (CMC-PG) based on thewaveplate
scheme is introduced, which adds the same degree of freedomusing reflection off a silicon plate as a polarizer
and achieves similar performance as interferometric gating, while it is easier to align andmore stable. This
scheme has been shown to produce IAPs frompulses as long as 33 fs at awavelength of 800 nm, corresponding
to 12.4 optical cycles [54]. Efficient intracavityHHGwith 30 fs-pulses was already shown [13], approaching the
optimumphoton flux for time-resolved photoelectron emission experiments, andmirrors supporting even
shorter pulses have been demonstrated [20], so CMC-PG is a viable candidate. To avoid damage at high
intensities, the silicon plate can also be replaced by a broadband thin-film polarizer.

Severalmethods have been suggested usingmulti-color collinear superpositions: in [55], an XUV continuum
around100 eV is generated bymixing the 6.7-cycles-long driving pulse with its detuned second harmonic.
(Generalized) double optical gating [56] is a combination of two-color gatingwith polarization gating. In both
cases, the second harmonic allows to suppress harmonic emission from every other half-cycle, allowing for the
production of IAPswithmulti-cycle driving pulses. These schemes could in principle alsoworkwith a standard
EC geometry—however, both colors would need to be enhancedwith the samemirror set, which imposes a
serious technological challenge. Another possibility is to produce the second component inside the cavity.
However, the portion η of energy that can be converted to a second radiation component limits the power
enhancement tomaximally h1 , limiting the practicability of this approach.Non-collinear combinationwould
also be an option, but an angle large enough to afford spatial separationwould angularly disperse the harmonic
radiation strongly when combining two different wavelengths [57], which is disadvantageous for time-domain
applications.

The angular streakingmethod uses a driving pulse with awave front rotating over the time scale of a single
driving pulse. TheXUVbursts take over the instantaneouswavefront orientation and are therefore emitted in
different directions, allowing to separate IAPs by spatialfiltering in the far field. Oneway of achieving such a

Figure 1.Polarization gatingwith thewaveplate/CMC-PG scheme.MO:multi-order quarter-wave plate, ZO: zero-order quarter-
wave plate, PO: polarizing optics. The inset shows the time-dependent ellipticity  .
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wave front rotation (WFR) is to impose a spatial chirp in one transverse direction on the pulse [58–60]. Such a
spatially chirped pulse cannot propagate as an eigenmode of a standard resonator, because each frequency
component has a different optical axis. Consequently, intracavity elements (e.g. wedges or gratings)would be
necessary to introduce aWFR in the resonator, which, similar to the case ofmulti-color gating, comewith
significant technological challenges.

Another possibility to achieveWFR is non-collinear optical gating (NOG). Here, the idea is to cross two
equally strong delayed pulses [61, 62]. Then, thewave front orientationwill change continuously from the
direction of thefirst pulse to the one of the second pulse, leading to an attosecond lighthouse effect as in the case
of the spatially chirped driving pulse. For generating such a drivingfield using cavities, there exist several
possibilities. Themost obvious is to use two separate cavities for both pulses and cross their foci. An alternative
approach is to use a single ECwith two circulating pulses and two crossed foci [26] (see figure 2). It is preferable
to have three focused arms instead of two for alignment sensitivity reasons [16]. A third approach to realize a
continuousWFR in an EC is to exploit the similarity of two crossed beams to some higher-order transverse
eigenmodes. For instance, theGauss–Hermitemode GH01 (figures 3(a) and (b)) consists of twowell-separated
lobes. If aπ phasemask is applied to one of the lobes far before the focus [26], a single lobe emerges in the focal
plane (figure 3(c)). Then, by also delaying the pulse envelopes of the lobes with respect to each other (figure 3(d)),
it is possible to achieveWFR in the focus (figure 3(e)). Such a delay can be introduced by depositingmaterial
onto one half of a cavitymirror before applying the coating. Theπ phasemask can be achieved by choosing the
step height as +( )n 0.5 2 times thewavelength, with an integer n, or by using different coatings for the two
halves [30]. However, the resulting field distribution is not a resonator eigenmode. Thus, it is required to place
the stepmirror inside the cavity and compensate for themode alteration after passing the focus (see figure 3(f)),
which is possible with very low losses using a second stepmirror (see appendix). In the following, we refer to this
scheme as transversemode gating (TMG). Alternatively, as suggested in [63], one can cross the driving pulse with
aweaker but shorter pulse, which introduces a slight wave front tilt for the duration of the short pulse, resulting
in temporally confined emission of harmonics in off-axis direction. This is possible without adaptation of the EC
geometry.

Production of IAPs byNOGwas only experimentally demonstratedwith sub-two-cycle pulses [62].
However, [61]predicts that separation of an IAP is still possible with 10 fs pulses at 800 nm, which corresponds
to 3.75 cycles, assuming a harmonic beamlet divergence angle of Q0.1 0, withQ0 denoting the divergence angle
of the driving beam. Aswe show later, it is possible to obtain a significantly smaller beamlet divergence by placing
the target before the focus, so non-collinear generation of IAPs at pulse durations realistic in cavitiesmay come
into reach.

Themaximum crossing angle for efficientNOG is only p Q· 0 [61]. Thismeans that in the two-cavity and
the three-focus approach, the curvedmirrors next to the target have to be placed as close as possible to each other
to avoid losses due to truncation of themode. Reflection on amirror cropped by a straight line in a distance of
p Q·2 0 from the center ideally leads to a round-trip loss of 0.64%. The same holds for gating by an external
pulse, but in that case one can choose to truncate the intracavity beam less and the external beammore to allow
for a better power enhancement. TMGdoes not suffer from truncation losses, however caremust be taken that
the distortion introduced by the first delaymirror is compensatedwell by the second onewithout introducing
toomuch loss. As it will be shown later, these losses can be kept small if the delaymirrors are placed
appropriately.

Commonly, the resonator length and the seed repetition ratemust be actively stabilizedwith respect to each
other tomaintain constructive interference of the carrier of the seed pulse with the carrier of the circulating
pulse. Likewise, forNOG, sub-wavelength precision and stability of alignment are necessary for constructive
interference of the two beams in the intersection point. From all presentedNOGvariants, TMGappears to be
themost stable, because the delay between the beams is implementedmonolithically. So, from the point of view
of truncation losses and experimental effort, TMGcan be considered themost promising variant for
intracavityNOG.

Figure 2.Non-collinear optical gating in a three-focus cavity. IC: input coupler, PM: plane highly reflectivemirror, CM: curved highly
reflectivemirror.
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In conclusion, we reviewed possible schemes for intracavity production of IAPs and identified two
promising approaches (CMC-PG andTMG) andwe found significant reasons to prefer themover the remaining
schemes. In the remainder of the paper, we aim at performing a fair comparison of polarization gatingwith
TMG. For this, we optimize both gatingmethods for optimumphoton flux using the same target parameters and
considering the same technical restrictions.

3.2. Criteria for a fair comparison of viable gating schemes
For a fair comparison of the two considered gating schemes for cavity-enhancedHHG,we need to optimize the
parameters of bothmethods for optimumphotonflux, demanding the sameminimum intensity contrast ratio
of the IAPs and taking into account the same technical restrictions, as discussed in section 2, i.e., limited seed
pulse energy, cavity losses, gasflux, beamwaist, beamdiameter on the curvedmirrors and damage intensity.We
optimize for output coupling through a hole (for CMC-PG) and a slit (for TMG) in themirror following the
focus, because geometrical output coupling does not angularly disperse the harmonic radiation, works over a
broad bandwidth and it is suitable for high photon energies.

For each scheme, we identify parameters affecting the contrast ratio and perform a broad scan on them,
which is enabled by the approximations and optimizations of the implemented computationalmodel. Based on
these parameters, we optimize the phasematching conditions and the output coupling. Accounting for losses to
the circulating pulse by nonlinear effects in the gas target, we obtain a complete set of optimumparameters,
allowing us to simulate the optimumcasewith aminimumnumber of approximations.

Figure 3. (a) beamprofile of ∣ ∣GH01
2 at = -z 10 zR (b) y–z-cut at x=0 (c) same as (b)withπ phasemask applied to one lobe in far

field, where z is optical axis,w0 beamwaist, zRRayleigh range; data normalized for each z position (d)normalized time-dependent
electric field of a 7 fs pulse in the = -z z7.5 R plane after phase shift ofπ and an envelope delay of 7 fs was applied to one lobe of the
GH01 in far field (e) same in focal plane, showingwave front rotation (f) setup for a low-loss cavity withwave front rotation in the
focus. IC: input coupler, PM: plane highly reflectivemirror, SM: highly reflectivemirrorwith step, CM: curved highly reflective
mirror, PCM: pierced highly reflective curvedmirror.
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To be consistent, we need to impose the same contrast ratio for both schemes.Having inmind time-resolved
photoelectron emission spectroscopy (PES) andmicroscopy (PEEM) applications, in the broad parameter scan
we optimize for IAPswith an intensity contrast ratio better than 10 after spectral filtering for harmonic orders
between 74 and 84 (88.2–100.1 eV), which is about theminimum required photon energy for time-resolved
PEEMexperiments. In the following step of optimizing the phasematching, we only require a contrast ratio of
6.66 tomake sure that promising results are not excluded due to numerical deviations, e.g., due to neglecting
propagation effects in the broad parameter scan.

We restrict the study toHHG in neon, whichwas already shown experimentally in ECs and is a suitable
choice for the targeted photon energy range due to its high ionization potential.

3.3. Polarization gating
In theCMC-PG scheme, the contrast ratio is affected by the delay tD of themulti-order quarter-wave plate, the
CEPjCE of driving pulse and the incidence anglejp on the polarizing optic. Parameters affecting the photon
flux are the target position z0, the target length L, the atomic density n of the target gas, the driving pulse energy
EIR and the focusingw0, which affect the phasematching, and the hole diameter d for the output coupling.

In afirst step, we optimize the parameters affecting the contrast ratio. For this, we compute the single-atom
dipole response, scanning the delay tD from0 to 25 fs in 1 fs steps, the carrier-envelope phasejCE from0° to
180° in 5° steps and the incidence anglejp from 73.5° to90° in 1.1° steps. This interval of incidence angles
already covers all reflectance ratios and smaller angles would only result in higher losses to the p-polarized
component (see figure 4). The long trajectory is suppressed by restricting the electron excursion time to values
below 0.66 driving field periods, and the peak intensity is chosen to be ´ -3 10 W cm14 2 in each case. For each
parameter set, we compute the conversion efficiency ò∣ ( )∣ ( )d t I t tdmax

2
IR , where d(t) is the single-atomdipole

response envelope after a bandpass fromharmonic order 74–84 and IIR is the drivingfield intensity. The contrast
ratio, i.e. the ratio between the global and the secondarymaximumof ∣ ( )∣d t 2, is also computed. Figure 5(a)
shows that there is a tradeoff between the conversion efficiency and the contrast ratio. Choosing the parameter
set with best efficiency and a contrast ratio10, we obtain an incidence anglej = 85.6p , a delay tD = 12 fs

and aCEPofj = 115CE , resulting in a contrast ratio of 10.5 (seefigure 5(b)). The energy loss at the polarizing
optic is 60.1%, i.e. 39.9% of the seed energy is available to the cavity.

After having determined the parameters for the optimumcontrast ratio of the single-atomdipole response,
the next step is to optimize the parameters affecting the phasematching (z0, L,EIR,w0, n). The scaling law
introduced in [64] states that a parameter set z0, L,EIR,w0, n is equivalent to a parameter set hz0

2, hL 2, hEIR
2,

hw0 , hn 2, where η is an arbitrary number and theXUVphoton flux also scales with h2. This allows us to
eliminate one parameter by using the following scale-invariant parameters: relative target position z z0 R ,
driving field peak intensity I, relative gas density ·n zR and relative target length L zR, where p l=z wR 0

2 is the
Rayleigh range. The scale-invariant quantities corresponding to the pulse energyE and theXUVphoton flux Fq

are the relative pulse energy hEIR
2 and the relative XUVphoton flux hFq

2.
To enable a parameter scan on such a broad parameter range, which requires computing the single-atom

dipole response on a spatial grid for each parameter set, we resort to several approximations and optimizations:
first of all, we exploit rotational symmetry. The relative target length L zR is successively increased and the far-
field on-axis harmonic peak intensity is calculated. This intensity will typicallyfirst increase with increasing
target length and then decreasewhen the phasematching length is exceeded. The calculations stopwhen the
intensity drops to 75%of themaximumorwhen L zR exceeds 1.We only save the harmonic spectra fromH74

Figure 4.Reflectance off a silicon plate for the s-polarized (solid line) and p-polarized (dashed line) components versus incidence
angle, at awavelength of 1040 nm. The dotted line shows the ratio of the reflectances.
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toH84 and discard the rest of the spectrum.We vary z z0 R from−1 to 1 in steps of 0.1, the peak intensity from
´2.0 1014 to ´ -4.0 10 W cm14 2 in ´ -0.2 10 W cm14 2 steps, and ·n zR from ´ -0.5 10 3 to 0.5× 10–

3 nstdm, using ´ -0.5 10 n m3
std steps. The step size in the direction of the optical axis is chosen as z 400R .

For each set of scale-invariant parameters, we compute the drivingfield and theXUV radiation incident on
the output couplingmirror. Thenwe also scan the relative output coupling hole diameter d/w from0.1 to 0.6 in
steps of 0.05, wherew is the driving beam radius at the output couplingmirror. This determines the output
coupling efficiency aswell as the losses of the circulating pulse at the piercedmirror (0.36% for =d w 0.6).

Using the driving field on the output couplingmirror and the losses at the piercedmirror, we compute the
achievable pulse-energy enhancement (see appendix). Together with the relative circulating pulse energy, this
yields the relative seed pulse energy necessary to drive the cavity to reach the required peak intensity. The relative
output coupled photonflux is determined from relative photonflux and output coupling efficiency.

Aswe are interested in the parameters with optimumphoton flux, we apply the scaling law to each parameter
set, increasing the focus size to themaximumwithout violating any of the technical restrictions (gasflux, beam
waist, beamdiameter, peak intensity), andwithout requiringmore than the available seed pulse energy. Of the
assumed input pulse energy of m0.7 J, a fraction of 60.1% is lost at the polarizing optics of the gating scheme,
leaving a pulse energy of m0.28 J to seed the cavity.We only allow target lengths with a resulting contrast ratio
better than 6.66. The obtained optimumparameters are a peak intensity of ´ -2.2 10 W cm14 2, an atomic
density of n3.86 0, a beamwaist of m14.64 m, a target length of m137.5 m, target position at- z0.4 R and a hole
diameter of w0.045 , leading to an estimated pulse-energy enhancement of 97.2 (considering nonlinearities). The
curvedmirrorsmust be placed at a distance of at least 70.6 mm from the focus in order to not exceed the
assumed damage threshold.

With the optimumparameters, we repeat the simulationwithout suppressing the long trajectory. The
resulting time-domain XUV intensity on output couplingmirror is shown infigure 6. The contrast ratio of the
output coupled, spectrallyfilteredXUV radiation is 7.82.

3.4. Transversemode gating
Likewith polarization gating, the achievable contrast ratio is affected by the delay tD andCEPjCE.Moreover,
the relative target position z z0 R affects the XUVbeamlet divergence angle [65] and thus the separation of
harmonic bursts in the far field, so it is also an important parameter for the contrast ratio. As before, the
parameters affecting the photonflux are L, EIR,w0 and n, as well as thewidth d of the slit in the output coupling
mirror.

As a first step, we again determine the optimumparameters for the contrast ratio. Here, it is not sufficient to
only compute single atomdipole responses, because transverse effects (beamlet divergence)must be accounted
for. Thereforewe compute theXUV far field in the limit on an infinitesimally thin gas target, scanning tD from
0 to 25 fs in 1 fs steps and the relative target position from−1.3 to 1.3 in steps of 0.1, again at afixed peak
intensity of ´ -3 10 W cm14 2. To reduce computation time, we use the short-trajectory envelope
approximation for the dipole response aroundH79, and only consider one transverse direction: the one along
which the harmonic bursts are angularly separated. For each parameter set, we compute the time-dependent on-
axis XUV far field. Because the envelope approximation only yields spectral components in a narrow bandwidth
around the targetedH79, this time-dependent field does not exhibit the individual bursts of an attosecond pulse

Figure 5.CMC-PG in neonwith 17.5 fs pulses at 3× 1014 Wcm–2, 1040 nm. (a)Tradeoff between contrast ratio and conversion
efficiency. Each point represents one parameter set of the scan. The dashed linemarks the contrast ratio 10 and the diamondmarks the
parameter set shown in the right panel (b) attosecond pulse train from single-atomdipole response, bandfiltered fromH74 toH84,
interpolated and squared.
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train, but rather represents an envelope over the pulse train. From this envelope E(t), we can compute the
contrast ratio of the attosecond pulse train, i.e. the ratio between globalmaximumand secondarymaximum,
which is expected at least one half-cycle before or after the globalmaximum, as

=
- >

∣ ( )∣
∣ ( )∣ ( )

∣ ∣
c

E t

E tmax
, 4

t t T

0
2

2
2

0

where t0 is chosen so that ∣ ( )∣E t0
2 ismaximal andT 2 the duration of a half-cycle.We also compute a conversion

efficiencymeasure by relating the peak intensity of the XUVfieldwith the necessary IR pulse energy:


òò

=
∣ ( )∣

∣ ( )∣ ( )E t

E x t x t, d d
. 50

2

IR
2

Figure 7(a) shows the tradeoff between these two quantities. Choosing the parameter set with best efficiency and
contrast ratio10 as before, we get a target position of- z0.9 R and a delay of 7 fs, resulting in a contrast ratio of
19.3 (figure 7(b)).

For the parameters of optimumcontrast ratio, we optimize the phasematching parameters L,EIR,w0 and n
by scanning the scale-invariant parameters L zR, I and ·n zR.We compute in 3+1D, exploiting reflectional
symmetry in one spatial direction, and use envelope approximations for the drivingfield source terms aswell as
the short-trajectory envelope approximation for the XUV. As in the case of polarization gating, we only consider
relative target lengths L z 1R and only compute until the photon flux (peak of the time-dependent on-axis far
field)decreases to 75%.We vary the peak intensity and the relative gas density in the same parameter range.

For each set of scale-invariant parameters, we compute the drivingfield and the generatedXUV radiation in
the output couplingmirror plane. Thenwe scan the relative slit width d/w from0.01 to 0.10 in steps of 0.01,

Figure 6. (a) Far-field XUV intensity versus time and transverse coordinate for CMC-PGwith optimumparameters after spectral
filtering fromH74 toH84 and interpolation, in arbitrary units. The dashed linemarks the radius of the hole in the output coupling
mirror. (b)Output coupled XUV radiation, integrated over the hole (solid line) and the full transverse coordinate (dotted line, scaled
by 1 67.73).

Figure 7.Transversemode gating (TMG) in neonwith 17.5 fs pulses at ´ -3 10 W cm14 2, 1040 nm. (a)Tradeoff between contrast
ratio and conversion efficiency. Each point represents one parameter set of the scan. The dashed linemarks the contrast ratio 10 and
the diamondmarks the parameter set shown in the right panel (b) envelope over attosecond pulse train from single-atomdipole
response, interpolated and squared. The distance between the dotted lines is one half-cycle.
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wherew is the radius of the driving beamon themirror. For =d w 0.10, the round-trip loss is still below
0.07%. Figure 3(c) shows that the on-axisminimumof theGH01mode in the farfield is conserved if a phase shift
is introduced to one lobe far from the focus, i.e. the circulatingmode has an intensityminimumat the position
of the slit, which explains the low losses. Thus, for these slit widths the loss is still not a limiting factor.However,
the slit also serves to spatially separate one of the angularly dispersed harmonic beamlets. Increasing the slit size
furtherwouldmake it impossible to reach a good contrast ratio, as the results of the parameter scanwill show
later.

As for polarization gating, for each resulting parameter set we compute the necessary relative seed pulse
energy and relative output-coupled photon flux, accounting for cavity round-trip losses, phase shift and output
coupling efficiency. After that, we apply the scaling law tomaximize the photonflux in each casewithout
violating the same technical restrictions as in polarization gating, requiring a contrast ratio better than 6.66 and
permitting 82.7% of m0.7 J as seed pulse energy, where 82.7% is themaximumachievable overlap of aGH00

seedwith theGH01 resonator eigenmode using a phasemask [66]. The resulting optimumparameters are a peak
intensity of ´ -2.6 10 W cm14 2, an atomic density of n4.6 0, a beamwaist of m14.68 m, a target length of

m156.3 m and a slit width of w0.05 , leading to an estimated pulse-energy enhancement of
´ =108.3 82.7% 89.6. The distance between focus and curvedmirrormust be larger than 220.9 mm to avoid

damage.
For the optimumparameters, we repeat the simulationwithout envelope approximations and considering

both trajectories. The resulting time-domain XUV intensity evolution on the output couplingmirror is shown
infigure 8, where a clear lighthouse effect can be seenwhich allows the separation of an IAP by spatial filtering at
the slit.We observe that the contrast ratio can be improved if not only the slit width but also the slit length is
limited; when choosing a ´w w0.05 0.1 slit the contrast ratio of the output coupled, spectrally filtered XUV
radiation is 7.0. This canmost likely be attributed to the larger divergence angle of the long-trajectory
contribution to the harmonic far field. It can be seen that the harmonic beamlet divergence is on the order of

Q0.025 0—this explains the good angular separation of harmonic bursts evenwith 17.5 fs pulses.

4.Discussion

4.1. Comparison of TMGandpolarization gating
Comparing figure 5(a)withfigure 7(a), it can be seen that the trade-off between contrast ratio and conversion
efficiency ismuchmore critical in theCMC-PG scheme than in the TMG scheme. Also, the resulting XUVpeak
intensity is 135.7 times higher for TMGafter optimizing under the previously specified contraints.

There are several reasons for this: in theCMC-PG scheme, only 39.9% of the seed energy is available,
because one polarization directionmust be suppressed, whereas in TMGup to 82.7% of the seed energy can be
coupled into the cavity assuming optimummodematching. Further, the resonatormode excited in TMGhas an
on-axisminimum in themiddle of the output couplingmirror, leading to lower round-trip losses of the
circulating pulse. Then, to reach the required contrast ratio, the delay for polarization gatingmust be chosen
>12 fs while it is only 7 fs for TMG.Due to the larger delay,more pulse energy or a tighter focusing is needed to
reach the same peak intensity in the focus, which results in a lower efficiency. Finally, the output coupling
efficiency (fraction of the XUVpower transmitted through the orifice to thewhole XUVpower incident on

Figure 8. (a) Far-field XUV intensity versus time and transverse coordinate for transversemode gating (TMG)with optimum
parameters after spectralfiltering fromH74 toH84 and interpolation, in arbitrary units. The dashed linemarks the slit radius of the
output couplingmirror. (b)Output coupled XUV radiation, integrated over a ´w w0.05 0.1 slit (solid line) and the full transverse
plane (dotted line); power axis as in figure 6.
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output couplingmirror, computed at the peak of the IAP) is =1 67.73 1.5% for CMC-PG, but 37.5% for TMG
—for optimumbeamlet divergence and thus optimumoutput coupling efficiency, the target has to be placed
approximately one Rayleigh length before the focus, which is not possible in the case of CMC-PGbecause the
necessary peak intensity can not be reached there due to the longer delay.

For these reasons, TMGcan be regarded as the preferredmethod for implementation.

4.2. Photonflux estimation for TMG
To estimate the photon flux that can be obtainedwith the TMG scheme, assuming the determined optimum
parameters, we also simulateHHGwith the parameters of the reference experiment [13], using the same
approach applied to obtainfigures 6 and 8, and compare. The number of XUVphotons produced per pulse (in
the spectral range fromH74 toH84) can be obtained by integrating the harmonic power over time and is 1.8
times higher for the simualted TMGcase than in the simulated reference experiment. From this we can conclude
that a similar photon flux as in the reference experiment ( ´ -9 10 photons s7 1) can be obtainedwith TMG.
However, it is important to note that the photon flux in the reference experiment was strongly limited by
cumulative effects in the gas target due to the high repetition rate of 250 MHz [13] and that these cumulative
effects were not included in themodel. Therefore, the predicted photon flux should be regarded as a rather
strong underestimation of the flux attainable with implementing this scheme at a repetition rate at which each
gas atom is hit by a single pulse only.With state-of-the-art lasers operating at the highest repetition rates in this
regime [29] and a pulse-energy-scalable compression scheme (e.g. [67]), the seed pulse energy can be increased
accordingly. The scaling law of [64] allows to change the geometry of the EC setup such that the same total
photonflux can be obtained at a significantly lower repetition rate, without violating the constraints of beam
waist and peak intensity as given in section 2. The beamdiameter on the curvedmirrors and therefore the size of
the substratesmay have to be increased, however. Themaximumallowed gasflux is not exceeded because the
flux is scale-invariant if the nozzle size is only scaled in transverse direction. Therefore, scaling to lower
repetition rates is possible without reducing the XUVphoton flux.

Decreasing the repetition rate to a valuewhere cumulative effects do not play a role anymore promises
considerably better photonflux than demonstrated in [13]. For instance, gasflow simulations predict that at
~10 MHz and for typical beamwaists, each atom is only hit by a single pulse.

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, we theoretically investigated possible time gatingmethods for the enhancement-cavity-assisted
generation of isolated XUV attosecond pulses within the constraints of state-of-the-art laser technology. In
particular, we identified polarization gating andTMG, a newmethod combining the ideas ofNOGwith higher-
ordermode output coupling, as viable gatingmethods for intracavity generation of IAPs.We presented an
algorithmoptimizing all relevant parameters for intracavityHHG in order to obtain optimumphotonflux,
considering the various trade-offs amongfinesse, focusing and the position, density and size of the gas target,
and output coupling orifice size in the case of geometric output coupling, and applied it for a fair comparison
betweenTMGand polarization gating. TMG is identified as the preferredmethod in terms of the photon flux
and trade-off between efficiency and IAP contrast ratio. In contrast to other supposable intracavity non-
collinear gating schemes, the delay in TMG is alignment-free and intrinsically stable because it is introduced by a
monolithical stepmirror.

We showed that using this scheme and taking advantage of state-of-the art technical advances, IAPs at a
photon energy andflux sufficient for time-resolved PES and PEEMexperiments can be expected. Scaling laws
predict that this photonflux can be achieved at repetition rates compatible with time-of-flight spectrometers
when using non-circular gas nozzle orifices and sufficiently largemirror substrates. Given the recent advances of
power scaling in resonators [12], broadband cavitymirrors [20], high-power phase-stable Yb-based seed lasers
[29], and zero-offset-frequency resonators [30], the implementation of efficient, cavity-enhanced generation of
IAPs comes into reach. Compared to state-of-the-art kHz sources of IAPs, the dramatic increase in repetition
ratewill have a corresponding impact on the signal-to-noise ratio in experiments in attosecond physics,
promising to reveal nanoscopic information so far hidden under themeasurement noise floor [8]. Equivalently,
with such a source, themeasurement time can be dramatically reduced, rendering applications which so far have
been prohibited by long acquisition times, feasible. Just to name an example, the time-resolved investigation of
the spatial dynamics of plasmonic fields in nanostructures, combining attosecond streakingwith PEEM, comes
into reachwith such a source [6, 7].

In addition, such a sourcewould constitute anXUV frequency combwith unique properties for precision
spectroscopy [14, 15]: the high repetition rate corresponds to a high spacing between the comb lines, increasing
the power per line. Furthermore, while common cavity-basedXUV frequency combs are only available in small
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spectral ranges around the odd harmonic orders, such a sourcewould allow precision spectroscopy over a broad
spectral continuum.
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AppendixA. Placement of delaymirrors in the TMGscheme

We show thatWFR as discussed in section 3.1 and depicted infigure 3(e) can be achieved using a setup as shown
infigure 3(f)without introducing significant round-trip losses. Our reasoning consists of three steps:first, we
show that the same electric field distribution is obtained from a GH01mode irrespective of the position along the
optical axis at which the phasemask is placed, as long as it is placed sufficiently far from the focus. Then, we show
that this field distribution exhibits point symmetry around the focus. Finally, we show that in a setup like in
figure 3(f), the phasemasks are imaged into planes far enough from the focus.We beginwith only considering
theπphasemask and then generalize the result for an additional delay.

To examine the sensitivity of the desiredfield distributionwith respect to the distanceDz between phase
mask and focus, wefirst compute the GH01mode numerically at the delaymirror position.We then add a
constant phase to one lobe and propagate to a position zff far behind the focus. Nowwe can analyze how strongly
thefield at zff depends onDz . For this, we varyDz and compute the overlap of thefield at zff with a reference
field at the same position obtainedwithD =z z1010

R. Figure A1 shows that a good approximation to this
reference field is already obtained if the delaymirror is placed at a distanceD >z z100 R before the focus,
reaching overlap values better than 0.999 irrespective of the phase shift, which shows that losses are not
significant for a targeted pulse-energy enhancement of∼100.

For the second step of showing the symmetry of the field distribution, we assume that the phasemask is
placed atD =z z1010

R and numerically compute the complex electric field amplitude ( )E x y z, , for different z
positions behind the phasemask.We then compute the overlap of ( )E x y z, , with * - - -( )E x y z, , . The
overlap is 1within numerical precision both for z positions far from the focus as well as near the focus.

As last step, we apply themirror equation =
-

di
d f

d f
o

o
tofind out towhich planes the stepmirrors infigure 3(f)

are imaged. Assuming >f z100 R, which is the case for the determined optimumparameters of TMG, and
assuming that the stepmirrors are placed at a distance Î ( )d f f, 2o from the curvedmirrors, we obtain

> > +d f f z2 100i R, i.e., the first stepmirror is imaged to a plane far behind the focus. Given the symmetry
shown in the last step, we can conclude that we indeed obtain amode that is a very good approximation to the
desiredfield distribution, with a overlap of 0.999. A similar argument can be applied to the compensating step
mirror.

In conclusion, we have shown that a single-lobe phase shift can be introduced and compensatedwithout
significant round-trip losses. Nowwe look at the case whenwe also add a single-lobe delay. In the spectral
domain, introducing a delayDt corresponds tomultiplicationwith a factor of j wD( ( ))exp i , where
j w wD = D( ) t , i.e., delaying one lobe is equivalent to applying a phasemask on each spectral component, with

Figure A1.Convergence to the single-lobe phase-shifted GH01mode for different values of the phase shift.
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a frequency-dependent phase shift. Figure A1 shows that the overlap is even better for phase shifts j pD ¹ ,
therefore the previous result can be generalized fromphase-shifting to delaying one lobe.

Appendix B. Approximation of the pulse energy enhancement

When traversing the gas target, the driving pulse is altered in its spectral (magnitude as well as phase) and spatial
features due to the linear refractive index of the gas, theKerr effect and plasma formation. This limits the overlap
between the input and the intracavity beam and, therefore, the achievable pulse-energy enhancement. After
performing the parameter scan to optimize phasematching for theCMC-PG andTMG schemes, we need to
estimate the enhancement to compute the necessary seed pulse energy.

To arrive at a suitable approximation, we follow a similar approach as [19] and decompose the field that has
passed the gas target intoGauss–Hermitemodes, which are the eigenmodes of an empty resonator.We denote
the drivingfield that has passed the gas target by w( )A x y, , (e.g. in the plane of the output couplingmirror). In
the case of TMG,we have to compensate the one-sided phase shiftπ and delay tD to arrive at afield w¢( )A x y, ,
that can be compared to the resonator eigenmode, andwhich, in the case of an empty cavity, is just equal to the
eigenmode:

w
w w t p w
w

¢ =
- D >⎧⎨⎩( ) [ ( ) ] ( ) ( )

( ) ( )A x y
A x y y

A x y y
, ,

exp i exp i , , for 0,

, , for 0.
B.1

0

ForCMC-PG, we just set w w¢ =( ) ( )A x y A x y, , , , . Then, we decompose ¢A into the resonator eigenmodes:

åw w w¢ =( ) ( ) ( ) ( )A x y c x y, , GH , , , B.2
n m

nm nm
,

where

*òòw w w= ¢( ) ( ) ( ) ( )c x y A x y x yGH , , , , d d B.3nm nm

and GHnm are the normalizedGauss–Hermitemodes.We can compare the coefficients w( )cnm with coefficients
w( )cnm

0 obtainedwith the same approach but for a driving field that is not altered by a gas target. Denoting the
resonantmodewith GHNM , with =( ) ( )N M, 0, 0 for CMC-PG and =( ) ( )N M, 0, 1 for TMG,we get

w =( )c 0nm
0 for ¹( ) ( )n m N M, , .We compute the energy loss Lm to non-resonantmodes by comparing the
energy in the resonantmode after passing the gas target with the energy of an unalteredmode:
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The total round-trip loss L is the sumof losses Lm to non-resonantmodes, losses due to the hole in the output
couplingmirror (twice the loss that is caused by transmission through the orifice, also due to coupling to non-
resonantmodes [68]) and the assumed 0.8% losses of the empty cavity.

The spectral phase shiftj w( ) the pulse experiences while traversing the target can be computed by
comparing the phases of the altered and the unalteredmode:

j w
w
w

=( ) ( )
( ) ( )c

c
arg . B.5NM

NM
0

The choice of the cavity length and the position in the stability range (and of the ECmirrors [30]) allows to
compensate for the spectral phase shift by a polynomial offirst order. Therefore, wefit afirst-order polynomial
w( )p toj w( ) (weighted by the spectral intensity) and subtract it to obtain the round-trip spectral phase shift

j w j w w= -( ) ( ) ( ) ( )p . B.6rt

The round-trip phase shift and loss together allowus to choose the optimum input coupler reflectance r2 for
maximumpulse-energy enhancement. Assuming a steady state in the cavity, the enhancement of a cavity seeded
byCW light is [69]

j
=

-
- +

= -( ) ( ) ( )E
r

rr rr
r L

1

1 4 sin 2
with 1 . B.7

l l
l

2

2
rt
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Tofind a localmaximum for Î [ ]r 0, 1 , we compute the roots of ¶ Er , which are

d
d

=  - =
+

 ( )r C C C
r

r
sgncos 1 with

1

2 cos
. B.8l

l

2
2

Computing the enhancement E for +r and -r and choosing the higher one, requiring Î [ ]r 0, 1 , yields the
optimumpulse-energy enhancement and input coupler reflectance. To generalize to broad-band pulses, we
apply this procedure for eachwavelength and average over the results, againweighted by the spectral intensity.

AppendixC. Envelope approximation for theKerr source term

Given complex envelope ˜ ( )E tIR , the electric field is w=( ) { ˜ ( ) }RE t E t texp i cIR IR . Neglecting terms oscillating at
w3 c, which describe harmonic generation, (2) can bewritten as

 c w w» ={ ∣ ˜ ∣ ˜ } { ˜ ( ) } ( )( )R RP E E t P t t4 exp i exp i C.1c cKerr 0
3

IR
2

IR Kerr

with the source term envelope

 c=˜ ( ) ∣ ˜ ∣ ˜ ( )( )P t E E4 . C.2Kerr 0
3

IR
2

IR

AppendixD. Envelope approximation for the plasma source term

For the plasma source term = ¶J Pt Plasma, we employ the envelope approximation to (3) as suggested in [18]:

l h
h m

= -
- -⎡

⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥˜( ) ˜ ( ˜) ˜ ( )J t r n I n

w

I
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1

4 2
. D.1p0 0 0
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The source term envelope  w w= +-˜( ) { ( )}( )P t P tc
1 can be computed from w w w= - ⋅( ) ( )/P Ji

w w w= - -· {˜( )}( )J ti c without resorting tofiner time discretization.
Here,  denotes temporal Fourier transform, r0 is the classical electron radius, h̃( )t is the ionization fraction

computed from cycle-averaged ionization rates, wpeak is the ionization rate at the electric fieldmaximumof the
cycle and I is the intensity.

Appendix E. Envelope approximation for theXUV source term

Weobtain an envelope approximation for the XUV source termby approximating the linearly polarized driving
electric field locally by aCWfield and then using precomputed dipole responses. This leads to a significant
speedup in the calculation of the dipole response, because the envelope approximation allows coarser time
discretization and the lookup of precomputed responses is fast.

We denote the harmonic dipole response obtained from the SFAwith neglected ground state depletion for a
cosine driving field w( )A tcos c by ( )d A t,cos . Delaying the driving field by-Dt just delays the harmonic
response correspondingly, therefore the dipole response for a delayed cosine driving field w + D( ( ))A t tcos c

is + D( )d A t t,cos .
Now, provided that the complex driving field envelope ˜ ( )E tIR varies slowly compared to one cycle, we can

approximate the drivingfield ( )E tIR in the vicinity of ¢t by

w w
w
w w

= » ¢

= ¢ + ¢

= ¢ + ¢

( ) { ˜ ( ) } { ˜ ( ) }
∣ ˜ ( )∣ · [ ( )]
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R RE t E t t E t t

E t t E t

E t t E t

exp i exp i

cos arg

cos arg , E.1

c c

c

c c

IR IR IR

IR IR

IR IR

which is a cosinefieldwith the amplitude = ¢∣ ˜ ( )∣A E tIR , delayed by wD = ¢( )t E targ cIR . The dipole response
to such aCWdriving fieldwould be

w
= + D
= ¢ + ¢

( ) (∣ ∣ )
(∣ ( )∣ ( ) ) ( )

d t d A t t

d E t t E t

,

, arg . E.2c

CW cos

cos IR IR

Neglecting long-timescale effects like ground state depletion and considering that the time scale onwhichHHG
happens, which is given by the electron excursion time, is typically belowone cycle, we can use ( )d tCW as an
approximation of the real dipole response d(t) in the vicinity of ¢t . Applying this approximation for all ¢t and
selecting the contribution of a single harmonic orderwill lead us to an envelope approximation for the dipole
response.
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For convenience, we express the cosine dipole response for each amplitude as a Fourier series

å w=
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢

⎤
⎦
⎥⎥( ) ( ) ( ) ( )Rd A t c A q t, exp i , E.3

q
q ccos

where q is the harmonic order. The harmonic spectra cq(A) can then be precomputed for each amplitudeA.
Substituting yields
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q
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This formula allows to only consider the contribution dq(t) from a single harmonic order q by choosing only one
termof the series:

w w» +( ) { (∣ ( )∣) [ ( ( ) )]} ( )Rd t c E t q t E texp i arg . E.5q q c cIR IR

Until now,we inherently assumed thatHHGhappens instantaneously. In reality, this is not the case—in the
three-stepmodel, the emitted electron travels some time before recombination happens. Further, the ground
state of the atom gets depleted due to partial ionization.We can account for both effects in a limitedmanner by
multiplying the dipole response by the squared absolute value of the ground state amplitude

h= -∣ ( )∣ ( )a t t12 , where h ( )t is the ionization fraction, and introducing an artificial lagDt , whichwill in
general depend on the harmonic order q and on the considered trajectory:

w w
» - D - D

- D + - D
( ) {∣ ( )∣ (∣ ( )∣)

· [ ( ( ) )]} ( )
Rd t a t t c E t t

q t t E t texp i arg . E.6

q q

c c

2
IR

IR

Wecan decompose dq(t) into an envelope and a rapidly oscillating term, w=( ) { ˜ ( ) }Rd t d t q texp iq q c , with

w
» - D - D

- D - D

˜ ( ) ∣ ( )∣ (∣ ( )∣)
· [ ] · [ ( )] ( )

d t a t t c E t t

q t q E t texp i exp i arg . E.7

q q

c

2
IR
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This envelope can be computedwithout the requirement of sub-cycle time resolution.
We verify the approximation by computing the dipole spectrum aroundH79 in neon for a 17.5 fs gaussian

pulsewith a peak intensity of ´ -3 10 W cm14 2. TheCW spectra cq(A) are precomputedwith the SFAmodel
with limited excursion time to suppress the long trajectory.We compute the dipole spectrumwithout envelope
approximation, and the envelope approximation forH77,H79 andH81, which overlap due to the short pulse
duration. As can be seen infigure E1, their superposition is a good approximation aroundH79, while the
agreement gets worse further away because neighboring harmonics were not considered. The lagwas chosen
equally for the three neighboring harmonics to be T0.12 , whereT is the duration of one cycle, to get optimum
overlap.

In the limit of long pulses, the envelope ˜ ( )d tq can be regarded as the scaled envelope of an attosecond pulse
train obtained by spectralfiltering around the harmonic order q: for long pulses, the individual harmonics do
not overlap. Then, the spectrumof dq(t) is a good approximation to the spectrumof the SFA dipole response d(t)
in the spectral range fromharmonic order -q 1 to +q 1. This alsomeans thatwe can obtain dq(t) by applying a

Figure E1.Dipole spectrum for a 17.5 fs, ´ -3 10 W cm14 2 pulse in neon. The solid line is the dipole spectrum computedwithout
envelope approximation; the dotted lines are envelope approximations of individual harmonics and the dashed line is their
superposition.
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bandfilter to d(t) around the harmonic order qwith a bandwidth of two harmonic orders. In the time domain,
after eliminating the oscillationwith frequency wq c , this bandfilter corresponds to a convolutionwith a half-
cycle-long timewindow, therefore smoothing out the individual bursts of the attosecond pulse train d(t).We can
conclude that ˜ ( )d tq is the smoothed-out version of the attosecond pulse train d(t), which is approximately
proportional to the envelope of the pulse train if the individual bursts have similar pulse durations.
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Abstract
Enhancement cavities (ECs) seeded with femtosecond pulses have developed into the most
powerful technique for high-order harmonic generation (HHG) at repetition rates in the tens of
MHz. Here, we demonstrate the feasibility of controlling the phase front of the excited transverse
eigenmode of a ring EC by using mirrors with stepped surface profiles, while maintaining the high
finesse required to reach the peak intensities necessary for HHG. The two lobes of a TEM01 mode
of a 3.93m long EC, seeded with a single-frequency laser, are delayed by 15.6 fs with respect to
each other before a tight focus, and the delay is reversed after the focus. The tailored transverse
mode exhibits an on-axis intensity maximum in the focus. Furthermore, the geometry is designed
to generate a rotating wavefront in the focus when few-cycle pulses circulate in the EC. This paves
the way to gating isolated attosecond pulses (IAPs) in a transverse manner (similarly to the
attosecond lighthouse), heralding IAPs at repetition rates well into the multi-10MHz range. In
addition, these results promise high-efficiency harmonic output coupling from ECs in general, with
an unparalleled power scalability. These prospects are expected to tremendously benefit
photoelectron spectroscopy and extreme-ultraviolet frequency comb spectroscopy.

Keywords: enhancement cavity, tailored transverse mode, high harmonic generation, gating
method, isolated attosecond pulses, output coupling

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

The availability of isolated attosecond pulses (IAPs), pro-
duced by high-order harmonic generation (HHG), has enabled
the observation of attosecond-time-scale dynamics in atoms,
molecules, solids and plasmas [1, 2]. While considerable
progress has been made scaling up the photon flux at repe-
tition rates below 1MHz [3], some applications require
increasing the repetition rate rather than the number of

photons per shot. This is the case for experiments involving
the detection of charged particles, where the number of
photons per shot is limited by the detection scheme, e.g.
coincidence spectroscopy or time-resolved photo-electron
emission spectroscopy and microscopy. One application that
could particularly benefit from multi-10MHz IAPs is time-
resolved photo-electron microscopy of nano-plasmonic fields
[4–6].

Coherently stacking the pulses of a high-repetition-rate
modelocked femtosecond laser inside of a passive optical
resonator (or enhancement cavity (EC)) provides a convenient
way to reach the required peak intensities for HHG, on the
order of 1×1014 W cm−2, at repetition rates of several tens
of MHz. Recent progress in power scaling and increasing the
bandwidth of ECs has allowed to produce attosecond pulse
trains with photon energies exceeding 100 eV at repetition
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rates as high as 250MHz [7]. Since then, the bandwidth of
EC mirrors has been pushed further with the most broadband
high-finesse near-infrared EC to date supporting 5-cycle
pulses at a central wavelength of 1050 nm [8].

At present, dielectric multi-layer optics that allow the
enhancement of near-single-cycle pulses do not seem feasible.
Thus, to isolate attosecond pulses from ECs, it is necessary to
implement a gating scheme. In [9], several methods have been
evaluated and a new scheme termed transverse mode gating
(TMG), similar to non-collinear optical gating [10], was
identified as the preferred method in terms of robustness and
expected photon flux. In TMG, a TEM01 mode is excited,
which consists of two lobes of contrary phase, separated by an
intensity minimum. One of the lobes is delayed with respect
to the other by means of an EC mirror with a stepped surface
profile (figure 1). After the focus, this delay is reversed by a
second, identical mirror. To achieve an on-axis intensity
maximum in the focus, the delay is chosen as an odd number
of optical half-cycles [11]. The introduced delay leads to a
wave-front rotation (WFR) in the focus and therefore to
angular dispersion of the individual harmonic bursts produced
in a gas target, allowing the selection of an IAP by spatial
filtering. A mirror with a slit can be used for efficient output
coupling while introducing negligible losses to the excited
eigenmode, which has an on-axis intensity minimum on the
mirror [12, 13]. Assuming a state-of-the-art EC [7, 8] and
0.7 μJ, phase-stable 17.5 fs seeding pulses centered at
1040 nm, parameters that are within reach with current Yb-
based lasers [14, 15], thorough simulations predict that it is
possible to generate IAPs with photon energies around 94 eV
at a photon flux of 1×108 s−1 in a 2% bandwidth, at
repetition rates of 10MHz and higher [9].

Here, we present an experimental milestone towards the
realization of such a source: we produce stepped mirrors and
use them to introduce and compensate a delay between the
two lobes of a TEM01 mode excited in a high-finesse reso-
nator seeded with a single-frequency laser. The observation of
an on-axis maximum in the focus is proof that the lobes are
indeed shifted by a phase corresponding to the introduced
delay, which is confirmed by simulations in excellent agree-
ment to the experimental data. As the size of the mode on the
mirrors and the focus size demonstrated in this experiment are
in concordance with the parameters assumed for the 3+1D
TMG simulations in [9], the demonstrated geometry can be
expected to allow for the efficient generation of multi-MHz

IAPs when combined with state-of-the art broadband mirror
coatings, a high-power waveform-stable few-cycle seed and a
mirror with a geometrical opening for output coupling.

2. Methods

We set up a 3.93 m long EC (figure 2), corresponding to a
repetition rate of 76.3 MHz, which is similar to the repetition
rate used for intracavity HHG in [16]. The geometry was
chosen according to the parameters given in [9]. The EC
consists of focusing mirrors with a radius of curvature of
300 mm, an input coupler with a reflectivity of 99.4% and two
mirrors with a stepped surface profile. The step edge was
oriented parallel to the optical plane. We operated the EC near
the inner stability edge, so that the cavity arm containing the
input coupler is collimated well, which is desirable for power
scaling [17]. The stepped mirrors should be imaged onto each
other to keep the losses of the excited mode low [9]. We
placed the stepped mirrors at a distance of 10.5 mm from
the curved mirrors, so that a small angle of incidence on the
curved mirrors can be achieved while still being close to the
imaging condition. The stepped mirrors were manufactured
by sputtering 2.34 μm of SiO2 on one half of the mirror
substrate before applying the highly-reflective multi-layer
coating. The height of the step determines the introduced
delay, which is 15.6 fs, or 4.5 cycles of 1040 nm light. In
order to prevent length fluctuations due to air movement, the
EC was enclosed in a housing.

We seeded the EC with the TEM00 mode of a 1064 nm
single-frequency laser (Coherent Mephisto S) with a max-
imum power of 0.5W, which was linearly polarized in p
direction. The seeding laser wavelength was locked to the EC
with a Pound–Drever–Hall scheme. The seed was aligned for
optimum spatial overlap with the phase-shifted TEM01 mode,

Figure 1. Working principle of transverse mode gating. IC: input
coupler, HR: highly reflective mirror, SM: HR mirror with a stepped
surface profile, CM: curved HR mirror, OM: curved HR mirror with
a slit for output coupling, IAP: isolated attosecond pulse.

Figure 2. Experimental setup for the high-finesse enhancement cavity
with stepped mirrors. 2l : half-wave plate, Pol.: wire-grid polarizer,
IC: input coupler, HR: highly reflective mirror, SM: HR mirror with a
stepped surface profile, CM: curved HR mirror, BP: optional Brewster
plate, L: lens, BS: beam splitter, diag.: diagnostics, M: optional mirror,
CCD: camera on a translation stage.
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which is obtained by offsetting the incoming beam to overlap
with one of its lobes.

Near the focus of the EC, we placed a 100 nm thick silicon
nitride Brewster plate which allowed us to image the focal
region onto a camera placed on a translation stage. To suppress s
polarization, which is preferentially reflected off the BP, we used
a wire-grid polarizer placed between the BP and the camera. The
BP was placed on a magnetic stage, so that the EC could be
switched easily between operation with and without the BP.

3. Results

In the first experiment, we operated the EC without the BP and
measured the profile of the eigenmode in transmission through
a plane, highly reflective mirror, imaging the mirror surface.
Figure 3(a) shows the excited mode, with equal scaling for
both axes, and figure 3(d) shows a fit of a TEM01 intensity
profile to the data. From the fit, we obtain a mode size of
wx×wy=2.6 mm×5.1 mm, corresponding to a beam waist
of w w 19 m 10 mx y0, 0, m m´ = ´ , i.e. Rayleigh ranges of
1105μm in the horizontal and 296 μm in the vertical direction.
Here, w qImx y x yl p= ∣ ( )∣ and w qImx y x y0, l p= ∣ ( )∣
were obtained from the complex beam parameter qx y, and the
wavelength SI1064nml = assuming a wave-front radius of
curvature of 150 mm as given by the focusing mirrors. From

the reflected and transmitted powers, we obtain a finesse of
652, corresponding to a round-trip loss of 0.36%. The seed
power was enhanced by a factor of 97, at a spatial overlap with
the seed of 37%. Theoretically, the spatial overlap can be
improved to 82.7% [18] by means of cylindrical lenses and
phase masks placed before the EC, which would increase the
enhancement to 217. The lock was equally stable as for the
operation of the cavity without stepped mirrors at the same
position in the stability range. By rotating the wire-grid
polarizer placed before the camera by 90°, it was possible to
extinguish the signal, confirming that the eigenmode is linearly
polarized in p direction.

In a second configuration, the BP was introduced, while
still imaging the plane mirror. To avoid extreme suppression
of p-polarization versus residual s-polarized light when ima-
ging the focus region later, resulting in measurement artifacts,
we placed the BP moderately detuned from Brewster’s angle.
This lead to a drop in power enhancement by a factor of 5.7.
However, the cavity mode did not change notably
(figure 3(b)). Next, the focal region was imaged via reflection
from the BP. Remaining s-polarized light was filtered out by a
wire-grid polarizer placed before the camera. First, the plane
19.6 mm before the focus, i.e. well in the far field, was
imaged. The intensity profile matched the one measured in
transmission through the EC mirror (figure 3(c)). Next, the
CCD was moved to image the focal plane. A clear on-axis

Figure 3. (a)Measured intensity profile on the plane mirror for the cavity without Brewster plate. (b)Measured profile on the plane mirror for
the cavity with Brewster plate. (c) Measured profile 19.6 mm before focus, imaged via the Brewster plate. (d) Fit of a TEM01 to (a). (e)
Measured profile at the focus, imaged via the Brewster plate. (f) Fit of a phase-shifted TEM01 to (e). All images are normalized to the same
maximum intensity and the scaling of the y axis fits the scaling of the x axis.
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maximum was obtained, as expected for a TEM01 of which
one lobe was phase-shifted by approximately half a wave-
length (figure 3(e)). To determine the actual focus size, the
focal intensity profile of an accordingly phase-shifted TEM01

was fitted, yielding a beam waist of w wx y0, 0,´ =
21 μm×13 μm (figure 3(f)).

Finally, the region near the focus was scanned by
translating the camera. This allowed for the observation of the
transition from a mode with an on-axis maximum to the
intensity profile of a TEM01 (figure 4(a)).

4. Discussion

The measured mode exhibits some notable differences to a
TEM01 of which one lobe was phase-shifted by π far from the
focus: first, the mode profile in the collimated arm of the EC
shows weak modulations in the vertical direction, and the
upper lobe appears more intense than the lower one
(figure 3(a)). Further inspection reveals that the power con-
tained in the upper lobe is in fact equal to the power contained
in the lower (51%/49%), i.e. the power of the lower lobe is just
spread over a larger area. We attribute this effect to imper-
fections in the surface profile of the stepped mirrors. The
observed modulations are most probably attributed to the fact
that the first stepped mirror was not perfectly imaged onto the

second one [9], so that the modification of the mode introduced
on the stepped mirror is not completely compensated for.

Another deviation is that the side lobes in the focus are
asymmetric and more pronounced than expected from a perfect
TEM01 with one lobe phase-shifted by π (figures 3(e), (f)). To
understand these deviations, we numerically determine the
eigenmode of a simulated resonator with the same parameters
as in the experiment, using restarted Arnoldi iterations to
determine the eigenvectors of a round-trip operator computed
on a two-dimensional spatial grid. For this, stepped mirrors
with a step height of 2.34 μm, spherical focusing mirrors with a
curvature of 300 mm and a resonator length of 3.93m were
assumed, and the curved mirror separation (300.045 mm) and
angle of incidence (1.366°) were chosen such that a fit to the
TEM01 intensity profile yields a mode size of 2.6×5.1 mm,
just as in the experiment. The transverse profile was computed
at the same positions near the focus where the mode was
imaged in the experiment. The simulated profiles (figure 4(b))
show excellent agreement with the experimental data.

When comparing the measured vertical profile in the
focus plane with the simulated one, it can be seen that the
asymmetry of the side lobes is reproduced (figure 4(d)). This
can be attributed to the slight mismatch between the step
height and the laser wavelength: the step height of 2.34 μm
was chosen to introduce a delay of 2×2.34 μm/
1040 nm=4.5 cycles, and thus a phase shift of π, for
1040 nm light. This corresponds to a delay of 2× 2.34 μm/

Figure 4. (a) Transverse intensity profiles of the measured resonator mode at different positions near the focus. (b) Comparison with the
simulation results. (c) Intensity profile of the measured resonator mode (solid line) in the focus, integrated over the y coordinate. The dotted
line shows a fitted TEM01 mode with one lobe phase-shifted by π and the dashed line the result of a simulation, accounting for spherical
aberrations of the curved mirrors. (d) Intensity profiles, integrated over the x coordinate.
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1064 nm=4.4 cycles, i.e. a phase shift of 0.8p, for the
actually used wavelength of 1064 nm. Accordingly, we
obtained symmetric side lobes when we repeated the simu-
lation assuming a 1040 nm seed.

The simulation results also reveal the reason why the side
lobes are more pronounced than expected (figure 4(d)).
Repeating the simulation with a wavelength of 1040 nm and
parabolic instead of spherical mirrors, the relative lobe
heights of the focal intensity profile of a TEM01 mode with
one lobe phase-shifted by π can be reproduced. We conclude
that the side-lobes are more pronounced due to the spherical
aberrations of the curved mirrors.

In the experiment and in the simulations, we observed a
second resonance with a similar power enhancement. The
spatial profile of the corresponding mode resembles that of a
TEM01 over the whole cavity length. In contrast to the mode
shown in figure 4, the phase difference between the lobes is
approximately π in the cavity arm delimited by the stepped
mirrors and containing the focus, and 0 in the other arm. The
resonant frequencies of the two modes differ by about half a
free spectral range, so that each can be locked independently.

4.1. Suitability for TMG

When using broadband pulses, each frequency component of
the seed will be enhanced independently by the cavity. For
each component, the stepped mirrors will cause a different
phase shift tf wD = D , where tD is the delay given by the
step height. Reference [9] shows that the losses for frequency
components with a phase shift f pD ¹ are even lower than
the losses for phase shifts around π, the situation demon-
strated here. Therefore, good enhancement can be expected
even for broadband pulses, when using suitable mirror
coatings.

In [9], it is calculated that IAPs around H79 with
a photon flux of 108 s−1 can be obtained by TMG, assuming a
156 μm long, 4.6 bar neon gas target placed z0.9 R before a
15 μm focus of a circulating Gaussian pulse with a FWHM of
17.5 fs, a pulse energy of 33 μJ, a central wavelength of
1040 nm, and a delay of 7 fs, corresponding to a step height
of 2.09 μm. In the resonator geometry demonstrated here, a
mode size of 2.6 mm×5.1 mm was measured on the cavity
mirrors. Assuming that the transverse intensity profile is
identical to the one of a TEM01 mode, it follows that
the scheme is power-scalable up to a peak power of
2.6 GW without exceeding a maximum peak intensity of
9×109W cm−2 on the mirrors, which was shown to be low
enough to avoid damage in commercially available dielectric
mirrors [7]. For 17.5 fs pulses, this corresponds to a pulse
energy of 48 μJ, which is even higher than the 33 μJ
assumed in [9]. Moreover, the measured focus size of
21 μm×13 μm=(16.5 μm)2 is comparable to the focus
size of (15 μm)2 assumed in [9]. Consequently, the demon-
strated geometry would allow the necessary peak intensities
in the focus and a sufficient extreme ultraviolet (XUV) gen-
eration volume for efficient TMG.

For TMG with the parameters assumed in [9], one
beamlet of the generated on-axis XUV radiation can be

efficiently output-coupled through a slit opening with a dia-
meter of w0.05 in one curved mirror [9]. This corresponds to
a diameter of 0.05× 5.1 mm=255 μm for the mode size
measured here. Figure 5(b) shows that the round-trip loss due
to the slit mirror, computed from the simulated mode depicted
in figure 4, can be kept on the order of 0.1% for slits as wide
as 1000 μm. This would decrease the finesse from 652 to 591
for the input coupler transmission used here.

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, we produced stepped cavity mirrors with a
highly reflective coating, and used these mirrors to set up a
high-finesse EC which is compatible with operation at the
inner stability edge, showing that such mirrors can be fabri-
cated with sufficient profile quality as well as accuracy in the
step height.

If the step height is chosen to cause a delay of half a field
cycle, such a resonator does not cause significant WFR and
constitutes an efficient broadband output coupling method for
XUV radiation generated in an intracavity gas target [11]. In
contrast to output coupling using superpositions of higher-
order modes in degenerate resonators [13, 18, 19], which
requires operation in the middle of the stability range, our
scheme permits large modes on the EC mirrors so that mirror
damage can be avoided when scaling up the power.

Here, the step is chosen high enough to cause intracavity
WFR when operating with pulses, such that the demonstrated
resonator geometry can be used to generate IAPs at multi-
MHz repetition rates. Such an XUV source will find appli-
cations in time-resolved spectroscopy/microscopy and for
coincidence measurements. It can also be of use for precision
spectroscopy with ultra-broadband XUV frequency combs.
Simulations in [9] predict that such a scheme can produce
IAPs with a photon flux of 9×107 s−1 in a 2% bandwidth
around 94 eV, assuming 0.7 μJ, 5-cycle pulses from the
seeding laser and state-of-the-art broadband coatings for the
EC mirrors. The demonstrated resonator geometry supports a
comparable generating volume and peak intensities in the
target, so that a similar performance can be expected.

Figure 5. Round-trip losses of the simulated mode due to a slit
mirror, versus slit diameter.
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To realize such a source, one has to combine the
demonstrated geometry with a phase-stable, high-power and
few-cycle pulsed seed [15], broadband cavity mirror coatings
[8] and a round-trip carrier-envelope phase shift of zero [20],
as well as a slit mirror for output coupling [12, 13]. The mode
matching can be improved by shaping the seeding beam
profile with cylindrical lenses/mirrors and phase masks, and/
or by using an input coupler with a half-sided highly-reflec-
tive coating.
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Abstract: Femtosecond enhancement cavities have enabled multi-10-MHz-repetition-rate
coherent extreme ultraviolet (XUV) sources with photon energies exceeding 100 eV – albeit
with rather severe limitations of the net conversion efficiency and of the duration of the XUV
emission. Here, we explore the possibility of circumventing both these limitations by harnessing
spatiotemporal couplings in the driving field, similar to the "attosecond lighthouse," in theory and
experiment. Our results predict dramatically improved output coupling efficiencies and efficient
generation of isolated XUV attosecond pulses.

© 2019 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction

In recent years, femtosecond enhancement cavities (ECs) have matured to an enabling technology
for precision metrology with coherent radiation in the vacuum and extreme ultraviolet (VUV,
XUV) spectral regions. ECs are passive optical resonators that can be efficiently excited over a
broad optical band, usually in the near-infrared (NIR), by the pulse train of a (post-amplified,
phase-stabilized) modelocked laser. This results in a circulating pulse with an energy enhanced
by a few orders of magnitude with respect to that of the seeding pulses, affording intensities high
enough to drive high-order harmonic generation (HHG) in gases at repetition rates of several
tens of MHz [1, 2].
Direct evidence of the temporal coherence of the emerging harmonic spectrum [3, 4] has

demonstrated the viability of transferring NIR frequency combs to the VUV/XUV with ECs,
thus paving the way towards precision frequency metrology of electronic transitions [5]. Very
recently, geometrically coupling out the harmonic radiation through an on-axis opening in the
mirror following the HHG focus [6–8] enabled MHz-HHG with photon energies high enough to
liberate core electrons from metals via single-photon photoelectron spectroscopy (PES). This led
to the first space-charge-free PES experiments at multi-MHz repetition rates [8, 9], in particular
also with attosecond temporal resolution [8]. Significant efforts have addressed the understanding
of cavity-enhanced HHG conversion efficiency limitations related to plasma nonlinearity [10–12]
and plasma cumulative effects [13, 14]. Accelerating the gas to provide (nearly) single-pass
conditions even at several tens of MHz has been shown to strongly mitigate the latter limitation,
resulting in mW-level VUV frequency combs [13]. In addition, novel, nonlinearity-optimized
ultrashort-pulse enhancement regimes [12, 15] promise a path to circumvent the blueshift-related
intensity clamping [10–12]. Altogether, these recent advances indicate a vast potential of
improving the intracavity conversion efficiency.
Yet, despite of the growing attention dedicated to this laser architecture uniquely combining

high XUV photon energies with high repetition rates, two limitations remain without solution to
this day. Firstly, geometric output coupling (OC) employing the fundamental transverse mode of
the EC [6–8, 14] – the most broadband OC technique demonstrated so far – suffers from poor
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efficiency [16]. Noncollinear methods or methods employing spatially tailored resonator modes
have been recognized early on as promising alternatives [17–21]. Secondly, the direct generation
of isolated attosecond pulses (IAP), as desirable for endowing time-resolved PES with attosecond
resolution over durations of hundreds of femtoseconds [22–24], has remained out of reach due to
the limited spectral coverage of today’s ECs [25]. In this letter, we demonstrate a new means of
control over the transverse mode of a high-finesse, broadband femtosecond EC, offering a route
towards circumventing both above-mentioned limitations.

Fig. 1. Working principle of transverse mode gating: one lobe of a TEM01 resonator
mode (wave fronts indicated by gray lines) is delayed by an odd number of half cycles
using a half-sided delay mirror (DM). After a focusing mirror (FM), this leads to an on-axis
maximum around the focus where the high-harmonic generation gas target is placed, with
a wavefront rotation (WFR) adjustable by the step height of the DM. After the focus, the
alteration of the mode is reversed, permitting low-diffraction-loss propagation in the resonator.
Operating with negligible WFR affords high-efficiency geometric output coupling of the
harmonic radiation emitted by all NIR half cycles. A larger WFR can be used to spatially
isolate the harmonic emission of a single NIR half cycle, thus gating an isolated attosecond
pulse.

2. Methods

To this end, we employ the TMG (transverse mode gating) method introduced in [26]: A TEM01
resonator mode is excited, which consists of two lobes of opposite phase, spatially separated
by an intensity minimum (see Fig. 1). One of the lobes is delayed with respect to the other by
means of an EC mirror with a stepped surface profile [27], introducing spatiotemporal coupling.
Similar to noncollinear optical gating [19, 28, 29] and the attosecond lighthouse [30–33], this
leads to wave-front rotation (WFR), involving contributions from spatial chirp and pulse front
tilt, in a subsequent focal region. Moreover, a delay equal to an odd number of optical half cycles
results in a single, on-axis maximum around the focus [17]. The delay is reversed by a second,
identical mirror located such that the first mirror is imaged onto it in good approximation [26,27].
This ascertains that the recycled field can overlap constructively with the original TEM01 mode,
allowing the field to circulate with negligible losses inside a resonator housing this configuration.
A mirror with a small on-axis opening can be used for efficient OC of the radiation generated in a
gas target placed in the focal region, while introducing negligible losses to the circulating pulse
thanks to the on-axis intensity minimum of the TEM01 mode [17, 21].
This technique is advantageous for cavity-enhanced HHG even when temporal gating is not

required: By choosing a delay of just one half cycle and using multi-cycle circulating pulses,
OC efficiencies > 40% can be expected irrespective of the position of the gas target, resolving a
major limitation on the overall conversion efficiency of EC-based XUV sources [16]. In contrast
to similar approaches based on quasi-imaging [20, 21], this technique does not require operation
in the middle of the stability range of the resonator, so that limitations on the peak power of the
circulating pulses are relaxed by allowing for larger spot sizes on the mirrors (see Appendix I).
When choosing higher values of the delay and using few-cycle circulating pulses, the WFR

angularly disperses the individual bursts of the generated XUV radiation, allowing the selection
of an IAP by spatial filtering. The delay between the two lobes is intrinsically stable due to the
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monolithic step mirrors, as opposed to other proposed schemes for noncollinear HHG in ECs
employing two separate cavities or crossing two pulses circulating in a single EC of twice the
length [17–19].
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Fig. 2. Figures of merit for transverse mode gating. (a) Output coupling efficiency with the
TMG mode (bold black lines) vs. hole output coupling with the fundamental mode (thin red
lines), for HHG in argon (H33 at a peak intensity of 1.5 × 1014 W/cm2, dashed lines) and
neon (H79 at a peak intensity of 3.0 × 1014 W/cm2, solid lines), with 40-fs pulses centered
at 1025 nm and the output coupling slit/hole dimensions chosen so that the round-trip loss
in both cases remains below 1%. (b) Expected on-axis inter-burst contrast ratio versus gas
target position using 17.5-fs pulses and an accordingly chosen delay (solid black line) and
with the demonstrated 40-fs pulses (dashed red line), in both cases computed for H79 in
neon at a peak intensity of 3.0 × 1014 W/cm2. The gray continuations of the curves identify
when pulse energies > 80 µJ are needed to reach the corresponding peak intensities. The
vertical dotted lines labeled with A, B and C mark the z position for the data shown in Figs.
5(b), 4 and 5(d), respectively.

3. Results

The spatial divergence of the resulting XUV beamlets is determined by the position of the
gas target relative to the focus. The divergence must be small to ensure efficient OC at the
opening in the mirror and, in the case of IAP production, to avoid spatial overlap between the
individual beamlets. Therefore, the gas target position is a critical parameter for both modes of
operation. The smallest divergence is achieved when the wave-front curvature of the driving
beam compensates for the wave-front curvature induced by the transverse intensity gradient via
the intensity-dependent phase of the dipole response [16,34]. In the following, we theoretically
investigate the effect of the target position on the OC efficiency and the gating efficiency.
For the first application, i.e., applying the scheme with negligible WFR to improve the OC

efficiency of the harmonic radiation, we compute the OC efficiency for different positions
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of the gas target, assuming a TMG mode with 40-fs Gaussian pulses centered at 1025 nm,
a step height of 0.26 µm corresponding to a delay of 0.5 cycles, focused to a spot size of
w0,x × w0,y = 17.2 × 11.8 µm2, and an OC mirror with a 7.31-mrad-angular-width slit (e.g., a
0.731-mm-broad slit in a OC mirror located 100 mm behind the focus), chosen for a maximum
round-trip loss of 1%. The numerical model is described in detail in Appendix A. We compare
the method to OC using a symmetric fundamental Gaussian mode focused down to the same
focal spot area, using an OC mirror with a hole, with an angular diameter chosen for the same
round-trip loss (2.30 mrad). Because the divergence of the XUV beamlets depends on the
harmonic order, intensity and target gas [16], we consider two cases: OC of the 33th harmonic
produced in argon (39.9 eV, compare [8]), with a peak intensity of 1.5 × 1014 W/cm2 in the
target plane, and of the 79th harmonic produced in neon (95.6 eV, compare [26]), with a peak
intensity of 3.0 × 1014 W/cm2. The results are plotted in Fig. 2(a). Using the fundamental mode
results in OC efficiencies below 18% (argon) and 10% (neon) for gas targets placed near the focus.
Better OC efficiency can be achieved far in front of the focus, at the cost of XUV generation
efficiency [16]. Using the TMG mode allows for OC efficiencies > 40% irrespective of the target
position, thereby considerably alleviating this trade-off.
To model the temporal gating performance when operating with WFR, we numerically

approximated the inter-burst intensity contrast ratio of the attosecond pulse trains emitted on-axis
versus gas target position (see Appendix C), assuming the same central wavelength and focal spot
size as before and a peak intensity of 3.0 × 1014 W/cm2 in a neon gas target. For the simulations,
we used the parameters from our experiment (40-fs pulses and a delay of 4.57 cycles), as well as
parameters which seem technologically within reach (17.5-fs pulses [25], using a delay of 2.5
cycles). As can be seen in Fig. 2(b), generation of isolated attosecond pulses around the 79th
harmonic order should be possible. For this, the target must be placed 350 µm in front of the
focus.
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TEM01

HR

HR

HR

HR

diag.

OM

38-fs, 2.7-µJ pulses
(1030 nm, 18.4 MHz)

diag.

vacuum

XUV
spectrometer

BS

BS

target
gas

[imaging]

λ/2 [PBS]BF

Fig. 3. Experimental setup. IC: input coupler, HR: highly reflective mirror, DM: HR
delay mirror with a stepped surface profile, FM: focusing HR mirror, OM: FM with an
on-axis hole for output coupling, BS: IR/XUV beam splitter, diag.: diagnostics. Optional,
for imaging the spatial dispersion: BP: Brewster plate, BF: optical bandpass filter, and an
attenuator consisting of a half-wave plate (λ/2) and a polarizing beam splitter (PBS)

To demonstrate the feasibility of the method, we set up a 10-mirror, 16.3-m-long EC (see
Fig. 3) comprising two spherical focusing mirrors (radius of curvature R = 300 mm), two
delay mirrors with a stepped [27] surface profile (2.34 µm height, corresponding to a delay of
2.57 cycles at a wavelength of 1025 nm), an input coupler with a reflectivity of 97.2% and five
highly reflective plane mirrors. The EC is seeded by a laser system providing a 18.4-MHz,
zero-offset-frequency train of 2.7-µJ, 38-fs pulses centered at 1030 nm, which is described in
detail in [8]. The highly reflective mirror coatings were designed for a bandwidth supporting
∼ 30-fs pulses. We operated the EC near the inner stability edge to achieve large mode areas
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and thereby small peak intensities on the mirrors when operating at high peak powers [35]. By
selecting a proper combination of mirror coatings, we obtained a cavity with a preferred offset
frequency of zero [36], which was verified by measuring the average power in the empty cavity
for different values of the seeding comb offset frequency.

The radii of the focal spot were w0,x × w0,y = 17.2 × 11.8 µm2, the same value as used for the
simulations shown in Fig. 2. We measured 80-µJ pulses with a spectrum centered at 1025 nm in
the empty cavity, at a finesse of 188 (round-trip loss of 0.5%). While output coupling with a
quasi-imaging method [20, 21] would allow for peak powers up to 1.17 GW (assuming an EC
of the same length and mirrors with the same damage threshold), our setup is, owing to the
operation near the inner stability edge, scalable beyond this value, reaching 1.88 GW with a peak
intensity of 7.4 × 109 W/cm2 on the mirrors (see Appendix I).
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Fig. 4. Top: Transverse intensity profiles of the cavity mode 305 µm in front of the focus,
imaged with the arrangement shown in Fig. 3, and filtered for different wavelengths. The
blue lines mark the position (solid) and 1/e2-width (dotted) of Gaussian functions fitted to
the central lobe of the horizontally integrated profile. Bottom: The intracavity spectrum
(gray) and, for each depicted profile, the corresponding spectrum transmitted through the
bandpass filter (black, normalized). The diamonds mark the central lobe positions and
corresponding central wavelengths of the filtered spectra. A linear fit (blue solid line) of
the lobe position vs. frequency yields a spatial dispersion of −44 µm/PHz, compared to a
theoretical value of −53 µm/PHz (blue dotted line).

To experimentally confirm the formation of spatial chirp around the focus, we attenuated
the seed power and imaged a plane slightly in front of the focus (305 µm) via a 100-nm-thick
silicon nitride plate inserted under close to Brewster’s angle in the cavity beam (Fig. 3, gray).
We employed a tilted narrow-band transmissive optical bandpass filter placed before a beam
profiling camera to record the imaged profiles for different spectral portions of the transverse
mode, confirming spatial dispersion (Fig. 4). We obtain a value of γ = dy/dω = −44 µm/PHz
(blue solid line in Fig. 4, lower panel), in agreement with the prediction of the numerical model
of −53 µm/PHz (blue dotted line in Fig. 4, lower panel, see Appendix D).
From the measured spatial dispersion γ, the lobe radius wy = (8.8 ± 0.4) µm and spectral

width (∆ω = 58.9 THz for a Fourier-limited 40-fs Gaussian pulse), we can approximate the
frequency gradient dω/dy = γ/(γ2 + (wy/∆ω)2

)
= −1.81 THz/µm [37] and the spatial chirp

dλ/dy = −2πc ω−2
c dω/dy = 1.15 nm/µm for a central frequency ωc = 2πc/1025 nm. This
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corresponds to an angular separation of dλ/dy/2 = 0.58 mrad between consecutive attosecond
bursts [31].

Because the target is located slightly outside the focal plane, the total angular separation includes
another contribution arising from an interplay of pulse-front tilt and wave-front curvature [33]:
The central lobe moves, on the time scale of one laser pulse, from a region with a wave-front
pointing downwards to a region where it points upwards (compare Fig. 1). Our model predicts a
total angular separation of 0.64 mrad including this effect (see Appendix D).
We demonstrate spatiotemporally coupled HHG using this setup by operating the cavity at

the full seed power and supplying argon gas via a 100-µm-diameter end-fire nozzle placed
450 µm in front of the focus. In general, a strong intracavity nonlinearity can affect the excited
mode, especially at high finesse. However, for the parameters demonstrated here, no mode
deformations were observed (Fig. 5(a)). To determine the cutoff energy, we coupled out the
generated XUV radiation through a 207-µm-diameter hole, followed by two XUV/IR beam
splitters and a 300-nm-thick aluminum filter, and analyzed it with a grating spectrometer (Fig.
5(b)). We observed harmonics up to 60 eV. For the measured pulse energy of 39 µJ, our model
predicts a peak intensity of 1.4 × 1014 W/cm2 in the target, corresponding to a high-harmonic
cutoff energy of 59 eV.
To reach higher photon energies, we placed the target closer to the focus (−150 µm) and

used neon as target gas. As before, the gas plasma did not cause changes of the circulating
mode (Fig. 5(c)). The XUV spectrum, measured through a 300-nm-thick zirconium filter, is
shown in Fig. 5(d). The highest observed photon energies were around 120 eV, slightly below
the expected cutoff of 155 eV (4.2 × 1014 W/cm2) resulting from the measured pulse energy of
57 µJ, under the assumption of a Gaussian pulse shape. During the HHG measurements, we
monitored the carrier-envelope offset phase of the seed employing a spectrally resolved f -to-2 f
interferometer [8]. Although not actively stabilized, the drift was below 300 mrad over one
measurement (50 s for argon, 203 s for neon).
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Fig. 5. (a) Transverse intensity profile of the cavity mode measured without target gas (color
scale), integrated profiles in horizontal and vertical direction (gray lines), and integrated
profiles with the target gas (black dotted lines). (b) Output-coupled high-harmonic spectrum
(black) generated in an argon target placed 450 µm in front of the focus, after transmission
through a 300-nm Al filter (blue). (c,d) Same for a neon target placed 150 µm in front of the
focus, using a 300-nm Zr filter.
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4. Discussion

For the demonstrated experimental parameters, the angular separation predicted by our numerical
model (0.68 mrad in the case of argon, 0.61 mrad for neon) is small compared to the divergence
of the beamlets (argon: 6.1 mrad, neon:4.9 mrad), which leads to significant spatial overlap
between the harmonic bursts, preventing the separation of isolated attosecond pulses and, thus,
the observation of a spectral continuum. We compute an IAP contrast ratio < 1.1 (compare Fig.
2(b); see also [30] and Appendix C). To achieve smaller divergence, it is necessary to operate at
high photon energies and at the same time the nozzle must be placed far in front of the focus [16].
Therefore, more peak power is necessary, which can be either achieved by increasing the seed
power or by using shorter pulses and a shorter delay (both within the limits given by the damage
threshold of the mirror coatings). As a second measure to reduce the spatial overlap, the angular
separation between the bursts can be increased. To this end, it is also beneficial to operate with
shorter pulses. Our simulations (see Fig. 2(b)) have shown that 17.5-fs pulses and a delay of 2.5
cycles would be sufficient to produce IAPs around 95.6 eV with a contrast ratio of > 20 with the
demonstrated geometry. For this, a pulse energy of 30 µJ is needed, leading to a peak intensity
of only 0.63 × 1010 W/cm2 on the cavity mirrors and 3.0 × 1014 W/cm2 in a gas target placed
350 µm in front of the focus. Although mirror coatings supporting pulses with a Fourier limit
of 17.5 fs in a four-mirror EC have already been demonstrated [25], it remains a technological
challenge to achieve this value in a cavity with an optimum offset frequency of zero and more
than four mirrors, mainly due to statistical errors in the coating procedure which make a large
number of tries necessary.

5. Conclusion

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a femtosecond enhancement cavity with an intracavity
wave-front rotation, enabled by the technique of transverse mode gating, and showed first HHG
spectra of wave-form stable XUV pulse trains at photon energies beyond 100 eV generated with
this method, in a focusing/repetition-rate regime avoiding cumulative plasma effects [13,14] (see
also Appendix G). Our experimental findings agree well with theoretical expectations. Numerical
modeling shows that TMG can solve two main limitations of state-of-the art fs-EC-based XUV
sources: First, the tradeoff between XUV generation efficiency and OC efficiency present with
conventional hole OC can be circumvented thanks to an excellent OC efficiency irrespective
of the target position, promising high-flux frequency combs in the XUV region for precision
spectroscopy applications and, potentially, for future nuclear clocks [38]. Together with emerging
2-µm technologies [39, 40], this method promises to boost the attainable photon energies of
XUV combs to the water window and beyond. Secondly, it can be applied as an intracavity
gating method to produce IAP at repetition rates in the tens of MHz. When combined with ultra-
broadband cavity mirror coatings and using a suitable step height, the demonstrated geometry
and pulse energy are, according to our numerical model, already sufficient for IAP approaching
100 eV with an excellent contrast ratio of > 20.

A. Numerical model

The complex electric field E of a pulse in a TEM01 resonator mode can be written as

E(x, y, z, ω) = �TEM01(x, y, z, ω)E(ω), (1)

where x, y are the transverse coordinates, z is the longitudinal coordinate, ω is the angular
frequency, E(ω) describes the temporal dependence and �TEM01(x, y, z, ω) the spatial dependence.
For a Gaussian pulse, E(ω) is the Fourier transform of E(t) = A(t) exp(iωct), with the envelope
A(t) = exp(−t2/τ2), central frequency ωc , and τ = tFWHM/

√
log 4 with the full-width-half-
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maximum intensity pulse duration tFWHM. The formulas for the normalized mode �TEM01 are
provided in [41, p. 645].

To introduce spatiotemporal coupling, wewrite down this field in a far-field plane (zff = −105zR,
with the Rayleigh range zR =

√zR,x · zR,y) and apply a delay ∆t to the lower lobe:

ETMG(x, y, zff, ω) =
= E(x, y, zff, ω) exp (−iω∆tH(−y)) (2)

Here, H( · ) is the Heaviside step function. To calculate the XUV divergence and the
angular separation of the harmonic bursts, we need the driving field in the target plane. For
this, we numerically computed ETMG(x, y, zff, ω) on a uniformly spaced (x, y, ω) grid centered
around (0, 0, ωc) and propagated the field to the target position zt , using a Fresnel two-step
propagator [42, Appendix B]. Then, we applied a discrete Fourier transform to obtain the complex
envelope ETMG(x, y, zt, t) on a (x, y, t) grid.
Due to the strong nonlinearity of the high-harmonic generation (HHG) process, the main

contribution to the XUV emission stems from the region around the maximum intensity
cε0/2 |ETMG(x, y, zt, t)|2, located within the central lobe. In the vincinity of this maximum, we
can approximate the field by a vertically tilted fundamental Gaussian beam:

ETMG(x, y, zt, tmax) ≈

≈ C exp
(
−ik

(
x2
r

2qx
+

y2
r

2qy

)
− ikβy yr

)
(3)

with xr = x − xmax, yr = y − ymax, k = ωc/c, the complex beam parameters qx and qy , the
vertical wave-front direction βy and

(xmax, ymax, tmax) = arg max
(x,y,t)

|ETMG(x, y, zt, t)|2. (4)

We determined the parameters qx , qy , βy numerically with fitting procedures for the amplitude
and phase along x and y line cuts through the intensity maximum, discarding data points
where the intensity was below half the maximum. This resulted in effective driving beam
radii wx,eff =

√
2/|=(kq−1

x )|, wy,eff =
√

2/|=(kq−1
y )| and wave-front curvatures R−1

x,eff = <(q−1
x ),

R−1
y,eff = <(q−1

y ) in the plane of the gas target. We then approximated the spot sizes wH and
wave-front curvatures R−1

H of the XUV beam at zt in y direction by assuming a power law for the
driving-intensity dependence of the single-atom dipole amplitude and a linear relationship for
the single-atom dipole phase [16, Appendix C]:

wH = weff/
√

NH (5)

R−1
H = R−1

eff +
4cαH It
Hωcw

2
eff

(6)

Here, NH and αH are coefficients describing the driving-intensity dependence of the single-
atom dipole amplitude and phase, respectively, H is the harmonic order and It is the peak driving
intensity in the plane of the gas target. The divergence of a beam with a near-field spot radius
wH , wave-front curvature R−1

H and frequency Hωc is (compare [16])

θ =

√
w2
H

R2
H

+
4c2

H2ω2
cw

2
H

. (7)
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In the experiment, the position of the delay mirror relative to the focus was different from
the value zff = −105zR used here (in particular, the delay mirror was placed behind a focusing
mirror). However, the exact position is irrelevant as long as the delay mirror is imaged onto a
plane that is far away from the focus, which was accomplished by placing the delay mirrors at a
distance of roughly R = 300 mm from the focusing mirrors [26, Appendix A].
To determine the output coupling efficiency for the parameters considered in the main text

(tFWHM = 40 fs, ωc = c/1025 nm, a delay ∆t of 0.5 cycles and values for qx , qy corresponding
to a focal spot size of w0,x × w0,y = 17.2 × 11.8 µm2), we computed the effective beam radius
wy,eff and wave-front curvature R−1

y,eff at different transverse positions z (Figs. 6(a) and (b)).
Then, the near-field XUV beam radius and wave-front curvature was calculated according to
(5) and (6) for the two cases of intermediate (argon, H = 33, It = 1.5 × 1014 W/cm2) and high
(neon, H = 79, It = 1.5 × 1014 W/cm2) photon energy generation (Figs. 6(c) and (d)). For
this, we used intensity-dependence parameters NH , αH taken from [16, Table B1]. The pulse
energies necessary to achieve the respective peak intensities It in the target (Fig. 6(e)) were
calculated numerically by integrating I(x, y, zt, t) = cε0/2|ETMG(x, y, zt, t)|2 over the (x, y, t) grid
after normalization to a peak intensity of It . Applying Eq. (7) then yields the expected divergence
of the XUV radiation in y direction (Fig. 6(f)). As expected, the smallest divergence is obtained
when the gas target is located in front of the focal plane [16, 34].

The XUV output coupling efficiency attainable by employing an mirror with an on-axis slit
opening depends on the angular width δ = d/zm of the slit, where d is the slit width and zm the
distance of the output coupling mirror from the focus. This angular width also determines the
round-trip losses that the circulating mode experiences at the output coupling mirror. To find an
acceptable value, we calculated the round-trip loss for different slit angular widths δ. To this end,
we numerically computed the ratio of the energy lost by transmission through the slit and the
total energy incident on the output coupling mirror (far-field beam profile given by Eq. (2)). The
round-trip loss is twice the resulting value, because the same amount of energy that is transmitted
through the slit is also scattered to nonresonant higher-order modes [6]:

L(δ) = 2

( ∫∫∫
y<δzff/2 |ETMG(x, y, zff, ω)|2dxdydω∫∫∫
|ETMG(x, y, zff, ω)|2dxdydω

)
(8)

Figure 6(g) shows the resulting losses versus slit angular width. To keep the losses below 1%,
a value consistent with the typical finesse aimed for in cavity-enhanced HHG experiments, we
chose picked an angular width of 7.31 mrad.
Then, we computed the output coupling efficiency ε , again by spatial integration. For

this, we took advantage of the approximation of the harmonic beam profile as a Gaussian
|EXUV(x, y)|2 ∝ exp(−2y2/w2

m,y) exp(−2x2/w2
m,x) [16], where wm,x and wm,y = θzm are the

XUV beam radii in x and y direction on the output coupling mirror:

ε =

∫∫
y<δzm/2 |EXUV(x, y)|2dxdy∫∫
|EXUV(x, y)|2dxdy

= erf(δ/θ/
√

2) (9)

This resulted in output coupling efficiencies in the range 40–100% for all considered gas target
positions (Fig. 6(h)).
The delay of one half cycle, necessary to obtain an on-axis intensity maximum in the focus

region, introduces a slight wave-front rotation and thus angular separation between consecutive
bursts. To validate that efficient output coupling of all bursts is still possible, we computed the
angular separation (compare following sections) for the cases of intermediate (H33 in argon) and
high (H79 in neon) photon energy production and obtained values < 0.17 mrad for all considered
gas target positions, which is well below the computed divergence (compare Fig. 6(f)) and the
assumed slit angular width of 7.31 mrad.
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Fig. 6. a) Beam radius in y direction of a fundamental Gaussian mode fitted to the central
lobe of the simulated TMG mode (delay 0.5 cycles, black) and of the fundamental Gaussian
mode with the same complex beam parameter for comparison (gray). b)Wave-front curvature
for both cases. c,d) Harmonic beam radius and wave-front curvature in y direction, calculated
in the plane of the gas target with a simple analytical single-trajectory model for the harmonic
dipole response, for generation parameters allowing for high photon energy (solid line
with dot markers) and intermediate photon energy (dashed line). e) Pulse energy needed
to reach 3 × 1014 W/cm2 (high photon energy case) and 1.5 × 1014 W/cm2 (intermediate
photon energy case) in the gas target plane with the TMG mode (black) and the fundamental
Gaussian mode (gray). f) Harmonic beam divergence in y direction, resulting from its beam
radius and wave-front curvature in the gas target plane. g) Round-trip losses of the simulated
TMG mode due to an on-axis output coupling slit with given angular width (black), and of
the fundamental Gaussian mode due to an on-axis hole with given angular diameter (gray).
h) XUV output coupling efficiencies resulting from the computed divergences, assuming
output coupling apertures with a round-trip loss of 1%.
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B. Comparison with output coupling using the fundamental mode

For comparison, we repeated the same procedure to determine the output coupling efficiencies
attainable with the fundamental Gaussian mode and a circular opening in the output coupling
mirror. For this, we used the same numerical model but replaced the TEM01 mode by a symmetric
TEM00 mode with the same complex beam paramters and set ∆t = 0. As before, we computed the
round-trip losses numerically by spatial integration, but this time assuming a circular aperture:

L(δ) = 2 ©«
∫∫∫√

x2+y2<δzff/2
|E |2dxdydω∫∫∫

|E |2dxdydω
ª®¬
. (10)

The output coupling efficiency with a hole angular diameter δ = 2.30 mrad for 1% round-trip
losses was computed analytically as

ε =

∫∫√
x2+y2<δzm/2

|EXUV |2dxdy∫∫
|EXUV |2dxdy

=

= 1 − exp
(
−2(δ/θ/

√
2)2

)
(11)

The dependence of the resulting quantities on the gas target position is shown in Fig. 6 in gray.

C. Gating efficiency

To estimate the angular separation between consecutive attosecond bursts, we compared the wave-
front direction βy at tmax with the wave-front direction β′y one half cycle later (t ′ = tmax + T/2,
with T = 2π/ωc), which was determined similarly to βy by approximating the driving field in
the vicinity of the intensity maximum by a fundamental Gaussian beam with vertically tilted
phase fronts:

ETMG(x, y, zt, t ′) ≈

≈ C exp
(
−ik

(
x ′2r
2q′x
+

y′2r
2q′y

)
− ikβ′y y

′
r

)
(12)

and fitting the parameters q′x , q′y and β′y along x/y line cuts, with x ′r = x − x ′max, y′r = y − y′max
and

(x ′max, y
′
max) = arg max

(x,y)
|ETMG(x, y, zt, t ′)|2. (13)

This allowed us to approximate the angular separation ∆β = β′y − βy between the XUV
beamlets of consecutive half cycles. Assuming an infinitesimally thin output coupling slit placed
in the direction βy of the strongest beamlet, the output coupled isolated attosecond pulse will
have satellite pulses stemming from the XUV emission of neighboring half cycles due to spatial
overlap [30, Supplementary Information, section 3.2]. The intensity of the main pulse relative to
these satellite pulses, i.e., the contrast ratio Γ of the isolated attosecond pulse, is given by the
divergence θ of the beamlets:

Γ = 1/| exp(−∆β2/θ2)|2 (14)

Figure 7 shows the dependence of the quantities θ, ∆β and Γ on the target position for the case
of isolated attosecond pulse generation using 17.5-fs pulses in neon and for the experimentally
demonstrated parameters.
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Fig. 7. a) XUV divergence in y direction for parameters enabling the gating of isolated
attosecond pulses (solid line; see legend in (c)) and for the experimentally demonstrated
parameters (dashed lines). b) Angular separation between consecutive attosecond bursts
according to the numerical model. c) Resulting contrast ratio between strongest attosecond
burst and neighboring bursts. The vertical dotted lines labeled with A, B and C mark the z
position for the data shown in Figs. 5(b), 4 and 5(d), respectively.

D. Contributions to the angular separation

The total angular separation comprises contributions from the spatial chirp and, outside the focal
plane, from the interplay of pulse front tilt and wave-front curvature, as illustrated in [33]. In the
main text, we showed how to calculate the first contribution ∆βc = −πc ω−2

c γ/(γ2 + (wy/∆ω)2
)

from the spatial dispersion γ, the the 1/e2-intensity spectral width ∆ω and the lobe radius wy .
Here, we describe how the contribution ∆βt from the pulse front tilt can be quantified.
As can be seen in Fig. 1 of the main text, the delay between the two lobes leads to a pulse

front tilt around the focus region: the intensity maximum of the central lobe moves, on the time
scale of one laser pulse, along the vertical direction y. Due to the wave-front curvature R−1

y,eff, the
wave-front direction βt varies along this coordinate with a constant rate dβt/dy = −R−1

y,eff. For a
given vertical velocity v of the intensity maximum, the vertical distance between the emission
sites of two consecutive bursts is vT/2. Their angular separation is thus

∆βt = vT/2 R−1
y,eff (15)
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At each target position zt , we calculated both contributions assuming the parameters for
isolated attosecond pulse generation (compare Fig. 7(c), solid line). For this, we computed the
spatial dispersion by performing a linear fit to the function ω 7→ arg maxy |ETMG(xmax, y, zt, ω)|2,
evaluated along the (y, ω) grid. The lobe radius wy,eff and wave-front curvature R−1

y,eff were deter-
mined as described before, and the spectral width of a Gaussian pulse is ∆ω = 2

√
log 4/tFWHM.

A linear fit to the function t 7→ arg maxy |ETMG(xmax, y, zt, t)|2, evaluated along the (y, t) grid,
was used to determine the vertical velocity v of the intensity maximum. Figure 8 shows that
this simple semi-analytical model for the two contributions ∆βc and ∆βt achieves acceptable
agreement with the numerically determined total angular separation ∆β.

The spatial dispersion was computed in the same way for the TMGmode used in the experiment
(40-fs pulse, ∆t = 4.57T). At the position where the transverse mode was imaged (z = −305 µm),
we obtained a value of −53 µm/PHz.
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Fig. 8. a) Relevant parameters γ, wy for the spatial chirp contribution to the angular
separation, for parameters enabling the production of isolated attosecond pulses (compare
Fig. 7(c), solid line). b) The same for the contribution from the pulse-front tilt. c) Semi-
analytical approximations ∆βc = −πc ω−2

c γ/
(
γ2 + (wy/∆ω)2

)
(spatial chirp contribution

to the angular separation), ∆βt = −vT/2 R−1
y (pulse-front tilt contribution) and their sum,

compared to the numerically computed value ∆β.
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E. Calibration of the z position in the experiments

E.1. Imaging the spatial dispersion

The focal region was imaged via a silicon nitride plate and two lenses. To determine the
magnification factor and the z coordinate of the imaged plane for the data shown in Fig. 4 of
the main text, we measured the distance between the two lenses (182 cm). Because it would be
difficult to measure distances between the first lens (focal length f = 50 mm) and the focus and
between the second lens ( f = 200 mm) and the camera with sufficient precision, we recorded
the caustic of the beam after the second lens by translating the camera on a stage. From this,
we obtained the vertical divergence of the corresponding beam. The vertical divergence of
the beam before the first lens can be calculated from the beam waist w0,y = 11.8 µm, resulting
from the mode size on the mirror (wy = 4.16 mm) and the radius of curvature of the focusing
mirrors (R = 300 mm). Knowing the divergence of the beam after the second and before the
first lens, we selected beam radii on the two lenses consistent with these divergences by solving
the corresponding system of two equations. Because the beam between both lenses is fully
determined by these radii, this allows us to calculate the distances between the first lens and the
focus and between the second lens and the camera, resulting in a magnification factor U = −2.16
and position z = −305 µm for the plane imaged in Fig. 4 of the main text.

E.2. Position of the gas nozzle

The position z of the gas target relative to the focus was determined by translating the nozzle
along the z axis while observing the plasma glow. We assumed that the position of the focus is in
the middle of the two points where the plasma glow vanishes.

F. Calibration of the circulating power

The circulating power was calculated by integrating the intracavity power spectral density, which
was determined indirectly by recording the power and spectrum transmitted through one of the
plane, highly reflective cavity mirrors. We accounted for the spectrally dependent transmission
curve of this mirror, which was measured with a spectrophotometer and calibrated using the power
before and after the mirror while illuminated with a known spectrum. This approach allowed us
to obtain correct values for the circulating power even in the case of strong ionization-induced
spectral blueshift. For the empty cavity, we measured values up to 1.5 kW, corresponding to a
pulse energy of 80 µJ.

G. Cumulative plasma effects

The velocity of the gas ejected by the 100-µm-diameter nozzle, pointing in the x direction, was
computed with the analytical model described in [43, p. 17ff.], presuming a reservoir temperature
of 300 K and a backing pressure in the order of 10 bar. This resulted in velocities > 280 m/s
for argon and > 390 m/s for neon gas. At a repetition rate of 18.4 MHz, this corresponds
to a translation distances of 15.2 µm (argon) and 21.2 µm (neon) between consecutive pulses.
For comparison, the diameter 2wx,H = 2wx,eff/

√
NH over which harmonics are created was

< 10.7 µm for argon and < 9.7 µm for neon, for gas target positions |z | < 500 µm. Consequently,
the demonstrated setup operated in a regime where the target gas is fully replenished between
pulses so that the build-up of a cumulative plasma can be avoided.

H. Mode matching

In theory, the overlap of a Gaussian seeding mode with a spatial offset and a TEM01 mode can be
47.8% (value calculated with the numerical model). We measured a mode matching efficiency of
only 30%, which can be attributed to several factors: First, the ellipticity of the seeding mode
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did not perfectly match the ellipticity of the respective lobe of the cavity mode, second, the
seeding mode was not a perfect Gaussian mode due to the compression scheme, and third, the
measured overlap also includes the spectral overlap. The overlap can be improved by shaping the
seeding beam using cylindrical lenses and a phase mask, so that, in theory, a value of 82.7% is
possible [44]. Even better coupling efficiency can be achieved by using an input coupler with a
half-sided highly-reflective coating [27], reaching values up to 98.2%. Alternatively, intracavity
wave-front rotation could be obtained with a fundamental mode by placing transmissive or
reflective wedges inside the resonator [45].

I. Comparison to the quasi-imaging method

Quasi-imaging-based output coupling methods require the operation of the resonator precisely in
the middle of its stability range [20]. This imposes a limitation on the maximum beam radius
wm =

√
λ/

��π=(q−1)
�� on the focusing mirrors, determined in first approximation only by the

cavity length L and the wavelength λ [20, equation 17]:

wm =

√
Lλ
π

(16)

For the experimental parameters L = 16.3 m, λ = 1025 nm, this results in a maximum beam
radius of 2.3 mm. Using the same approach as described before, we numerically computed
the electric far-field of the symmetric quasi-imaging mode

√
3/11 �TEM00 −

√
8/11 �TEM04

(compare [21]) with this radius on a (x, y, ω) grid, for a 40-fs Gaussian pulse, and applied a
discrete Fourier transform along the ω axis to obtain the complex envelope EQI(x, y, t). The
ratio of the peak intensity max

[
cε0/2 |EQI(x, y, zff, t)|2

]
and the peak power, obtained by spatial

integration, was 8.55 cm−2. For a damage threshold of 1 × 1010 W/cm2, the maximum permitted
peak power is therefore 1 × 1010 W/cm2/(8.55 cm−2) = 1.17 GW. This value scales linearly
with L, i.e., a shorter cavity permits less peak power when utilizing a quasi-imaging mode.

This limitation does not apply to output coupling with the TMG mode because operation
in the middle of the stability range is not necessary. In our setup, the focusing mirrors were
placed at a distance of 150 mm from the focus. The calculated peak intensity on the mirrors
was 7.4 × 109 W/cm2 for a pulse energy of 80 µJ, corresponding to a peak power of 1.88 GW for
40-fs pulses.
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Chapter5
Outlook

5.1 Toward Cavity-Enhanced Generation of Isolated At-
tosecond Pulses

The transverse mode gating technique, whose development is outlined in Chapter 4, has enabled
the demonstration of an EC with an intracavity wave-front rotation and of the �rst XUV spectra
measured from a resonator eigenmode tailored in this way (see Section 4.3). As shown with
the numerical model, the individual attosecond beamlets in this �rst experiment overlapped,
preventing the separation of IAPs by spatial �ltering. To obtain IAP, the angular separation
between the beamlets must be increased either by using a larger delay or shorter driving pulses.
In Sections 4.1 and 4.3, it was illustrated that 17.5-fs-long pulses and a delay of 5 half cycles
would be su�cient for IAP generation without changes to the demonstrated geometry and
seed pulse energy.

Such short pulse durations have in fact already been shown in ECs [57], but remain a
challenge due to statistical variations in the refractive indices and thicknesses of the individual
layers in the production of highly re�ective multilayer mirror coatings1. As a result, the
spectral phase deviates from the design. This circumstance can be alleviated to some extent by
combining the mirrors from several coating runs with di�erent deviations that cancel out in
sum, thus enabling a acceptably �at round-trip phase curve. An additional constraint is that
the comb o�set frequency preferred by the EC, which is given by the mirror coatings, must be
zero for a waveform-stable XUV source [83].

The seed pulse has to be compressed accordingly without introducing noise that impairs
the frequency comb properties, which can be deemed possible even at high pulse energies with
present-day all-solid-state multi-stage schemes [109, 110].The manufacturing and applicability
of EC output coupling mirrors with a slit-shaped aperture was already shown in [73, 111]. In
the demonstrated geometry, phase matching pressures around 2 bar are expected for a peak
intensity of 3 × 1014W/cm2 in neon. While the technology to achieve the necessary pressures
in the target exists, it may be advisable to use several turbomolecular pumps or a gas catcher to

1Several coating runs were attempted in preparation for the experiment described in Section 4.3, but failed to
provide the necessary bandwidth.
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maintain low XUV reabsorption in the background gas [112, 113]. Looser focusing also helps to
reduce the phase matching pressure, but necessitates higher pulse energies to reach the same
peak intensities in the target and increases cumulative plasma e�ects.

To further examine which combinations of intracavity pulse duration and delay are viable
for the generation of IAPs, the model described in Section 4.3 was applied to compute the
intensity contrast ratio between the most intense attosecond burst and its neighboring bursts,
obtained for pulse durations of 17.5 fs, 25 fs and 30 fs, and delays of 5, 7 and 9 half cycles,
respectively, for the same geometry and a pulse energy normalized for a peak intensity of
3 × 1014W/cm2 (Fig. 5.1). These simulations show that even with 30-fs-pulses, contrast ratios
> 3 are possible. Pulses with a FWHM of 25 fs are predicted to enable IAP with a contrast ratio
> 10. In all cases, the necessary pulse energy and the peak intensity on the cavity mirrors
was computed and found to remain below 80 µJ (demonstrated value) and 1 × 1010W/cm2

(estimated damage threshold).
In conclusion, a clear route toward the e�cient production of IAPs at multi-10-MHz rep-

etition rates was presented. Such a source holds prospects for enabling space-charge free
multidimensional photoelectron emission studies with attosecond temporal resolution, e.g., the
time-resolved microscopy of plasmonic �elds in nanostructures, known as attoPEEM [18–20,
114, 115].

5.2 Future Directions for Free-Space Cavity Solitons
The soliton experiment described in Section 2.2.3 and [89] was the �rst experimental demon-
stration of spectrally tailoring EC mirrors for cavity-housed nonlinearities. This approach
was formerly also suggested for the plasma nonlinearity in ECs with a gas target and was
theoretically identi�ed as a way to mitigate the main limitation for the scalability of the XUV
power from EC-based sources – plasma-induced intensity clamping [77]. In this context, several
directions for future research arise.

First, it was observed that low-frequency intensity noise of the seed is considerably reduced
in the circulating pulse, which intriguingly complements the high-frequency-noise-�ltering
properties inherent to ECs. However, additional noise at frequencies between 30 and 500 kHz
was observed. It can be investigated, e.g., by using the developed numerical model, whether the
low-frequency noise is converted to higher-frequency noise by an overshooting behavior of
the intensity-self-stabilizing mechanism and if there are ways to prevent such an overshooting.
Moreover, it would be interesting to study whether and to what extent phase noise introduced
by the seed or by a jitter in the EC length is transferred to intensity and phase noise of the
pulse inside the EC.

A second question is how the circulating power in this architecture can be scaled up, which
could enable applications in cavity-enhanced HHG or as a pulse compression scheme which
can, in analogy to compression in multi-pass cells, provide excellent beam quality owing to
the partitioning of the total e�ective nonlinearity into a large number of smaller portions,
separated by free-space propagation [116].

It is still unclear why comparably stable solitons at higher circulating power were not
observed. One possible hindering mechanism, that could, in principle, be veri�ed with a 3D
version of the numerical model presented here, are spatial e�ects, i.e., Kerr lensing in the
nonlinear medium.
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Figure 5.1: Contrast ratios achievable with transverse mode gating, using the focusing conditions
and pulse energy demonstrated in Section 4.3. Each line corresponds to a choice of the full-width-half-
maximum (FWHM) intracavity pulse duration and delay introduced by the stepped mirrors (T /2 is
the half cycle duration). The contrast ratio (CR) of the generated isolated attosecond pulses (IAP) is
computed for each position z of the gas target relative to the focal plane. The gray continuations of
the lines identify where the pulse energy necessary to reach a peak intensity of 3 × 1014W/cm2 in the
gas target exceeds the experimentally demonstrated value of 80 µJ, or the peak intensity on the mirror
exceeds the assumed damage threshold (1 × 1010W/cm2). Combinations of pulse duration and delay
that resulted in contrast ratios below three were omitted for clearness.
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If a signi�cant fraction of the seeding power can be coupled out e�ciently from the power
circulating inside the cavity, the platform can also hold prospects as a pulse compression
scheme with inherent intensity stability and excellent beam quality. Simulations could be used
to investigate how the soliton behaves in the case of the high round-trip losses associated with
high output coupling ratios.

Temporal optical solitons arise from the combination of a second-order linear spectral
phase and the self-phase modulation due to the Kerr e�ect. In the presence of an additional
higher-order spectral phase, steady-state solutions can still exist as a form of generalized
solitons [117]. It is worthwhile to analyze whether this can exploited for reduced sensitivity
to higher-order phase deviations. This could allow additional �exibility in the production of
highly re�ective EC mirrors, possibly enabling signi�cantly broader circulating spectra than
those achievable in a linear EC.

For cavity-enhanced HHG, the plasma-induced refractive index modulation entails an
e�ective spectral phase shift that contributes, beside the blueshift, to intensity clamping.
Provided that a solution for power scaling can be found, it may be feasible to drive HHG in
gases with free-space cavity solitons, mitigating clamping. Because such generalized steady-
state solutions can also exist when the plasma nonlinearity takes over the role of the Kerr
nonlinearity, it may even be possible to reduce clamping e�ects without the use of the Kerr
e�ect – the very approach suggested in [77]. The numerical models presented in this thesis
allow to investigate the possibilities of this approach, and a mathematical framework similar to
the time-domain Lugiato-Lefever equation [118, 119] and its generalizations would be desirable.
Other interesting questions are whether such steady states exhibit a similar inherent intensity
stability and how to tune into the steady state from the cold state.

If it turns out, as described above, that nonlinear ECs in the soliton regime support a broader
bandwidth than linear ECs, this makes them a very promising platform for cavity-enhanced
absorption spectroscopy of optically thin media, e.g., in the molecular �ngerprint region. For
this, a thorough understanding of the interplay between linear absorptive features and the
nonlinear soliton dynamics must be developed [120].

Very recently, cavity-enhanced HHG in solids has been reported [121]. Such all-solid-state
sources of VUV radiation may be an ideal �t for �rst investigations of cavity-soliton-driven
HHG – all the more, because the target usually exhibits a strong Kerr nonlinearity anyway
and because power scaling of the soliton EC is not necessary: The soliton pulse energy of 5 µJ
demonstrated in [89] was already more than one order of magnitude higher than the one used
for solid-state HHG in [121].

5.3 Multi-Color Enhancement Cavities
The mode tailoring approach described in Chapter 4, where one lobe of a TEM01 resonator
mode is delayed by a half cycle by means of a mirror with a stepped surface pro�le, enables
highly e�cient geometric output coupling thanks to an intensity minimum along a slit-shaped
aperture in an output coupling mirror. What is more, the intensity pro�le of this mode allows
a narrow lossy region oriented along the x axis to extend in width with increasing distance
from the optical axis, without introducing severe losses (Fig. 5.2a). When the separation
between the two lobes of the mode is increased, the angular diameter of such a bow-tie-shaped
region can be increased correspondingly. This can be done by increasing the ellipticity of the
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mode (Fig. 5.2b), e.g., by using focusing mirrors with di�erent radii of curvature in vertical and
horizontal direction or by proper choice of the incidence angles, and also by exploiting the
astigmatism introduced by spherical focusing mirrors [87].

More generally, accordingly tailored surface pro�les of the focusing mirrors can allow for
increasing the angular diameter of the unilluminated area, up to the point that a 90°-wide
bow-tie-shaped lossy region is tolerated. Then, a second mode where the lobes are oriented
in the orthogonal direction can be superposed over the �rst mode. On the mirrors, these two
modes will illuminate separate quadrants (Fig. 5.3b), such that di�erent coatings can be used
(Fig. 5.3c). This allows to enhance two broadband pulses centered at di�erent wavelengths
at the same time, which otherwise would not be possible due to bandwidth limitations of the
highly re�ective multilayer mirror coatings. Laser manufacturing is a promising approach
to produce the necessary free-form focusing mirrors [122, 123]. Stepped mirrors with step
heights adapted to the two di�erent wavelengths can be used to obtain on-axis maxima in the
focus (Figs. 5.3a and f), e.g., for improved intensity and beam quality when driving frequency
conversion processes. For e�cient input coupling, for each of both wavelengths one can overlap
a Gaussian seeding beam with one of the lobes of the EC eigenmode and use an input coupler
that is highly re�ective at the position of the other lobe (Figs. 5.3a and e).

Such a scheme would have several interesting applications: First, it could be used to double
the bandwidth for cavity-enhanced absorption spectroscopy in optically thin media. This can
be done without step mirrors because it is usually not important that the two spectral regions
overlap spatially. Moreover, it can be applied with step mirrors to obtain a broad spectrum
and thus a considerably shorter pulse in the focus region than possible with a single-color EC.
For HHG applications, this will further mitigate intensity clamping restrictions and allow for
higher XUV power [53]. The �exibility of using two di�erent central wavelengths can also be
exploited for gating isolated attosecond pulses, to reach photon energies in the soft x-ray range
and to signi�cantly improve the phase matching [124–126]. Apart from HHG, this method is
also promising for driving other frequency conversion processes, e.g., terahertz generation
from strong-�eld-induced gas plasmas, where the second harmonic is used to introduce an AC
bias [127, 128].

Even without using di�erent coatings for the mirror segments, such a monolithic two-in-
one enhancement cavity scheme could be applied for simultaneously enhancing two separate
frequency combs with slightly di�erent repetition rates, which are then spatially overlapped
in the focus. For this, slightly di�erent cavity lengths can be achieved by coating additional
material on two opposing quadrants of the stepped mirrors. This could enable cavity-enhanced
dual-comb coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy of vibrational transitions in molecules
[129].
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Figure 5.2: Angular distribution of the power in a TEM01 mode. (a) Normalized intensity pro�le of a
TEM01 mode with an ellipticity of ε = 1.5, with a narrow bow-tie-shaped lossy area (red) that is avoided
by the mode. (b) Angular power density, as seen from the origin x = y = 0, for di�erent ellipticities ε ,
versus angle relative to the x axis.
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Figure 5.3: Working principle of a multi-color enhancement cavity. (a) Setup. IC: input coupling mirror,
PM: plane mirror, SM: mirror with a stepped surface pro�le, FM: focusing mirror. (b) Transverse mode
pro�les on the resonator mirrors (red: �rst wavelength, green: second wavelength). (c) Segmented mirror
coatings: two opposed quadrants are highly re�ective in a bandwidth centered at the �rst wavelength, λ1,
the other two around the second wavelength, λ2. (d) Delay ∆t for each quadrant of the stepped mirrors,
with half cycles T1/2 = λ1/c/2 and T2/2 = λ2/c/2, and a correction τ to obtain the same e�ective cavity
length for both wavelengths. (e) Input coupler with two highly re�ective quadrants to improve the
overlap with the seed mode. TIC: input coupling transmission. (f) Transverse mode pro�les in the focus,
where the two wavelengths overlap spatially.
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AppendixA
Comparison of HHG Sources

Table A.1: Photon rates Γ from single-pass (SP) and cavity (EC)-enhanced HHG sources reported in
literature. frep, λ, tFWHM and P are the repetition rate, central wavelength, full-width-half-maximum
pulse duration and average power of the laser system, respectively, and Eph is the central photon energy
of each measured harmonic order.

Reference Type frep λ [nm] tFWHM [fs] P [W] Eph [eV] Γ [s−1]
Co99 [130] SP 1.0 kHz 800 40 1.50 23.0 8.1 × 1012
Ta04A [131] SP 10.0Hz 800 30 0.50 48.1 1.8 × 1010

51.0 2.1 × 1010
54.2 2.1 × 1010
57.2 2.0 × 1010
60.7 1.8 × 1010
63.3 1.9 × 1010
66.5 2.0 × 1010
69.8 2.0 × 1010
72.7 1.9 × 1010
75.9 2.0 × 1010
79.1 1.8 × 1010
82.2 1.8 × 1010
85.2 1.7 × 1010
88.5 1.6 × 1010
91.5 1.7 × 1010
94.6 1.8 × 1010
97.7 1.4 × 1010

Ta04I [132] SP 10.0Hz 800 30 0.16 17.0 2.3 × 1013
20.1 1.5 × 1013
23.2 2.6 × 1012
26.3 1.5 × 1012
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Reference Type frep λ [nm] tFWHM [fs] P [W] Eph [eV] Γ [s−1]

29.4 1.7 × 1012
Ta04I [132] SP 10.0Hz 800 30 2.00 35.6 8.8 × 1010

38.7 2.4 × 1011
41.8 3.7 × 1011
44.9 1.4 × 1011
48.0 2.6 × 1010

Ta04I [132] SP 10.0Hz 800 30 0.50 91.4 1.7 × 1010
Go05 [44] EC 112.0MHz 800 30 0.85 13.9 3.0 × 104

17.0 3.0 × 104
Jo05 [43] EC 100.0MHz 800 60 0.80 4.6 5.4 × 1012
Oz08 [61] EC 10.8MHz 810 57 1.00 10.7 2.6 × 1012

13.8 2.4 × 1011
16.8 5.2 × 1011
19.9 2.6 × 1011
23.0 2.2 × 1010
26.0 6.2 × 108
29.1 1.2 × 108

Yo08 [60] EC 136.0MHz 1070 100 10.00 15.1 1.0 × 1011
17.4 7.2 × 109
19.7 1.7 × 1010
22.0 1.1 × 1010

Al11 [65] EC 154.0MHz 1070 120 80.00 15.1 8.3 × 1012
Ha11 [62] EC 66.0MHz 790 70 0.70 17.0 3.7 × 1011
Le11 [63] EC 50.0MHz 800 80 6.00 11.0 1.9 × 1012

14.1 1.5 × 1012
17.2 1.3 × 1012
20.3 7.0 × 1011
23.4 1.2 × 1011

Be12 [64] EC 128.0MHz 518 155 5.00 7.2 4.3 × 1013
12.0 2.6 × 1010
16.8 1.9 × 108
21.5 1.4 × 107

Ci12 [48] EC 154.0MHz 1080 120 30.00 10.3 1.1 × 1013
12.6 1.1 × 1013
14.9 6.7 × 1012
17.2 7.6 × 1012
19.5 6.1 × 1012
21.8 6.0 × 1012
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Reference Type frep λ [nm] tFWHM [fs] P [W] Eph [eV] Γ [s−1]

24.1 2.8 × 1012
26.4 3.3 × 1011

Oz13 [49] EC 79.0MHz 1030 200 11.00 8.4 4.5 × 1010
Pu13 [53] EC 78.0MHz 1040 57 60.00 31.8 1.0 × 1012

108.3 4.6 × 105
Di14 [133] SP 1.0 kHz 1300 30 2.00 200.0 1.0 × 109
Ha14 [79] SP 600.0 kHz 1030 30 80.00 25.2 2.3 × 1013

27.6 2.9 × 1013
30.0 3.0 × 1013
32.4 2.0 × 1013
34.8 5.9 × 1012
37.2 8.4 × 1011

Ha14 [79] SP 600.0 kHz 1030 30 80.00 27.6 7.2 × 1012
30.0 8.3 × 1012
32.4 8.1 × 1012
34.8 7.2 × 1012
37.2 6.0 × 1012
39.6 5.0 × 1012

Lo14 [134] SP 20.0 kHz 1030 170 3.14 15.6 3.8 × 1010
18.1 4.3 × 1010
20.5 2.1 × 1011
22.9 2.7 × 1011
25.3 3.8 × 1011
27.7 2.1 × 1011
30.1 2.0 × 1011
32.5 1.6 × 1011
34.9 1.2 × 1011
37.3 1.2 × 1011
39.7 8.4 × 1010
42.1 3.3 × 1010
44.5 8.8 × 109
46.9 2.9 × 109

Lo14 [134] SP 100.0 kHz 1030 170 5.40 18.1 3.7 × 109
20.5 3.1 × 1010
22.9 4.0 × 1010
25.3 4.1 × 1010
27.7 4.1 × 1010
30.1 4.4 × 1010
32.5 4.1 × 1010
34.9 3.6 × 1010
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Reference Type frep λ [nm] tFWHM [fs] P [W] Eph [eV] Γ [s−1]

37.3 1.4 × 1010
39.7 8.5 × 108

Pu14 [73] EC 78.0MHz 1040 100 45.00 15.5 3.2 × 1012
17.9 3.8 × 1012
20.3 3.4 × 1012
22.7 1.9 × 1012

Ro14N [135] SP 150.0 kHz 820 8 0.97 25.7 1.9 × 1012
40.8 2.1 × 1011

Ro14O [136] SP 150.0 kHz 1030 8 35.00 120.0 3.1 × 109
180.0 1.0 × 108

Ci15 [137] SP 700.0 kHz 1030 300 9.80 16.0 4.6 × 107
25.0 8.0 × 108
32.0 1.2 × 105

Ha15 [50] SP 10.7MHz 1030 31 75.00 20.7 8.2 × 1012
23.0 9.4 × 1012
25.3 9.6 × 1012
27.6 1.1 × 1013
30.2 5.3 × 1012

Mi15 [81] EC 60.0MHz 1050 120 20.00 17.7 1.1 × 1012
Oz15 [138] EC 10.0MHz 1040 200 23.00 8.3 3.7 × 1014

17.9 3.5 × 1012
20.3 3.1 × 1012
22.7 2.8 × 1012

Ca16 [55] EC 250.0MHz 1030 30 170.00 41.3 3.8 × 1011
94.0 8.6 × 107

Kl16 [139] SP 120.0 kHz 515 85 11.00 21.7 2.4 × 1014
26.6 1.7 × 1013

Ro16 [140] SP 100.0 kHz 1030 35 60.00 56.6 5.0 × 1010
59.0 6.4 × 1010
61.4 7.9 × 1010
63.8 7.9 × 1010
66.2 7.8 × 1010
68.6 6.8 × 1010
71.0 4.0 × 1010

Zh17 [141] SP 1.0MHz 347 100 5.00 10.7 7.3 × 1014
Co18 [82] EC 88.0MHz 1030 155 40.00 10.7 2.0 × 1010

10.8 1.4 × 1010
13.2 3.0 × 1010
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Reference Type frep λ [nm] tFWHM [fs] P [W] Eph [eV] Γ [s−1]

13.2 1.4 × 1010
15.6 5.0 × 1010
15.7 4.2 × 1010
18.0 3.7 × 1010
18.0 1.3 × 1011
18.0 1.1 × 1011
20.4 2.4 × 1011
20.4 1.3 × 1011
20.4 6.3 × 1010
22.8 1.0 × 1011
22.8 4.7 × 1011
22.9 2.0 × 1011
25.2 1.7 × 1011
25.2 2.8 × 1011
25.3 2.1 × 1011
27.6 1.9 × 1011
27.6 1.5 × 1010
27.7 3.5 × 1011
30.0 1.8 × 1011
30.1 2.4 × 1011
32.4 2.0 × 1011
32.4 6.9 × 1010
34.8 1.6 × 1011
37.2 9.3 × 1010
39.6 3.8 × 1010
42.0 1.8 × 1010

Po18 [112] EC 77.0MHz 1070 120 80.00 12.7 6.5 × 1013
19.7 3.0 × 1013

Sa19 [56] EC 18.0MHz 1030 40 77.00 27.7 1.8 × 1011
30.1 5.2 × 1011
32.5 1.1 × 1012
34.9 2.1 × 1012
37.3 2.4 × 1012
39.7 1.7 × 1012
42.1 1.1 × 1012
44.5 8.0 × 1011
46.9 5.6 × 1011
49.4 2.9 × 1011
51.8 1.1 × 1011
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